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1 Introduction
1.1 The Homes and Communities Agency seek a ‘single conversation’ between themselves and local authorities
in identifying investment priorities in the District. To this end, the HCA consider that a Local Investment Plan (LIP)
should be developed to identify the investment needed to deliver vision and economic purpose of the district. This
document is also about bringing together an Integrated Development Programme (IDP) as well as helping to
provide the background to the emerging Local Economic Partnership (LEP) for Norfolk and Suffolk and as such
is a wider delivery document.

Purpose of the Document

1.2 This is the first prioritised Infrastructure delivery document to be prepared for Breckland. The purpose of this
document is to identify the strategic housing and infrastructure priorities that need to be provided as part of the
delivery of sustainable communities in the District. Therefore, as well as setting out the scope, spatial extent, and
cost of housing and infrastructure projects, this document will also include a timetable to delivery the projects that
will realise the Council’s vision. This document will also identify for the first time key priorities and outline how
particular projects are to be funded as well as highlighting any funding gaps that may be evident and how to fill
them.

1.3 This document focuses on the delivery of strategic infrastructure projects and services which are identified
in Council strategies. This document has not identified or assessed wider infrastructure associated with development
sites, such as open spaces, on-site highway improvements and standard developer contributions towards education
and libraries. These aspects will be assessed and their economic viability tested as part of the forthcoming
Breckland Community Infrastructure Levy Document which is currently being prepared. Additionally, a number of
organisations are still preparing infrastructure projects, such as health facilities, which will be assessed in reviews
of this document once the detail of those projects are established. This document is a 'live' document which will
be reviewed and refreshed.
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Geographical Scope of this document

1.4 The geographical scope will cover whole of the District’s
administrative area. However, there is a clear functional area
based on the A11 (as reflected in the Norfolk LEA and
Breckland LDF). The majority of the growth and regeneration
in Breckland is focused on the A11 corridor, and in particular,
the settlements of Thetford and Attleborough and the strategic
employment site at Snetterton are due to experience significant
change over the next 15-20 years. This growth will require
significant long-term infrastructure planning which will have
considerable interdependencies.

1.5 The rest of Breckland’s area away from the A11 corridor
is predominantly rural including the three remaining market
towns of Dereham, Swaffham andWatton which all serve wide
rural hinterlands. There are also a number of larger villages
that provide a range of services and facilities to support their
local communities, and these are identified as Local Service
Centre villages. These include Banham, Great Ellingham,
Harling, Litcham, Mundford, Narborough, Necton, North
Elmham, Old Buckenham, Saham Toney, Shipdham, Sporle,
Swanton Morley, Weeting.

1.6 Although the new employment and housing growth levels
away from the A11 corridor are at a much lower level, there
are still challenges which need to be met in order to deliver
sustainable communities in the rural area. The projects that
are identified away from the main areas of growth are important but less geographically distinct and this presents
new challenges for all stakeholders in this process.

Context

1.7 This Integrated Delivery Document is being prepared at a time of unparalleled changes in the national funding
environment, the likes of which have not been seen for a generation. The Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR
Oct 2010) has seen key funding streams such as social housing, transport and community infrastructure significantly
scaled back as national Government seeks to reduce its expenditure. This will have a major impact on the
deliverability of projects, particularly in light of the limited amount of public money that will be available. However,
this document acknowledges that the CSR has also identified new funding opportunities such as the Green
Investment Bank and greater opportunities for local authorities to pursue pioneering funding arrangements such
as Tax Incentive Financing (TIF). Importantly, the CSR process has identified New Homes Bonus as an important
funding stream for Local Authorities going forwards over the next five years.

1.8 Despite the significantly challenging funding environment, the growth and change in Breckland is not directly
reliant on national funding in order to be delivered. However, the recession has had an impact on the viability of
developments and as such, this has impacted on the availability of developer contributions to provide some of the
wider requirements that may have previously been anticipated. However, developer contributions will still be able
to deliver the critical infrastructure needed (in planning terms) to make this development acceptable but there is
likely to be a need for some public funding to ensure fully sustainable development.

1.9 The coalition Government is focusing on a programme of localism and decentralisation which has already
resulted in a number of powers being devolved back to lower tiers of Government (away from regional government
as an example), along with the removal of their funding supplies.
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Overview of Methodology

1.10 Capita Symonds has been commissioned by Breckland Council to prepare an integrated delivery document
which must satisfy the requirements of both a Local Investment Plan and an Integrated Development Programme
to inspire the respective single conversations with the Homes &Communities Agency and the Regional Development
Agency. Since the commissioning of this work it is apparent that the IDP conversation will now transfer into the
Local Enterprise Partnership arena.

1.11 The Council’s Brief for this document requires that it should not ‘reinvent the wheel’ and will draw down
from key existing strategies and documentation to produce a Vision (consistent with the adopted spatial vision for
the area) from which an overarching economic and housing analysis of priority packages and deliverable projects
is undertaken. This process will identify barriers to growth, a number of which are already well understood and
solutions are being developed. Capita Symonds has already project managed a District-wide infrastructure study
for the District (EDAW, 2009) as part of the LDF work. Consequentially, a comprehensive and realistic delivery
document has been prepared in alignment to a number of other processes including the Programme of Development
for Thetford, the LDF and forthcoming tariff/Levy options.

1.12 Given the nature of the district and in particular the local issues around supported housing and rural
affordable housing Breckland Council has required that the spatial area of the LIP will be District wide. However,
given the synergies between the LIP, IDP, adopted Breckland LDF Strategy and the Council’s Sustainable
Communities Strategy there are key spatial investment packages in Breckland which will unlock significant levels
of both economic and housing growth. The IDP element of this document focuses on Thetford and Attleborough
(the A11 corridor) but as is made clear, this is an integrated delivery document. Consequentially critical
interdependencies for the delivery both new homes and new jobs are identified in the need to delivery significant
strategic infrastructure projects in relation to water, energy and roads. 4 structural projects alone have the ability
to unlock land for 9,500 new homes and 8,500 new jobs in Thetford, Attleborough and Snetterton Heath.

1.13 Therefore, there are strong linkages between the sustainable supply of homes and maintaining the health
of the economy. Therefore there are clear synergies to be gained in both housing provision and concurrent
economic growth. For example, through the LIP, the HCA has a critical role and its main and short term focus will
be the supply of new homes. As EEDA identify in the new Implementation Plan (2010) many of these linkages
though recognised and understood, have not always been delivered in a coherent way. Breckland Council considers
that a key outcome of the IDP and LIP processes must be improving coherence at the local level (Breckland) to
ensure that the delivery of homes and jobs is better integrated. EEDA (and subsequently LEPs) make it clear that
the new regional programmes and sub-regional priorities will be delivered in part by the implementation of regional
thematic programmes and joined-up sub-regional action in the form of IDPs, LDFs and LIP. The key is achieving
an integrated view of delivery at the right spatial level so that appropriate intervention can be defined.

1.14 The following table sets out the timeline and tasks which have been carried out in the preparation of this
document. The project has been managed by Breckland Council’s Housing and Economic Development teams,
including regular project meetings. The table is intended to provide an at glance overview of the methodology and
approach used in the preparation of this document.

TaskTime line

• Evidence gathering and collation.May 2010

• Inception Meeting with client.

• Additional evidence gathering and drafting the front end of the document (issues
and analysis) including identification of packages and drafting of local weightings.

June – July 2010
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TaskTime line

• First Project Workshop with HCA, EEDA, Norfolk County Council, Registered
Providers and Breckland Council to agree Packages and test proposed local
weightings.

28 July 2010

• Drafting document, including initial commentary from HCA. Identification of
projects and agreement from Breckland Council on project outputs and likely
public sector intervention.

August – September 2010

• Second ProjectWorkshop with HCA, EEDA, Norfolk County Council, Environment
Agency, NHS Norfolk, Anglian Water and EDF Energy to test scope, costs and
outputs from the identified projects.

6 October 2010

• Final drafting of document and submission for HCA peer review; preliminary
scoring of projects.

October 2010

• Formal feedback from Breckland Council on assessment and proposed
prioritisation of projects.

Early November 2010

• Final draft document submitted for agreement to Breckland Council and the
HCA

November 2010

Table 1.1 Methodology and Approach
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2 Vision and Opportunities
2.1 There are a number of plans, strategies and visions that together shape the direction of travel for the District.
The following diagram illustrates how the Council’s key plans and strategies link together.

Breckland Sustainable Community Strategy

2.2 Breckland Council’s Sustainable Community Strategy 2008-2011 includes a statement setting out the
Council’s vision for the area to 2011.

Breckland is a place in which we take great pride, where our communities, organisation and businesses work
in partnership within an outstanding rural environment to bring about sustainable success and wellbeing for
all.

We want everyone who chooses Breckland as a place to live or work to meet their aspirations and enjoy and
excellent quality of life.

2.3 The SCS vision is supported by a number of objectives which overlap with the Council’s adopted Core
Strategy.

Core Strategy Spatial Vision

2.4 Breckland Council’s adopted Core Strategy document sets out a vision as to how the District will have
developed by 2026. This is as follows:
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By 2026, Breckland’s settlements and its wider rural area will have developed as a dynamic, prosperous and
self-sustaining community through the delivery of at least 19,100 net new homes and significant employment
growth, supported by necessary facilities, services and infrastructure. The new housing will have been
integrated with new and existing facilities and will be comprised of an appropriate tenure, type and mix to
address issues of affordability and social inclusion. In response to the challenges of delivering sustainable
development in a predominantly rural area, the majority of development will have been directed to key
settlements, providing services and facilities to their hinterlands. This development in the key settlements will
have been supported by appropriate development in villages and in rural areas where it addresses local need
or is a sustainable response to an advantage offered by a location. The jobs, housing and other services and
facilities will be located and of a scale and balance to deliver self-contained settlements reducing the need
to travel and maximise opportunities for delivery of sustainable transport provision.

Along the A11 corridor significant employment growth will have been achieved in advanced engineering,
motor sport, research and development and logistics, building on the emerging employment base and taking
advantage of the excellent highway network and linkages to other centres of business. In the rest of Breckland,
employment will meet local needs with the important cultural, heritage, landscape and natural assets forming
the basis for tourism, leisure and recreation.

Building on the town’s function as the main service centre in the south of Breckland and its location on the
A11 corridor and railway, Thetford will continue to develop as a key strategic centre and gateway to the
Brecks. Significant levels of sustainable housing and jobs will have been delivered, acting as a driver for and
supported by a regenerated town centre and regeneration elsewhere in the town.

Elsewhere on the A11 corridor and railway, Attleborough will develop as a location for substantial housing
and employment growth. There will be sustainable connections to employment locations at Snetterton and
the greater Norwich area. The environment and function of the town will have been enhanced by further retail
provision and a new link road from the A11 to the B1077.

Balanced growth of housing, employment, services and facilities will have been delivered in the market towns
of Dereham, Swaffham and Watton. The particular attributes of the market towns will define the scale and
direction of growth, but the aim for all will be, as a minimum, to reinforce their position within the settlement
hierarchy. Where opportunities are identified in the Towns, growth plans will be put in place to ensure their
development and enhancement as centres for living and working and to improve the services and facilities
they offer. This enhancement will improve their sustainability as self-contained settlements and provide wider
benefits to their hinterland.

The natural, built and historic environment of the District will be comprehensively protected and enhanced,
as appropriate, to ensure that their inherent environmental and visual qualities are retained. In particular the
special landscape quality of the Brecks, internationally important habitats and species and areas of scientific
interest and wildlife benefits will be protected from harm. All development will be within the environmental
limits placed on Breckland, particularly with respect to the District being located in the driest region of the
country and the extensive areas that are designated as European Habitats. The quality of the built environment,
building on the District's heritage and archaeological values, will be protected with high quality design being
a key principle of all development.

Thetford Visions

2.5 Breckland Council’s vision for Thetford is set out in the emerging Thetford Area Action Plan (TAAP). The
overarching vision for Thetford is as follows:
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To deliver a thriving 21st century market town at the centre of life in the East of England by implementing the
sustainable growth and comprehensive social, economic and environmental regeneration of Thetford.

By 2026 Thetford will become a well planned, self-contained sustainable town where people feel part of the
community and where they continue to enjoy living and working. It will be a place people will be attracted to
with its renowned natural and historic environment qualities.

Thetford will be an important town for jobs, shops, services, schools and tourism, and will continue to be the
fourth largest town in Norfolk. Thetford will be known as a town where healthy lifestyles are at the heart of
what people, communities and businesses do.

Thetford's reputation will be improved.

2.6 The Council’s vision for Thetford will be delivered through the policies in the Area Action Plan, as well as
through the Moving Thetford Forward (MTF) delivery vehicle and its partners. A number of projects are already
being progressed by MTF such as public realm improvements in the town centre, the relocation of the bus
interchange, shopfront enhancements and support for other feasibility studies. There are also a number of further
detailed visions that support and amplify various aspects of the TAAP vision. These include the Thetford Town
centre vision:

Our vision for Thetford is: To deliver a thriving 21st century market town at the centre of life in the East of
England by implementing the sustainable growth and comprehensive social, economic and environmental
regeneration of Thetford.

2.7 The Thetford Prospectus which includes the above vision (produced by consultants Urban Delivery) brings
together a collection of ideas as to how to move the town forward, particularly in relation to its image and profile.
However, the Thetford Prospectus only goes so far and it is this Integrated Delivery Document that will explore
the priority, timing and deliverability of some of the projects within the prospectus.

2.8 In addition to the above, the Council has been working with ATLAS and the landowners and promoters of
the Urban Extension to progress a shared vision for how the area will be developed, as well as how the Council
could deal with subsequent Planning Applications made in this area. This has resulted in the preparation of a
‘shared vision’ for the Urban Extension.

2.9 The Council’s vision for Attleborough is set out in the Issues and Options document version of the Attleborough
and Snetterton Heath Area Action Plan (ASHAAP). This document will be the subject of consultation between
November 2010 and January 2011. However, the vision below is consistent with the adopted Core Strategy
requirements for the area in relation to the scale and broad location of growth.

2.10 In addition to the Area Action Plan process, Breckland Council has been very successful in being awarded
funding through the Rural Masterplanning Fund administered by the HCA. The project will develop a masterplan
framework to demonstrate how a sustainable urban extension of the scale proposed in Attleborough can be
successfully accommodated in a rural market town location. The work has been awarded to URS Scott-Wilson
and will output by end of March 2011 the results of which will feed into a preferred option for the location of the
urban extension.

2.11 The application for rural masterplan funding demonstrates Breckland Council’s commitment, together with
support from the HCA, to ensure that growth in Attleborough is planned in a comprehensive and sustainable
manner.
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By 2026, Attleborough will have developed as a thriving, attractive and vibrant market town where people
want to live, work, shop and invest. It will be a focus for growth and the community will have prospered from
new housing, additional jobs and other development.

New housing will be integrated into the existing town and issues of affordability and social inclusion will have
been addressed. New housing will be well supported by infrastructure improvements, enhanced education
and health facilities and the provision of additional publicly accessible open space.

Employment opportunities will be increased and diversified within Attleborough. Public transport links with
Snetterton Heath will also be developed to take advantage of economic growth in this area. The enhancement
of the retail provision will improve the environment and function of Attleborough.

A new link road from the A11 to the B1077 will improve access from Attleborough to surrounding areas and
support strategic growth to the south of the town. Traffic congestion will be eased in the town centre and it
will be easy to move within Attleborough particularly by walking, cycling and public transport.

Open spaces of local and strategic importance will be protected and enhanced and further open spaces will
be created. The quality of the landscape and sites of importance for biodiversity will also be protected.

Attleborough town centre will be protected and enhanced and new developments will be of a high standard
of design.

Housing Vision

2.12 Breckland Council’s latest housing vision taken from the Housing Strategy 2010-13 is to:

‘Meet the needs of our communities to live in good quality housing of their choice, with the support they need
to meet their aspirations.’

2.13 The Council has prepared an updated Housing Strategy (2010-13) which sets out what has been achieved
from the previous Housing Strategy and how the Council will deliver its latest vision for housing. This relies on the
actions of the Council’s Housing Team, as well as Registered Providers, the voluntary sector and other Council
functions. In particular, many of the aims of the Housing Strategy are dependant on the implementation of the
Council’s Planning Policies and the Development Control process.

2.14 Many aspects of the Council’s visions will be delivered through the wider spatial planning agenda under
the auspices of the Local Development Framework. The LDF brings together a number of delivery organisations,
and outlines how the key objectives of the document will come forward and by when. However, there are a number
of aspects of the Council’s visions that can only be delivered by partner organisations such as Norfolk County
Council and Registered Providers. Therefore, thorough engagement and consultation in this process will help to
ensure that partner organisations are also aligning themselves to deliver those projects that will fulfil the Council’s
visions.

2.15 This IDD will help the Council to work collaboratively with partners and will set out clearly to these
organisations which particular projects are the most important in delivering its’ visions and aims.
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Local community engagement

2.16 The Breckland IDD is principally a delivery document. Although the IDD has been prepared using a widely
represented stakeholder group, this document itself has not been subject to additional community engagement
as it brings together projects that have themselves been the subject of considerable community involvement.

2.17 Many of the projects identified in this document have been the subject of community engagement as part
of the Council’s wider LDF process (including Examination in Public by a Government appointed Inspector), or as
a separate activity which formed part of a documents preparation. This includes the consultation that has taken
place to support the emerging Thetford and Attleborough and Snetterton Heath Area Action Plans.

2.18 Furthermore, specific evidence base such as the Thetford estates masterplan (prepared for Flagship
Housing by consultants Ingleton Wood) has been the subject of considerable community engagement including
consultation with residents’ forums.

Summary of Visions

• Significant levels of new development in Breckland – 19,100 homes and >12,000 net new jobs over the
period 2001-26 with growth focussed on sustainable locations along the A11.

• Away from the A11, Breckland is a very rural district with associated issues of access to services and
affordable housing whilst protecting the environmental quality.

• Regeneration of Thetford is a priority – town centre and western estates.

• There is a positive outlook from Breckland Council and local communities to growth and investment where
it benefits local communities (including infrastructure improvements) and the local economy .
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3 Background to the Area
3.1 Significant evidence base has been developed in Breckland to support the preparation of the Council’s Local
Development Framework as well as other principal strategies of the Council (such as Housing and Economic
Development).

3.2 This evidence, much of which has been formally tested through the planning process has been crucial to
the production of this document. Some of the key pieces of evidence base that have informed the preparation of
this document include:

Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan Document (adopted December
2009).
Breckland Growth Infrastructure Study (EDAW, 2009).
Water Cycle Study - Stage 2 (Scott-Wilson, 2010).
Attleborough Distributor Road Options study (Mott MacDonald, 2009).
Thetford Landscape Character Assessment (Land Use Consultants, 2007).
A11 Energy Study (IT Power consultants, 2008 & 2010).
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (Fordham Research, 2007).
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (2008).
Draft Thetford Area Action Plan (2010).
Thetford Transport Study (Mott MacDonald, in progress - 2010)
Norfolk Second Local Transport Plan (2006).

3.3 The following strategies have also informed the preparation of this document. These include:

Breckland Sustainable Communities Strategy (2008)
Breckland Council Housing Strategy: Building Futures – Meeting Needs (2010-13)
Norfolk Local Economic Assessment Profile
Norfolk LEP Submission (September 2010)

Breckland Key Facts

Population: 131,000 (Mid 2008).
Households: 55,617 (Mid 2008).
Jobs: 51,000.
Area: 1,300km².
Retail Floorspace: 74,500m2.
Protected Employment Land: 411 hectares.
Key Transport Links: A11 connecting London to Norwich, passing through the market towns of Thetford
and Attleborough and the strategic employment site at Snetterton Heath. A47 connecting King’s Lynn
to Great Yarmouth, including the market towns of Swaffham and Dereham.
Major Business: Mainly within the manufacturing and food processing sectors, including Jeyes, Baxters
Healtcare and Banham Poultry.

3.1 Location

3.4 Breckland is situated within rural Norfolk and it is a geographically vast district, covering approximately
1,300km². The district is formed from the five market towns; Attleborough, Dereham, Thetford, Swaffham and
Watton, and 108 rural parishes. Currently, just over half of the districts population live within the rural parishes,
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and are served by the five market towns. Of the market towns, Thetford is the largest, and also ranks as the fourth
largest town in Norfolk. Within Breckland there are fourteen Local Service Centre villages which provide a high
level of service for surrounding (more rural) parishes. Predominantly, the district looks towards Norwich and
Cambridge for higher order services as regional centres.

3.5 DEFRA has six broad categories to define how rural a local authority is. Breckland lies within the R-80
category, which is the most rural category. The 2001 census indicated that 17% of Breckland’s rural population
did not own a car, and as such, gaining access to higher order services elsewhere within the district is a key
challenge.
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Figure 3.1 Breckland Core Strategy Key Diagram
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3.6 Breckland is dissected by two trunks road, the A47 and A11, which link the district with larger centres and
these can be seen in Figure 1 above. Growth in Breckland over the plan period will be concentrated along the A11
corridor, in the market towns of Attleborough and Thetford. The A11 runs from London to Norwich, which passes
through Cambridge, and is one the key transport routes for the district and as such provides an important opportunity
for both housing and employment growth within the two market towns it passes. The direction of future housing
growth for both Thetford as the Key Centre for Development and Change and Attleborough as a Market Town for
Substantial Growth, is set out within the Core Strategy and Development Control Policies DPD, and may be seen
in the following maps.

Thetford

This map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller 
of Her Majesty's Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead
to prosecution or civil proceedings. Breckland District Council licence no.100019535. Published 2005.

0 475 950 1,425 1,900237.5
Meters

Area of Search

Thetford

Figure 3.2 Thetford Area of Search

3.7 Growth in Thetford is to be concentrated to the north
of the town, between the existing limits of the town and the
A11 trunk road. Environmental constraints within Thetford
mean there are only limited areas of opportunity for large
scale expansion. Areas to the south, east and west of the
town lie within the 1,500m of Breckland SPA with stone
curlew, a European protected species, which restricts new
housing developments. Additionally, the confluence of the
Rivers Thet and Little Ouse is within the town. This creates
larges area of land which is of high risk of flooding within
the town.

3.8 In 2006, Thetford gained Growth Point status, due to
the amount of growth which is expected to occur within the
town between 2001 and 2026.

3.9 Thetford also has good transport links to both Norwich
and Cambridge, by road and rail.

3.10 There are also a number of key town centre
regeneration sites which provide opportunities to revitalise
the historic centre and bring about improvements to the
wider community.
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Attleborough

0 525 1,050 1,575 2,100262.5 Meters

COPYRIGHT This map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office © Crown  
copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Breckland District Council licence no.100019535.  Published 2005.

Area of Search

Attleborough

Figure 3.3 Area of Search for New Growth

3.11 Attleborough is located to the north-east of Thetford, closer to Norwich. The majority of the proposed housing
growth within the town is to be located on land to the south of the railway. Breckland’s Landscape Character
Assessment designates land to the south of Attleborough as being less sensitive to development, than land to the
north of the town. Attleborough is not as constrained by environmental factors as Thetford, though there are areas
of flood risk to the north of the town from the Attleborough Stream. The A11 is also seen to be a larger barrier to
new residential development, than the railway line to the south of the town.

Population Profile and Key Facts

3.12 Breckland’s population of just over 131,000 people (mid 2008 estimates, Norfolk Insight), is projected to
rise to 161,800 people by 2026 (the end of the plan period for the Core Strategy), an increase of 23.5%. Currently,
just over half of Breckland’s population live in the disperse villages and hamlets of the 108 rural parishes.
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Picture 3.1 Breckland Pupulation Breakdown

3.13 Breckland has an ageing population, with the greatest proportion of people aged over 45, with approximately
25% of the district being over 60. Whilst Breckland’s population shows an expected good level of comparison with
the rest of Norfolk, it differs from the East of England and England, which has a greater proportion of people who
are of working age, and sees a significant fall in those over the age of 60. This is likely to in part be due to Breckland’s
good location, which makes it a popular area to retire to, and lower levels of higher skilled jobs.

3.14 Migration is an important issue in Breckland. This includes migration into the District from elsewhere in the
County, but in particular, net in-migration of European citizens into the District in the last few years is a key issue.
There is generally a paucity of evidence as to the exact scale of in-migration from European citizens and the
information from the last census was unable to capture the significant rises in the mid 2000’s, however some
datasets from Norfolk Insight reveal higher than regional and national percentages of schoolchildren whose first
language is Polish, Lithuanian or Portuguese. Such indicators can, as a proxy, help to develop an understanding
of the particular migrant groups present in Breckland.

Housing Growth

3.15 The level of new housing growth in Breckland is set out within the Council’s adopted Core Strategy. The
Core Strategy sets out a significant growth agenda for the district, and requires Breckland to deliver 19,100 new
homes over the period 2001-2026. Previously, the district has seen much lower levels of growth and this has
resulted in a shortfall in housing stock. New development will be concentrated across the five main towns, with
four Local Service Centre villages also seeing additional growth. The remainder of the district is likely to only see
limited increases. Table 3.1 ' Breakdown of Housing Numbers' below shows the breakdown of housing numbers
across the Breckland.
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TotalNew AllocationsNo. of homes
Built/Permitted

Settlement

4,6384,000638Attleborough

2,0186001,418Dereham

795250545Swaffham

7,9286,5001,428Thetford

832300532Watton

1244084Harling

875037Narborough

205100105Shipdham

775027Swanton Morley

2,67802,678All Other Parishes

19,38211,8907,492Total

Table 3.1 Breakdown of Housing Numbers

3.16 Since the start of this plan period in 2001, 5,742 new homes have been developed across the region. This
equates to 638 new homes being delivered annually. Whilst this shows strong levels of housing growth, to meet
Breckland’s housing targets, for the remaining 16 years of the plan period, 808 houses will be needed to be
delivered annually.

3.17 At the heart of Breckland’s housing targets is Thetford, which is one of the East of England’s 21 Key Centres
for Development and Change. Thetford also has the benefit of growth point status, and as such, is expected to
deliver at least 7,877 new homes over the plan period. Attleborough is set to become the second settlement within
the Breckland settlement hierarchy, with substantial growth over the remainder of the plan period. The proposed
new housing growth will improve the choice of housing available, promote housing-led regeneration, as well as
improving quality. This will in turn lead to increased land values as well as meeting local needs. These communities
will also indirectly benefit from improved infrastructure (e.g. open space).

3.18 Breckland Council, as part of the Rural East Anglia Partnership (REAP) in partnership with North Norfolk
and King’s Lynn and West Norfolk Councils. In 2007, REAP undertook a Strategic Market Housing Assessment
(SHMA) which formed part of the evidence base for the Core Strategy. A SHMA is a process for describing the
nature and possible futures of housing markets and was accompanied by a Housing Needs Study for Breckland.
Both of these studies have identified a significant housing demand within Breckland. Breckland’s housing need
study has produced an annual cycle of moves, which helps to highlight the type of demand for housing within the
district.
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Figure 3.4 Reproduced from Breckland Housing Need Study,
Final Report October 2007. Fordham Research

3.19 Figure 3.4 'Reproduced from Breckland
Housing Need Study, Final Report October
2007. Fordham Research' above shows that
Breckland’s housing market is not insular, and
there is a great deal of movement both into and
out of the district. The concealed households
are typically those buying or moving into their
first homes, so would not previously have been
within the housing system. Of particular
relevance, and correspondingly to Figure 3
(population breakdown) it is possible to see that
the greatest flow into the district, is from people
without children. This is likely to continue the
trend within Breckland of an ageing population.
It is also possible to see that a large proportion
of those within the concealed group are leaving
the district.

3.20 Between 2004/05 and 2007/08 average
house prices consistently rose across the
district, at their peak reaching £209,995. In 2008/09 the average house prices fell to £185,000, their lowest level
since 2005/06. (House prices provided by Breckland Housing Service using standard median of sample). This
works out at approximately 9x the average wage for the district.

3.21 Figure 3.5 'Housing Trajectory' shows the housing trajectory from the adopted Breckland Core Strategy
which illustrates how future housing growth identified within Policy CP1 will be delivered.
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Figure 3.5 Housing Trajectory

3.22 The housing trajectory, together with previous completions information demonstrate that the housing target
is deliverable within Breckland and the Council is actively preparing subsequent Development Plan Documents
to deliver the growth. As can be seen in Figure 5 above, the majority of the housing growth is expected to be
delivered post 2012, through the developments in both Thetford and Attleborough. Breckland as a predominantly
rural district has limited amounts of previously developed land available. The majority of allocations across the
market towns are likely to be situated on greenfield sites at the edge of settlements. This may be seen to be the
case with both Attleborough and Thetford in Figure 3.6 'Housing Projections'.
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Figure 3.6 Housing Projections

3.23 The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) demonstrates the amount
of available land over the plan period. It includes
previously developed land, greenfield sites and
unimplemented permissions which have the
potential for development. The SHLAA identified
deliverable sites for 14,751 dwellings from the
growth locations identified in Policy CP1 of the
Core Strategy. This is greater than the number
of dwellings which are still remaining to be
allocated. The housing projection for Thetford,
as the Key Centre for Development and Change
and the other market towns maybe seen below:

3.24 3.5.10 The SHLAA states that in
Attleborough ‘the initial slow phase of housing
delivery is primarily related to the existing
constraints to the highways network within the
town centre…..the period post 2014…will see a step change in housing delivery.’ Similarly Thetford is likely to see
a notable increase in housing delivery rates post 2014. Prior to the adoption of Area Action Plans for both Thetford
and Attleborough, much of the growth will occur in the three remaining market towns, and the four Local Service
Centre Villages. The number of houses being delivered has slowed during the previous financial year. This may
be linked to the housing market slowdown, and has been accounted for within the housing trajectory.

Private sector housing

3.25 Private sector housing plays an important role in the local housing market both in terms of owner-occupied
dwellings, as well as homes available for rental. The SHMA (2007) identified that across the REAP area,
owner-occupied housing accounted for 74.6% of all households within the area, with the private rented sector
accounting for 11.4%. However, the study finds that across REAP, over a quarter of households in the private
rented sector were paying more for their accommodation than is recommended.

3.26 Empty properties in the private sector have historically not been a significant problem in the Breckland
area. However, there are currently 774 properties in the District identified as being empty, and of these, 690 are
considered as being empty for more than 6 months. Between 2005 and 2010, the Council has brought 72 empty
properties back into use.

3.27 Evidence from Breckland Council’s latest Housing Strategy indicates that approximately 17.2% of private
sector homes fail to meet the Decent Homes standard. Although this compares favourably with the national average
(37%), this masks the fact that 8.2% of private rented accommodated exhibits a category 1 hazard.

Affordable Housing

3.28 Over the period 2001-10, 616 affordable homes have been delivered which equates to just 14% of the total
number of homes delivered across the district. The adopted Core Strategy (December 2009) aims for 40% of all
new homes to be affordable over the plan period and so far Breckland has fallen short of reaching this target.
However, in the past two financial years, since the Core Strategy has been a material consideration within the
planning process, affordable housing delivery has been increasing. Planning applications also reflect the 40%
target. Breckland’s Housing Needs Study (2007) states that Breckland needs an annual supply of an additional
423 units to meet current and future demand.
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3.29 Across the district there are vast differences in the quality and quantity of affordable housing. Breckland
Council’s Housing Team have produced a local update to the Housing Needs Study for 2010. This update report
has found that Thetford has significant quantities of housing stock managed by a Registered Provider, however
the stock profile is not closely aligned to local needs. Large quantities of Thetford’s affordable housing stock is
reaching the end of its useful life, and as such, work is going to be required to this stock to make it fit for purpose.

Gypsy and Travellers

3.30 Breckland currently has a high level of Gypsy and Traveller provision across the district, with 52 permanent
pitches. The majority of these are located of the A47 at Swaffham (46 pitches). Additionally, Thetford has seen a
site completed in 2008 for a short stay stopping place. There are a further three sites in Breckland, which are
unauthorised, but tolerated. It is hoped that the planning status of these site will change over forthcoming financial
years.

3.31 Policy CP2 of the Council’s Core Strategy states that the search for 15 new permanent pitches will be
sought along the A11 corridor by 2011. Recent encampments at Attleborough indicate there is a need in the area
for authorised and managed provision. The Attleborough and Snetterton Heath Area Action Plan will look to address
this issue.

Deprivation

3.32 Breckland has relatively low levels of deprivation across the district. However, there are a few pockets of
much higher levels of deprivation. Thetford’s Abbey ward is categorised as being within the top 20% of the most
deprived wards in England. This is classified by the Index of Multiple Deprivation. The majority of the A11 corridor
has very low levels of deprivation, predominantly falling within the two lowest classifications, of wards which are
the least deprived in England.

Equality, race and gender

3.33 The ethnicity profile of Breckland indicates that 91.5% of the population are ‘white British’ (2007) which is
higher than the comparative UK (83.6%) and regional (86.9%) percentages. Breckland also has lower than national
and regional percentages of its population that are of Black or other ethnicity. This evidence was gathered from
the Norfolk Insight website and is comparable to the findings of the Council’s SHMA (2007). However, the Council
has undertaken significant community cohesion work, particularly with the Portuguese community which is one
of the larger ethnic groups within the District to gain a more detailed understanding of their needs and circumstances.

3.34 One of the key gender issues for Breckland is domestic violence, and in particular, the need to assist women
fleeing domestic abuse. There is currently no service provider for women fleeing abuse, although in 2009/10 the
Council has assisted 4 households with security measures to their homes.

3.35 One of the key equalities issues in Breckland is of homelessness and rough sleeping. There is a lack of
data about the exact numbers of people sleeping rough in the District, and although the Council undertakes annual
counts the numbers are constantly fluctuating. However, the Council is aware that this problem is most acutely
found in Thetford, and is centred on migrants from the European Union.

Specialist needs housing

3.36 Evidence contained in the Council’s Housing Needs Survey (2007) identified 11,146 households with at
least one member in an identified specialist needs group, which equates to 21% of all households in Breckland.
Of these, the study found that predominant group was ‘physically disabled’ with 65.5% of all specialist needs
households reporting a member in this group. The study indicated that the next largest group is ‘frail elderly’ with
42.8% of households reporting a member in this group.
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3.37 The Housing Needs Study also reveals that 82.5% of households indicating a member with a specialist
need only contain one member with a specialist need. The evidence also indicates that 36.5% of RSL households
contain one member with a specialist need. The study finds that specialist needs households are also
disproportionately made up of older persons.

3.38 Since 2005, the Council has awarded 529 Disabled Facilities Grants to the combined value of £2.1million
reflecting this key priority. The Council’s Housing Strategy (2010-13) states that the Council will continue to review
the range of housing and support services to help older people and vulnerable groups to maintain their ability to
live independently in a safe and healthy environment. An ageing population also raises particular issues in respect
of the type of homes to be delivered in future which could require greater proportions of lifetime homes and single
storey dwellings.

3.39 Although not considered in the Housing Needs Survey as ‘specialist needs housing’, there is evidence of
need for social housing for larger families, such as houses of 4+ bedrooms. However, there is evidence of
geographical disparities with the District with Thetford having an oversupply of larger social rented properties and
a needs profile that requires a greater number of smaller units.

Employment

3.40 Breckland has a population of 75,700 people (at June 2009) who are of working age, between 16-59/64
(data from the Norfolk Insight website). Of these people, 84.15% may be defined as being economically active;
this is in comparison to only 80.9% in Norfolk and 79.04% across all England. Across Breckland, between 2011
and 2031, there will be a 0.6% increase in the proportion of people who are of working age per annum (EEDA
regional forecast). Whilst Breckland has a higher proportion of economically active people, in comparison to the
rest of both Norfolk and England, the table below shows the average gross weekly full time pay of these workers.

Great Britain £East of England £Breckland £

490.2479.1395.02009

431.7427.7393.22005

360.0358.1326.32000

Table 3.2 Average Gross Weekly Pay

(Source: ONS annual survey of working hours. www.nomisweb.co.uk)

Table 2 shows average gross weekly wage for full time workers in Breckland at specific points over the last ten
years. The table shows that whilst the average weekly wage in Breckland has been increasing, it is consistently
lower than the East of England and Great Britain; however, the percentage by which it has been increasing by
over the past 10 years is also lower. This has lead to a greater inequality in wages in the District in 2009, than in
2000. The lower wages within Breckland are likely to see more people travelling outside of the district in search
of higher paid/skilled work, as well as affecting the affordability of housing.

Sectoral Change in Employment

3.41 The following table details the areas of work people are employed within. This is monitored on an annual
basis, by the Office of National Statistics and is taken from the Annual Business Enquiry.
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Breckland
percentage
change
between 05/06
and 08/09

East of
England (%)

Oct 08 –

Sep 09

Breckland
(%)

Oct 08 –

Sep 09

Breckland
(%)

Oct 05 – Sep
06

Breckland
(%)

Mar 01- Feb
02

- 4.117.610.314.411.5Managers and Senior Officials

- 0.613.410.911.5*Professional Occupations

+ 314.412.89.811.7Associate Professionals and
technicians

+1.411.013.311.911.4Administrative and Secretarial

+ 0.310.812.712.418.5Skilled trade occupations

+ 1.77.68.06.3*Personal Service Occupations

- 3.67.27.611.2*Sales and Customer Service
Occupations

+ 0.56.410.610.110.7Process Plan and Machine
Operatives

+ 1.111.213.412.316.5Elementary Occupations

Table 3.3 Employment sectors in Breckland

(* Sample size is too small to be reliable. Source: ONS annual population survey. https://www.nomisweb.co.uk).

3.42 Since 2001 (the start of the plan period for the Core Strategy), Breckland has seen significant changes in
the structure of its employment occupation. However, due to changes in the way in which the data has been
collated, a truer comparison is possible from 2005. (The data has been collected over the same time period, so
seasonal fluctuations will be accounted for.) Since 2005 there has been a decline in the percentage of people
employed in managerial/professional occupations within Breckland. Additionally, Breckland has a lower proportion
of people in these sectors in comparison to the rest of the East of England. However, it is important to note that
Breckland does a relatively proportionally balanced economy across all sectors.

3.43 Employment provision within Breckland is concentrated around the districts five market towns. Across these
towns the Core Strategy has designated 16 general employment areas (GEAs), and a further two at Snetterton
Heath. These are all protected for B class uses, as defined by the Use Class Order 2006. Breckland’s 2009 Annual
Monitoring Report states that there is 89.18 ha of employment land from extant allocations remaining within the
district. The majority of this land is located within the Snetterton strategic employment site, which is currently
constrained by energy infrastructure.

Future Employment Growth

3.44 Over the plan period for the Core Strategy, until 2021, Breckland is expected to see an increase of at least
9,650 additional jobs, potentially up to 12,700 new jobs. The A11 corridor with Thetford, Attleborough and Snetterton
are key areas for this housing growth, with 7,000 of these jobs also expected to come in this area. The Regional
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Forecasts shows employment growth by sector up to 2021, as reproduced from Breckland Employment Land
Review. The Regional Forecasts shows employment growth by sector up to 2021, as reproduced from Breckland
Employment Land Review.

Figure 3.7 Source: Regional Forecasts. Breckland Employment Land Review Final Report. Roger Tym and
Partners.

3.45 3.14.2 Regional Forecasts data illustrates a decline in the number of jobs within agricultural andmanufacturing
sectors up to 2021. These area sectors currently have a higher proportion of people working within them in
Breckland, than at a regional level. Other sectors including “financial and business services” and “education and
health” are likely to see large increases in the number of jobs available to 2021. The future growth within these
sectors is likely to halt the decline in managerial and professional occupations that has occurred in the past five
years as illustrated in Figure 3.7 'Source: Regional Forecasts. Breckland Employment Land Review Final Report.
Roger Tym and Partners.'

3.46 3.14.3 The speed and availability of rural broadband is also currently impacting the potential of many rural
businesses in Breckland to grow, primarily as a result of distances from exchanges. Outside of the five main towns,
the district has generally low broadband speeds and there are also a number of ‘not-spots’ which are areas with
average speeds of less than 0.5mbps. Broadband is now critical piece of infrastructure that companies look for
when seeking to develop or expand in an area, and as such, without improved speed and coverage will remain a
constraint to delivering greater rural employment.
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Economic Growth and the A11 Corridor

3.47 The Employment Land Review states that Thetford has a “well developedmarket for industrial and distribution
property.” This is predominantly due to the towns location along the A11 corridor, with good links to both the regional
centres of Cambridge and Norwich. Key employers within Thetford include both Jeyes and Baxters Healthcare in
the manufacturing sectors. The review also showed there is limited demand for offices within the town.

3.48 Currently, Attleborough has a much less developed employment market, due in part to its smaller size. The
town benefits from a good location on the A11 between Thetford and Norwich, which means it has a more advanced
industrial and distribution sector than other nearby market towns. Banham Poultry within the food processing sector
is also a major employer within the town.

3.49 As noted above, the A11 corridor, and particularly the market towns of Thetford and Attleborough, has a
key role to in the economic development of the district. The Rural Enterprise Valley (REV) programme, which is
concentrated in this area, has been designed to support high value-added low carbon economic growth. A key
aim of the REV project is to encourage higher skilled jobs within the district. The REV project aims to overcome
barriers to investment and competitiveness and help to address issues with the local economy. Additionally, the
project aims to support growth of the Thetford Enterprise Park (TEP) and the Snetterton Utilities Project.

3.50 The TEP is a new business park within 44 acres of land, north of Thetford. It aims to provide an additional
70,000 sqm of new commercial floorspace through large scale investments.

3.51 The Snetterton Utilities project aims to unlock the potential of the Snetterton Business Park, which is
currently constrained by gas and electricity infrastructure.

3.52 The Governments commitment to complete the dualling of the A11 between Fiveways and Thetford (due
to commence in 2012) will provide a significant stimulus to improving economic growth along the wider A11 corridor
and particularly the above projects and locations within Breckland which will benefit from improved connectivity to
other key economic locations including London and Cambridge.

Education, Skills and Training

3.53 The skills and training of the District’s population plays an important part of developing a thriving economy.
However, Breckland currently falls behind other parts of the Country in terms of educational attainment levels. Low
skills levels can also be harmful to the economic potential of the District, and the District is generally characterised
by lower skilled employment such as services, manufacturing and food processing. The percentage of people in
Breckland aged 16-74 without any formal qualifications from the 2001 Census was 33.71%, which is higher than
the National, Regional and County figures. Breckland also has a lower percentage of people who are qualified to
level 4 (first degree level and equivalents) at 13.5%, which is significantly below the National (30.5%), Regional
(27.8%) and County (22.9%) rates.

3.54 There is clear evidence of the need to up-skill the District’s workforce over all age ranges to help secure
quality jobs and improve the higher value added sectors. The picture for younger people is different. Data collected
for all school leavers in Breckland (taken from Norfolk Connexions service) indicates that in 2008, approximately
80.9% of school leavers were entering full time education. A further 6.06% were entering employment with some
form of training, either through foundation or advanced modern apprenticeships or other recognised training
schemes. However, there are distinct differences between the genders entering full-time education with the
percentage of males being 76.22%, and females 85.5%. Therefore, there remains an underlying issue with lower
percentage of males of school leaving age in Breckland entering full-time education.
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4 Strengths and Opportunities
4.1 Breckland has a strong opportunity to deliver both housing and economic growth across the district in a
sustainable manner. The adopted Core Strategy provides a level of certainty over both housing and employment
numbers, and dictates broad locations of growth. Over the remaining 16 years of the plan period for the Core
Strategy, Breckland is going to see a large number of changes as it continues to grow to meet both housing and
employment needs. The future trajectories for housing and employment may be seen in section 3, and offer key
opportunities for the district as a whole.

4.2 As noted previously, the A11 corridor will provide the key link to bring new growth and opportunity into the
district. Whilst housing growth in these areas is likely to occur later in the plan period, a number of programmes
(including REV) are already underway. Once completed, the Snetterton Utilities project will unlock the potential of
the site. As mentioned previously, there is approximately 89 hectares of land with existing allocations (the majority
of which is at Snetterton) which could become available. Thetford’s status as a national Growth Point recognises
the changes which are occurring within the town. Breckland Council is working with developers on masterplanning
projects in Thetford, to insure the growth is delivered in a timely and appropriate manner, which will ensure that
the needs of the town are met.

4.3 The Complete dualling of the A11 (Thetford – Fiveways) starting in 2015 is a key strength to the overall
prosperity of the area. Although the growth promoted in Breckland was not dependant on the A11 being dualled
completely along its length, this proposal is nonetheless key to unlocking the full economic potential of the wider
A11 corridor. This key piece of infrastructure will have an impact on the success of attracting new growth to the
A11 corridor and ultimately the ability of this area to reach its full economic potential.

4.4 There are a number of key regeneration projects happening along the A11 corridor, which will not only
support new growth, but also improve existing facilities. These include:

Thetford Forum – This is part of a wider project aiming to improve schools and educational provision within
Thetford, as part of the new Thetford Academy. The Thetford Forum will provide a centre for vocational
courses for 14-19 year olds, and also the opportunity for life long learning. The forum will be located on the
old Anchor Hotel Site. The Thetford Prospectus states that the forum will become “a vibrant and active place
capable of offering education integrated with other community uses…..it will create an active public space
along the river bank for all ages to use and enjoy throughout the day and into the evening.”
Thetford Bus Station – A new bus station is currently being planned for within Thetford, between St Nicholas
Street and Minstergate, to replace the existing station at the old Anchor Hotel. The existing site has a number
of access constraints, and a new bus station will be able to provide a greater amount of car parking, a covered
waiting area and information points.
Housing Estate Renewal – Thetford has a high proportion of housing stock (particularly affordable housing)
in comparison to the rest of the district. However large quantities of this is reaching the end of it’s useful life.
Flagship housing, as the registered providers of social housing, are producing a masterplan for the gradual
regeneration of existing housing stock, on the Abbey, Redcastle Furze and Barnhamcross estates. The
Thetford Area Action Plan will include policies which will look to support the regeneration of existing estates,
including the protection of existing open space. Additionally, Breckland’s Housing Team, have produced a
2010 update on housing need in Thetford, which suggests the town has a greatest need for smaller affordable
houses. Projects are currently underway with the aim to start the regeneration of these estates. For instance,
this has included the demolition of 34 homes at Sweyn Close and Fulmerston Road, and the replacement of
them with 66 highly sustainable affordable homes to meet the communities’ needs.
Town Centre Regeneration – A number of projects are underway to attempt to stem the decline of Thetford’s
town centre. The aim of the town centre projects is to make Thetford more accessible and create a sustainable
retail, leisure and residential environment.
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4.5 A key strength relating to the Attleborough and Snetterton spatial package is that Breckland Council has
taken a proactive brokering role to bring forward a solution to the identified energy supply constraints at Snetterton.
This is the sign of a positive authority with high level support to unlock the potential of this site and with a clear
commitment to moving forward a solution.

4.6 There is also a receptive context locally for delivering the rural package. There is support from the District
Council, sympathetic communities, and an advanced local planning framework setting the context for the
advancement of the rural agenda.

4.7 The Council also possesses a strong evidence base on what investments are required and how these can
be delivered. The Council’s adopted Core Strategy DPD has been prepared in a climate of the need to understand
and respond to infrastructure delivery challenges. The Council has demonstrated, through the Core Strategy that
there are reasonable prospects for the delivery of new growth. This has been tested with the key infrastructure
and service providers, and is now starting to be translated in the Asset Management Plans and Capital Programmes
of infrastructure providers (such as Anglian Water).

4.8 Investment and delivery to date (by Theme):

TimescaleOutcomeProject

Completed by March
2010

Redundant garage court areas
redeveloped for affordable housing

Estate Regeneration at
Barnhamcross.

Thetford

Completed by March
2010

2.4 Hectares of land now serviced
and capable of implementation.

Infrastructure to service and
deliver Victory Park Employment
Estate

Attleborough

Implemented in
2010/2011

Programme of weekly service bus
visits to Local Service Centre villages

Rural service delivery via the
Poultec/Breckland LSPBlack Bus

Rural

has attracted growing number of
users.

- outreach provision to Local
Service Centre villages.

Completion by Sept
2011

Delivery of a total of 66 social rented
units

Thetford, Sweyn Close
Redevelopment

Housing

Completion by July
2011

Delivery of an affordable housing
exception scheme of 8 social rented
units

Beetley, High House Road

Table 4.1 Investment and Delivery to Date

4.9 The level of growth in Breckland represents an opportunity to maximise the economies of scale that growth
will bring with it in order to deliver additional investment in infrastructure. The additional funding that development
can secure through mechanisms such as the New Homes Bonus, and the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
will be vitally important in ensuring that enhanced services are inherently sustainable, with a key example being
improvements to public transport to support development.

4.10 As growth comes forward, the Council will become a more significant force in the delivery of infrastructure
either as a funder of development, banker or ringmaster. Breckland Council has an entrepreneurial philosophy
although in its role as a funder, it should be noted that expectations around financial returns will need to be tempered
against wider community benefits. This may mean that the Council uses it's assets to bring forward infrastructure
although this is likely to require their input at nil cost or a small loss.
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5 Constraints and Uncertainties
5.1 In order to deliver the growth proposed in Breckland in a sustainable manner, significant infrastructure will
need to be delivered to accompany the increase in population. Many of the requirements of the packages are
understood and whilst recognising the constraints to their delivery. However, there are a number of potential
constraints beyond the scope of this document that may impact upon the full delivery of some of the key aspirations
for the growth in Breckland as set out in the packages. The headline constraints are:

Re-structuring of Government funding – The coalition Government’s proposals to directly cut public sector
spending could impact on delivery of infrastructure. This could range from a lack of direct capital funding to
accelerate housing growth, to reductions in the funding available to RSLs to bring forward affordable housing.
Funding may be withdrawn completely or be delayed with knock-on effects for infrastructure priorities and
their timing. To offset the withdrawal
Private sector capacity to deliver – The development industry has experienced considerable challenges
during the recession. There is a potential risk that developers will be unable to sell particular housing products
due to recent changes in the housing market, as well as lack of demand for commercial space as companies
rationalise. There is also the possibility that sites that may have been viable at the peak of the market based
on a particular housing or commercial mix are now unviable since the recession as demand is not as strong.
Complete dualling of the A11 (Thetford – Fiveways) – Although the growth promoted in Breckland is not
dependant on the A11 being dualled completely along its length, this proposal is nonetheless key to unlocking
the full economic potential of the wider A11 corridor. This key piece of infrastructure will have an impact on
the success of attracting new growth to the A11 corridor and ultimately the ability of this area to reach its full
economic potential.

Key Sites and Areas for Development – Challenges

5.2 In addition to issues at a wider spatial scale than this document is considering, there are a number of site
specific challenges that will need to be addressed. The following identifies the key development locations in
Breckland and the current status and strategy for these areas.

Thetford Strategic Urban Extension

Thetford Strategic Urban Extension – 150ha + of greenfield land providing
housing, employment and local and neighbourhood facilities.

Description of Site

At least 5,000 new homes, plus 22ha of employment.No. of Housing Units/

Energy supply and transport solutions.Jobs/ other

Energy supply and transport solutions.Key Challenges

Identified as key area in for growth in Council’s LDF Core Strategy. Growth
at Thetford was previously identified in the Regional Spatial Strategy (now
cancelled).

Strategy to address
challenges

Broad direction of growth identified in adopted Core Strategy, but detailed
site arrangements not yet set out in Thetford AAP.

Planning Status

There are no current planning applications or permissions relating to the
growth area.
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Attleborough Urban Extension

Attleborough Urban Extension – development of greenfield land to south of
railway.

Description of Site

At least 4,000 new homes, plus additional 10ha employment land.No. of Housing
Units/jobs

Energy supply, delivery of upgrades to Attleborough WWTW, requirement for new
distributor road to link B1077 and A11 to serve new growth, improvements to A11
junctions all of which impact upon the phasing of development.

Key Challenges

Growth will also require further improvements to

Attleborough town centre gyratory system and junctions.

Phasing of development to allow for strategic upgrades to WWTW to take place, as
well as provision of new distributor road.

Strategy to address
challenges

Council is examining options to deliver additional energy supply to Attleborough.

Need to progress a transport study to better understand what mitigation measures
are needed for town centre gyratory.

Broad direction of growth identified in Council’s adopted LDF Core Strategy, but
detailed site arrangements not yet set out in emerging Attleborough and Snetterton
Heath AAP.

Planning Status

There are no current planning applications or permissions relating to the growth
area.

Snetterton Heath

Development of remaining allocated employment land plus an additional
20ha at Snetterton Heath Employment Area.

Description of Site

Full development of the site could unlock up to 1,500 jobs.No. of Housing Units/jobs

Delivery of sufficient energy supply to deliver full development of the site;
sustainable transport solutions to and from Attleborough and beyond.

Key Challenges

Examination of possible approaches to delivering energy supply under way.
These include options to procure a wholly private sector solution, as well as
examining whether there is potential for a public/ private solution.

Strategy to address
challenges

Scale of additional allocation identified in Council’s adopted Core Strategy.Planning Status

There are currently no planning permissions relating to this additional growth
proposed.
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Thetford Town Centre

Redevelopment of 3 key brownfield sites across Thetford town centre.

The redevelopment of the former Anchor Hotel site, land at Minstergate, and
Riverside Walk are the three most significant areas from a wider number of
sites.

Description of Site

Relocation of Bus interchange, delivery of 400 new post-16 pupil places,
redevelopment of dated retail units.

No. of Housing Units/
jobs

Land assembly, archaeology, availability of funding.Key Challenges

A number of sites were Identified in initial Moving Thetford Forward document, as
well as Thetford prospectus (2010).

Strategy to address
challenges

Council may need to consider use of compulsory purchase powers to assemble
or acquire sites for redevelopment.

Plans for proposed post-16 education facility and relocated bus interchange are
now in development.

Preliminary archaeological investigations under way to inform future Planning
Application on Anchor Hotel site.

None of the sites currently have the benefit of Planning Permission for
redevelopment.

Planning Status
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6 Investment Priorities
6.1 The purpose of this section is to summarise and present the priorities for investment which the various spatial
and thematic packages identified in the document will be responding to. In any District there are, what appears
at times, to be an overwhelming series of issues and challenges which demand attention and resolution. It is not
the role of this document to seek to be a panacea to every issue but to focus on and identify those areas where
investment needs to be prioritised and where delivery will be tangible and measured.

6.2 As presented in the evidence underpinning this document there are a number of issues and challenges
facing the District out of which a number of higher strategic themes relevant to the Breckland area can be identified.
These higher strategic themes will frame the respective single conversations and provide the points of reference
against which prioritisation criteria, packages and projects will be developed.

6.3 The following higher strategic themes have been identified as broad priority areas for investment and delivery
in Breckland:

1. delivering the planned growth to secure quality jobs and improve access to a decent home
2. Regenerating those parts of Thetford where quality of housing stock and issues with the local environment

need addressing
3. Enhancing access to services and employment in the rural areas
4. Delivering improvements to the range and condition of housing across the District outside of the growth areas.

6.4 These themes are seen as essential to the future well-being of the District and in accordance with IDP
guidance it is necessary to identify the critical things without which growth will not happen sustainably.

6.5 The following table seeks to plug investment priorities into these themes and then relate them to the proposed
packages/projects.

TimeframeDeliveryGeographical
Distribution

Investment PriorityHigher Strategic
Theme

Short/medium/long.6,500 homesThetford Spatial
Package.

Overcoming infrastructure
constraints along A11,
principally, water, energy,
transport.

Delivery of
significant housing
and employment
growth at key
locations

5,000 jobs.

4,000 homes
Attleborough &
Snetterton Spatial
Package.Community cohesion –

integrating scale of
development in a rural
context.

2,000 jobs.

Short/medium.Thetford Spatial
Package.

Estate regeneration of
housing stock and

Regeneration

environment in Western
Estates, Thetford. Housing Thematic

Package.

Short/ medium.Greater
access to

Rural long-term
Package.

Protecting Existing Services;

Mobile Service Delivery;

Enhance access to
services &
employment services for
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TimeframeDeliveryGeographical
Distribution

Investment PriorityHigher Strategic
Theme

residents in
the rural area.

Rural Broadband.

Short.Rural long-term
package.

Rural affordable housing

Specialist accommodation

Improving
accommodation
choices and quality

Housing Thematic
package.Fabric and energy efficiency

improvements

Gypsy & traveller provision.

Table 6.1 Identifying Higher Strategic Themes and Priorities

Map 6.1 Growth and Investment Projects to 2016

6.6 This document will need to recognise that many projects within the spatial packages will be sequentially
dependent. For example in Attleborough, the majority of growth will be reliant on strategic upgrades to the Waste
Water Treatment Plant, which are expected post 2016. In the interim work may progress on delivery of the link
road but investment in social, education and energy infrastructure related to growth at Attleborough will only take
place once the waste water issue is resolved. As a general theme, the scale of growth is such in Breckland that
a number of significant ‘upfront’ infrastructure projects are required. Unlike some growth areas, development sites
in Breckland are relatively unconstrained by issues inherently associated with the site but rather the constraint is
created by infrastructure capacity issues, some of which are wholly dependent on regulated funding from the
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infrastructure provider. Part of the purpose of this document is to reaffirm the decisiveness of key authorities in
the growth agenda, not least by supporting the investment decisions which will form the basis of conversations
with HCA and other key funding sources.

6.7 The packages are not sequentially dependent, but careful prioritisation will be applied to those which can
be delivered under specific timescales.

Prioritisation Processes

6.8 The prioritisation within this document will, of necessity, be framed by the phasing of packages and projects
reflecting the scale and complexity of each.

6.9 There are also some further themes against which projects will be tested against which have arisen from
the stakeholder workshop on 28th July 2010 and these can be seen in section 6.2 below.

Local Multiplier Weighting

6.10 6.2.1 This section identifies the local weightings given to the particular multipliers to be used to assess
projects against based on the higher strategic themes developed through this document. These are drawn from
the higher strategic themes identified above and the available evidence base:

1. Higher strategic theme: delivering growth

Unit ValueTheme

1.00Value per no. of new homes delivered, released or improved (all
tenures)

Housing delivery

1.05Value per no. of new jobs delivered, safeguarded or releasedEmployment growth

1.05Value per apprenticeship created or safeguarded (based on HCA
requirements for partners)

1.50Value per mixed use live-work units delivered or released

1.00Value per every 10m2 of community facilities delivered/ improved
or safeguarded or point per pupil place.

Environment and
community

1.00Value per 1,000m2 of GI delivered/ improved or safeguardedRegeneration

0.75Value per home where included as part of neighbourhood
enhancement scheme

Table 6.2 Identifying Higher Strategic Themes and Priorities

2. Higher strategic theme: Regeneration

Weighting

1.75Brownfield Site

1.00Greenfield Site
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Weighting

1.40Mixed greenfield/brownfield site

1.25Greenfield development that unlocks wider brownfield site

1.30Soft regeneration schemes

3. Higher strategic theme: access to employment and services

Weighting

1.10Delivers/ improves access to new homes (infrastructure projects only)

1.10Delivers/ improves access to jobs (infrastructure projects only)

1.05Delivers/ improves access to shops and services

1.05Delivers/ improves access to public transport

1.05Delivers/ improves access to green infrastructure or open space

1.05Delivers/ improves access to education

1.05Delivers/ improves access to health, healthy lifestyles (including walking and cycling)

1.00Other

4. Higher strategic theme: improving accommodation choices and quality

WeightingUse for housing or relevant projects only

1.55Rural affordable housing

1.50Urban affordable housing

2.15Supported homes or homes for older people

2.15Specialist needs social housing (including disabled or other complex needs
accommodation)

3.00Gypsy and Traveller pitches

1.25Market Homes (where mix is aligned to SHMA)

1.00Market Homes (general)

1.05Improves housing stock
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5. Critical interdependencies to other plans or projects:

Weighting

3.00Critical to delivery of LDF, Housing Strategy or other project of this IDP/LIP*

2.00Essential to delivery of LDF, housing strategy or other project of this IDP/LIP*

1.00Desirable to delivery of LDF, housing strategy or other project of this IDP/LIP*

(*Assessment will take into account delivery of infrastructure as categorised by EDAW growth study (either as an
individual project itself or a component part of project).

6. Risk:

Weighting

3.00Least risk (including public sector capital funds, public land/buildings plus deliverability
(including PP)

2.00Medium risk (including public sector capital funds, public land/buildings plus
deliverability (including PP)

1.00Greatest risk (including public sector capital funds, public land/buildings plus
deliverability (including PP)

7. Environmental and community benefits:

Weighting

1.25Energy standards of housing delivered above Building Regs.

1.25Energy Standard of new commercial development delivered to BREEAM ‘very good’
or ‘Excellent’ standards

1.25Delivers other environmental improvements/ renewable energy (when not a housing
or commercial scheme)

1.10Delivers other community benefits/ improvements (soft measures)

1.10Reduces crime and/or the fear of crime and disorder.

8. Timescale (No. of years expressed as a decimal)

9. Cost of intervention sought (cost expressed as decimal with £1million equating to a value of 1.00)

6.3 Formula

6.11 The formula used in this document, as agreed by the stakeholder workshop is as follows:

Impact

(timescale (8) x cost of intervention sought (9) = Total weighted score
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Impact = 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 or 5 x 6 x 7

6.12 Note – In the formula, if a project does not fit with the criteria identified for a particular multiplier, a value of
1.0 should be used (i.e. no additional weight attributed).

Prioritising packages

6.13 It is proposed to use an assessment table (see example at table 5 below) in order to provide a transparent
mechanism to aid in the prioritisation of projects identified in this document. The weighting used against each
theme has been considered by the stakeholder workshop and tested against a range of examples.

Project name and Description (include no of homes/ jobs etc)

notesMultipliers or value usedCriterion

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Total weight score

Table 6.3 Project Assessment Table

6.14 The prioritised project assessment tables are included at Appendix A of this document.

6.15 The prioritisation of infrastructure projects will have an impact on any tariff approach to developer contributions
or Charging Schedule for a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) that the Council may choose to prepare. This will
ensure that future contributions sought through such mechanisms reflect local infrastructure priorities within the
district.
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7 Process
How this document has been prepared

7.1 This document has been developed by consultants Capita Symonds on behalf of Breckland Council and its
partners. This is the first iteration of an IDD which fulfils the requirements of an Integrated Development Programme.
This document has been specifically tailored to Breckland Council’s particular needs and is intended to be a holistic
document which will enable a ‘single conversation’ to take place with key infrastructure funding and delivery
partners.

7.2 A project steering group was set up in the first instance to oversee the preparation of this document. The
group included representatives from Breckland Council and Capita Symonds including Economic Development,
Housing, Planning and Asset Management. The steering group has met on a regular basis to consider the evidence
informing the document and the resultant spatial and thematic packages which emerge from the evidence as well
as identifying any gaps.

7.3 This document has also been put together with involvement from local stakeholders in the form of workshops,
as well as Political input into prioritisation from representatives from Breckland Council’s Cabinet. The workshops
considered the local scoring system as well as the thematic packages and their associated projects. This is essential
in order to ensure that specific partners are clearly involved throughout the process of prioritisation and a clear
direction of travel is secured with those partners. The workshops have also included the involvement of Public
bodies such as NCC, HCA, EEDA/EELGA, NHS, EA as well as private bodies including AWS and EDF.

Introduction to Governance arrangements

7.4 In terms of prioritising the infrastructure requirements and securing agreement on delivery responsibilities
the officer steering group has been guided by a stakeholder group consisting of those key agencies which are
responsible for funding and/or directly providing those items of infrastructure which will deliver the priorities set
out in this document.

7.5 The stakeholder group has in turn been augmented by Member representatives to whom the Officer Working
Group and the final drafts of the document will be reported to. The Member Working Group consists of
representatives from Breckland Council, as part of the Council’s Overview and Scrutiny function, and will report
direct to the Council’s Cabinet.

7.6 In terms of future governance, it is recommended that Breckland Council commits to the development and
maintenance of a dedicated IDP/ LIP webpage. This should be hosted and updated by the Council as progress
with each of the projects or packages is made, or this document is revised.
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Figure 7.1 Proposed Governence Structure

Creating one Integrated Delivery Document (IDD)

7.7 This single Integrated Delivery Document has been
prepared to meet both the requirements of an IDP and
an LIP under one umbrella document which encapsulates
and synergises the respective investment priorities across
the District in a format which will enable a single
conversation with key partners. Breckland Council has
taken a conscious decision to establish a single document,
and as far as is practicable, the purpose of the document
is to meet current requirements but to also form a
long-term document whose success is measured against
delivery. The intention is that the IDD will not be a one-off
document which has no tangible effect on the clear areas
for action in Breckland (identified in the packages). This
long-term approach will have implications in terms of
sustained governance and responsibility.

7.8 The document has utilised the IDP Toolkit
developed by SQW (on behalf of EEDA) and the Homes
& Communities Agency guidance on LIPs. Reference
has also been made to the Planning Advisory Service
(PAS) guidance on IDPs and LIPs. The methodology for
this document has been overseen by the officer steering
group with necessary inputs from the stakeholder group
where needed. In particular, representatives from both
EEDA and HCA have supported the process, including
peer review. The table included at Appendix D illustrates
how this document meets the requirements of both an
IDP and LIP.

7.9 The IDD fully reflects the spatial approach to growth in Breckland as contained in the adopted LDF Core
Strategy together with the Sustainable Community Strategy and economic and housing strategies. The authoring
of the IDD is the responsibility of Breckland Council but its delivery will be the responsibility of many agencies (see
section below). The document will need to be formally signed off by the Cabinets of Breckland Council and Norfolk
County Council. Early drafts of the document will be considered by a MemberWorking Group at Breckland Council
who will be part of the Overview and Scrutiny function and who will make recommendations to the Cabinet.

How will the packages be delivered?

7.10 The decision remains to be taken on how the growth agenda will be channelled in Breckland. There are
two options which need to be considered which are set out in sections 7.5 to 7.8 below. These are further explored
and commented on in the conclusions and recommendations sections.

Current Approaches to delivery

7.11 Currently there are two delivery mechanisms operating in Breckland both of which are informal partnerships.
At the District level there is the Local Strategic Partnership (LSP) and for Thetford there is Moving Thetford Forward
(MTF). Both of these bodies are hosted at Breckland Council. The LSP has an annual budget of £140,000, but
is primarily coordinating activity to achieve LAA targets. At present Moving Thetford Forward (MTF) is the
accountable body for administering Growth Funds totalling £6.4million for the period 2008-11. In addition to these
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local District mechanisms, there is also the Rural East Anglia Partnership (REAP) which is delivering housing
objectives across the rural parts of the west and north of Norfolk including Breckland, King’s Lynn & West Norfolk
and North Norfolk.

7.12 There are a number of funding opportunities and packages available that the above delivery partnerships
can apply to or develop. These are as follows:

Growth Point Funding - £1.7million of funding has been provided to Thetford from CLG for 2010/11
European Funding – There remains a range of structural funding streams to 2012/13 administered by the
Regional Development Agency that local delivery partnerships can apply to such as:

i. Rural Development Programme for England (RDPE)
ii. European Regional Development Fund (ERDF); and
iii. European Social Fund (ESF)

HCA funding streams - The Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) has confirmed that the HCA will be
retained as a smaller enabling and investment agency. Further clarity will be forthcoming on the scale of the
HCA’s new role and associated funding. At present the HCA oversees the following budgets:

i. The National Affordable Housing Programme (NAHP) which funds: construction and refurbishment of affordable
housing; housing for vulnerable people, rural housing initiatives and re-use of empty homes; and

ii. National Programmes on Growth & Renewal of which Growth Point funding is currently relevant to Breckland.

Breckland Council Assets – The Council has a range of land and property assets as well as the potential
to develop capital projects using reserves.
Norfolk County Council Assets - The Council has a range of land and property assets as well as the
potential to develop capital projects using reserves.

7.13 As well as informal partnerships it should also be borne in mind that as Local Planning Authority, Breckland
Council secures developer contributions through S106 agreements which in turn deliver infrastructure priorities
associated with that development. In the Breckland context S106 contributions are taken in line with adopted
policy in the Core Strategy and Development Control Policies document (adopted December 2009) and the Norfolk
County Council Planning Obligations Standards (revised April 2010). In addition to any on-site infrastructure,
financial contributions are also sought for the following:

Open Space (children’s play and outdoor sports provision) – on a per property basis on all schemes under
25 dwellings
Education facilities (primary and secondary school) – on a per property basis on all schemes over 20 dwellings
Library facilities; and
Fire Hydrants

7.14 Policy CP5 of the adopted Core Strategy sets out the Council’s approach to developer obligations and
potential future options. These options include:

1. The preparation of a district-wide Developer Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (SPD);
2. A tariff for major development at Thetford and Attleborough & Snetterton; and
3. A Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) document for the District.

7.15 The Council has already set out in its adopted Core Strategy the parameters for developer obligations at
Policy CP5 and this will be taken into account when considering the delivery of various elements of the identified
packages.
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7.16 Currently, a number of investment priorities will be inherently dependent on the Asset Management Plans
and Capital Programmes of key delivery bodies. Table 6 below summarises, by way of an overview, those Asset
Management Plans and Capital Programmes of direct relevance to the projects and packages being presented in
this document. More detailed reference will be made to individual programmes and plans in each spatial or thematic
package.

RegulatorNext ReviewCycleLatest VersionProgramme

OFWAT2015Every 5 years2010Anglian Water Asset Management
Plan (AMP5)

OFGEM2015Every 5 years2010EDF Energy – Long Term
Development Statement

Table 7.1 Summary of AMPS, development and capital Programmes

Funding Options

7.17 This IDD is has been developed during a time of unprecedented change in the local and national funding
environment. The coalition Government has moved swiftly to address the Government’s budget deficit and as a
result, a number of national funding streams have recently been scaled back or cancelled. Therefore, a number
of the funding sources identified in this document may not be available beyond the very short term including
remaining European grant aid and funds administered by EERA and EELGA. Significant uncertainty on
short-medium term funding remains with decisions on the future of key funding bodies such as the HCA unlikely
to be made until December 2010.

7.18 The Regional Growth Fund will allocate £1.4billion for projects in England which help private sector
revitalisation of the economy. The fund will operate between 2011 and 2013 and RGF bids will need to be submitted
by December 2010 under the sponsorship of the new Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs). Norfolk’s LEP
submission on 4th September 2010 outlined a county-based partnership. More details on the Norfolk LEP and its
priorities are provided at Section 7.9 of this document.

7.19 The HCA and Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC) have recently launched the Low Carbon
Infrastructure Fund (LCIF) which is new pot which can provide funding towards low carbon infrastructure as
demonstrators for particular types of energy generation. Growth points and growth areas are eligible to apply and
nearly £20million of capital funding is available for the HCA to deliver low carbon projects in growth areas/ points.
There is also £45million of funding available for small scale renewable energy and heat projects.

7.20 The Norfolk Infrastructure Fund was agreed to be established by Norfolk County Council’s Cabinet in
January 2010. The fund enables a 25% share of Council Tax receipts from second homes to be used to meet
investment costs for infrastructure projects in the County. NCC has indicated that priority given to projects that
have been prioritised in IDPs.

Future Delivery Options

7.21 The scale of growth planned in Breckland, together with continuing structural change for the rural communities
and need for regeneration in Thetford, will generate a series of complex organisational challenges that Breckland
Council, infrastructure providers and key partners will need to address. Experience from other growth and
regeneration areas suggest that well developed and defined mechanisms for decision making and delivery are
critical in demonstrating growth targets can be met and thereby secure the necessary mix of public and private
sector investment to deliver the packages.
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7.22 At present delivery in Thetford is well managed and coordinated through Moving Thetford Forward (MTF).
Outside of Thetford, the management and coordination of investment is less well developed and reliant on existing
structures and mechanisms, primarily undertaken by Breckland District Council and Norfolk County Council.

7.23 The Breckland Infrastructure Study (EDAW, 2009) summarises some generic issues which will be faced
as Breckland Council and key partners move towards a more coordinated and focused delivery. These are set out
below:

• The approach to developing initiatives should be collaborative with significant and regular working between
organisations and the District/County at Officer and Chief Officer levels. The approaches allow growth issues
to be approached on a District basis and zones within the District and encourage comprehensive solutions
to move forward.

• Considerable time is required to keep political members informed with the Chief Officers playing a vital role
in this process and facilitated by core delivery staff

• The role and frequency of contact between senior officers and Chief Officers in heading off issues and
“squaring off” local issues should not be underestimated

• The use of tariffs/levies is crucial to demonstrate openness and certainty that the infrastructure will be
provided and the growth trajectories realised.

• Delivery boards made up of the key delivery agencies and infrastructure providers are successful in ensuring
that all stakeholders take ownership for delivering growth projects and monitoring success into the future

• Organisational structures need to have a degree of flexibility to be able to respond to changing circumstances
e.g. administrative changes, new statutory requirements and different planning mechanisms.

Source: Breckland District-wide Infrastructure Needs, Funding and Delivery Study (EDAW, 2009).

Developing a Local Delivery Mechanism

7.24 Key to the successful delivery of the packages identified in this document is strong leadership and partner
commitment and action. Whilst Breckland Council has taken the lead in preparing this document, it is a multi-agency
delivery document. It will be important that all partners ensure they employ the resources required to deliver their
part. Much has been achieved in the process of developing this Integrated Delivery Document, in bringing together
the key partners under one investment and prioritisation umbrella.

7.25 There will be four distinct roles in delivering the investment priorities identified in this document. These
roles can be summarised as:

‘Ringmaster’ – coordinating the activities of others and commissioning delivery
‘Banker’ – holding and finances
‘Provider’ – direct implementation
‘Monitor’ – measuring delivery and effectiveness, research

From the four key roles identified above, two key options for the delivery of projects follow. These are:

(1) An informal Local Delivery Mechanism - This could be a stronger role for the Local Strategic Partnership (LSP)
to coordinate and manage the growth agenda. LSPs are potentially in a strong position to take on this role as they
have a broad membership including the key infrastructure providers and service delivery agencies. Importantly,
the LSP is served by a team of professional officers who have an understanding of the investment priorities
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(2) A formal local delivery mechanism – This could take the form of one of the following:

Local Asset Backed Vehicles (LABVs)
Formal Delivery Group / Board

Figure 7.2 Suggested Formal Delivery Group Model

Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs)

7.26 The emerging Norfolk and Suffolk Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) is currently the most likely vehicle
to deliver cross boundary infrastructure. The Norfolk and Suffolk LEP submission was finalised on 12th November
2010 and is currently with Government for assessment.

7.27 The Norfolk and Suffolk LEP proposal is supported by Norfolk and Suffolk County Council’s and the District
Councils. Importantly, the LEP is led by the local business community and the vision of the Norfolk and Suffolk
LEP is to act as a catalyst for change, helping to remove the barriers to Norfolk’s sustainable business growth.
The LEP has identified a number of priorities which are relevant to this IDD as follows:
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1. Improving the road, rail, broadband and utilities infrastructure to support economic and housing growth and
attract inward investment.

2. Creating more private sector jobs and business start ups and assisting existing SMEs to become more
competitive.

3. Helping Norfolk’s key sectors (advanced engineering and manufacturing; offshore and renewable energy;
financial and business services; creative industries; health and life sciences; tourism; agriculture and food
processing) to grow and maximise the opportunities for a low carbon economy, building on existing sector
development groups and the county’s enterprise hubs and infrastructure.

4. Improving the skills and employability of the workforce, ensuring that training available matches the needs
of business.

5. Delivering sustainable housing growth to support economic growth and ensure vibrant communities.
6. Developing strong strategic alliances with adjoining areas to address issues of common interest.

7.28 It will be through this document that Breckland considers the weighting and priority it wants to give to these
County priorities having regard to the local evidence.

7.29 There is no core funding from central government for the administration costs of LEPs and funding for the
secretariat / support team will need to be sourced from private and public sector partners.

7.30 A key function of the LEP will be to generate funds to support the delivery of its strategic priorities – if it is
to continue to engage the private sector. All options will be considered and approached flexibly, as new funding
streams emerge – e.g. Regional Growth Fund (RGF), asset based borrowing, public/private joint ventures, EU
funds etc. Existing Growth Point (including the £1.7million for Thetford) and other government funds currently
secured should be looked at in terms of providing leverage on the Regional Growth Fund.

7.31 Opportunities must be provided for LEPs to engage in arrangements for the dissolution of RDAs, particularly
with regard to asset transfer/disposal, the distribution of any surplus and the ongoing management/co-ordination
of European and other important income streams which are not to be centrally controlled. EEDA currently acts
as the managing authority for two EU Structural Fund Programmes: the European Regional Development
Fund-funded Competitiveness Programme and the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development-funded
Rural Development Programme for England. The two Programmes are valued at £2.2m and £12m respectively
for 2010-11.

7.32 The County Council has an Economic Programmes Team that is multi-skilled in developing and monitoring
both EU and other funding programmes and would seek to take on both the management of EEDA’s existing EU
funded programmes, on behalf of the LEP, and seek out new EU-backed projects delivered through strategic
alliances with neighbouring areas. Under the LEP proposal it would also manage the monitoring / control of RGF
projects.

Long Term Delivery

7.33 Consideration needs to be given to not only the short term review of this delivery programme but also a
long term commitment to the key investment priorities as local circumstances change. Delivery of this strategy
will require:

A comprehensive evidence base to make informed choices on programme objectives
Clear accountability for delivery of actions and results
Shared understanding and agreement on the spatial scale at which delivery will be most effective
A clear investment planning framework to make it happen
Capacity and capability to manage programme delivery
Innovative funding mechanisms to lever in private sector investment
An ability to respond quickly to dynamic circumstances
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7.34 Many of the projects identified in this document will require long term involvement and development. As
such, it is important that this Integrated Delivery Document is kept updated as a ‘live’ document year-on-year. As
part of the continued updating of the document, it will be imperative to utilise the skills and knowledge developed
through this process and applying this to related activities i.e. future reviews of the LDF; developing the potential
tariff/levy mechanisms; other Council strategy reviews.
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8 Integrated Delivery Summary
Summary of packages

8.1 This document has identified three types of packages – spatial, thematic and long-term. The spatial packages
have been identified responding in the first instance to the need for infrastructure to support new housing and
employment growth, as well as projects to enhance the sustainability of the rural area away from key growth
locations. This first IDP has identified only one long term package for the rural area; however it is recognised that
some of the individual projects within the Thetford, and Attleborough and Snetterton packages are themselves
long-term. These major projects that have longer lead in times are reflected in the Gantt chart at Appendix G of
this document.

The Investment Packages

8.2 The following table summarises the packages and projects which make up this IDD.

Thematic packageLong term
package

Spatial Packages

HousingRural BrecklandAttleborough and
Snetterton Heath

Thetford

H1: Delivering rural
affordable Housing

R1: Reducing
rural isolation

T1: Transport and
Movement

Projects

H2: Delivering
affordable housing
(market towns)

R2: Enhancing
rural accessibility
and public
transport

A1: Snetterton Energy
supply

T2: Rail Station

H3: Improving stock
condition

R3: Enhancing
rural broadband
connectivity

A2: Sustainable transport
improvements to
Snetterton

T3a: Housing-led
regeneration (Abbey)

H4: Gypsy and
Traveller provision

A3: Attleborough waste
water treatment

T3b: Housing-led
regeneration
(Barnhamcross)

H5: Delivering
supported housing
requirements

A4: Education provisionT3c: Housing-led
regeneration (Redcastle
Furze)

H6: Empty HomesA5 Attleborough southern
distributor Road

T3d: Housing-led
regeneration (Ladies
Estate)

A6: Attleborough town
centre gyratory

T4: Electricity substation

improvements and
junctions

T5: Post-16 Education
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Thematic packageLong term
package

Spatial Packages

T6: Green Infrastructure

R2: Enhancing rural
accessibility and public
transport

T7: Thetford Bus
Interchange

T8: Thetford Loops

Table 8.1 Summary of packages and projects
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8.1 Spatial Package 1: Thetford

Thetford

8.3 Thetford is due to experience significant growth and regeneration in the period to 2026. In order to ensure
that this growth can be delivered in a sustainable manner, a number of key infrastructure projects are needed.
The spatial extent of this package follows the Thetford Area Action Plan area and identifies eight key projects for
delivery.
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Projects

8.4 There are eight key infrastructure projects that make up the Thetford Spatial package. These are set out
below:
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T1: Transport and Movement

This project is based on the final Thetford Transport Study (2010) which is due to be completed in December
2010. The Project will include:

Junction capacity enhancements to all A11 junctions on the Thetford bypass.
Junction capacity improvements on the internal road network at London Rd/ Brandon Road traffic lights
and Norwich Road / Hurth Way roundabout.
Measures to increase modal shift to walking, cycling and bus.

Note: Specific projects relating to the train station, bus station and Thetford Loops cycle network are addressed
in the following parts of this Thetford section.

Summary and Outputs

8.5 In order to deliver the quantum of development currently proposed for Thetford, a number of transport
improvements are necessary to ensure the road network can accommodate the additional traffic expected to be
generated by developments to the north of the town, as well as the regenerated town centre and other infill
developments across the town.

8.6 Evidence contained in the emerging Thetford Transport Study (2010) indicates the need for improvements
to provide additional capacity at all junctions on the A11 Thetford bypass between the London Road roundabout
to the south and the A1075 roundabout at Norwich Road at the north. The agreed proposal to upgrade all five
junctions includes widening and signalising the four existing roundabouts and lengthening the slip roads at the
Croxton Road grade separated junction.

8.7 The cost of all the A11 upgrades is expected to be £12.5million (based on an average of £2.5million per
junction) and could take around 3 years to design, approve and construct. Not all of the junctions will need to be
upgraded simultaneously although there will be cost benefits to entering into a single contract phased over a period
of time to deliver two tranches of junction upgrade commensurate with the phased delivery of the growth. Initial
evidence indicates that there is some existing capacity to accommodate some growth without the need for A11
junction upgrades. This further identifies that a timescale of greater than 3 years is likely for the delivery of these
upgrades.

8.8 The cost and of the internal road network upgrades is currently under discussion and if available will be fed
into this BIDD or failing that a subsequent review.

8.9 Measures to increase modal shift are an essential part of the transport solution for Thetford. Without modal
shift, by 2026 junctions will not function effectively regardless of whether further housing development is delivered.
Again an indicative overall cost for cycling, walking and bus network improvements is not yet available to feed into
this BIDD.

Links to vision

8.10 This project is critical to delivering the Core Strategy vision for Thetford as well as the TAAP vision. It also
affects delivery of the Housing and Economic Visions by facilitating the release of development land which will
deliver homes and jobs. There is also a relationship between growth supporting the wider regeneration of Thetford
as a consequence of the investment resulting from the increased population.
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Funding

8.11 The developers of the northern urban extension would provide the funding for those transport proposals
which related to their proposals; however NCC and the Highways Agency would undertake the delivery of any
upgrades on those roads/junctions within their jurisdiction.

8.12 Funding toward measures to improve modal shift would have been sought through the Norfolk Local
Transport Plan 3. Early indications are that there will be no associated funding to deliver the Norfolk LTP3 when
it is signed off in 2011. However the LTP will continue to have a role in evidencing developer contributions where
this relates to their growth. Further funding for modal shift measures could be sought from BDC and MTF.

Risks

8.13 There is a potential risk that the cost of upgrading works as a result of new development renders the
development unviable. Risk that if modal shift is not secured, junctions could fail. The risk has to some extent
been mitigated through the Thetford Transport Study work which has included the involvement of the Highways
Agency and Local Transport Authority.

T2: Rail Station

This project seeks to improve the attractiveness and accessibility of Thetford rail station as a public transport
hub in the town through:

Provision of additional car parking spaces; and
Improving connectivity between eastbound and westbound platforms.

Summary and Outputs

8.14 Presently, Thetford Station has insufficient parking for patrons. This is limiting the attractiveness, and
ultimately use of this important facility, not just to town residents but those living in the wider rural hinterland. The
Thetford Area Action Plan identifies an area surrounding the train station where additional parking proposals,
subject to the environment and access, will be considered favourably. At present there is no firm proposal to
deliver an additional car park but construction costs for surface parking vary between £1,000 and £3,000 per
parking space(1) with annual maintenance likely to cost up to £400 per space (2). Allowing for circulation and
landscaping, a 1hectare (2 ½ acre) car park would yield some 140 parking spaces. Taking a mid-point estimate
on construction costs and a 10 year annual maintenance cost, the cost of delivering a 70 space car park (similar
to the recent expansion at Diss station and at scale which will more than double existing provision at Thetford)
would cost approximately £437,500. This figure could be increased to £450,000 to include additional, secure cycle
parking close to the station. An average cost for a Sheffield cycle stands for parking is £250, therefore some 50
safe cycle spaces could also be provided. Given there is no current proposal but an area of opportunity supported
through planning policy, it would be reasonable to assume a timescale of greater than 3 years but less than 5
years for delivery.

8.15 The station has two platforms which are linked by a footbridge. Unfortunately, the traditional stepped bridge
(which is in the curtilage of a Listed Building) does not provide access directly between the two platforms for those
who are disabled or have restricted mobility. Previous studies have looked into providing a conventional level path
across the tracks but this has been discounted on safety grounds. Therefore options to provide a DDA access
between the platforms will be either a new ramped access bridge or a lift bridge.

1 The NBTN/DfT Essential Guide to Travel Planning (National Business Travel Network and DfT, 2007, p 18)
2 2002 DfT survey of 21 organisations with travel plans (DfT 2002a)
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8.16 Norfolk County Council has undertaken a feasibility study (3) which was completed in March 2008. The
study rejected the ramped bridge option on the grounds of cost and unacceptable visual impact. The study therefore
concluded that a lifts to the overbridge solution was the most cost effective and structurally appropriate way forward.
The cost of delivering the lifts is estimated at £1,000,000 with a further £20,000 to install CCTV to overcome safety
issues raised by potential users and any perceived risk of vandalism. The timetable for implementation is two
years including obtaining approval from Network Rail for track possession to enable the work to be undertaken.
Year 1 would focus on design, consultation and procurement with year 2 on construction.

Links to vision

8.17 Enhancing public transport will help to deliver modal shift which is central to the sustainable growth for the
town outlined in the adopted Core Strategy and Thetford Area Action Plan. The scheme will improve the quality
of public transport provision and accessibility to this key growth location.

Funding

8.18 Funding for the car parking improvements would come from Network Rail, the train operating companies
and developer contributions given additional demand will be created from the residential and employment growth.
The access improvements are required to address an existing deficit and therefore developer contributions are
not applicable. Funding for the scheme could be sourced from Moving Thetford Forward, Network Rail, the train
operating companies and DfTs ‘Access for All Initiative’ as well as from car parking charges from users. The
Access for All Initiative provides a maximum amount of funding of £250,000 per scheme up to a maximum of 50%
of the total scheme costs. This funding is only available for projects which have reached a credible stage in
development having completed all appropriate feasibility studies and after identification of other funding sources.
Access for All is subject to the Comprehensive Spending Review announcement and likely to disappear. However,
latest Government figures indicate a pot of £37million funding over the period to 2015.

Risks

8.19 There is a risk that the rail station is not attractive and as a result underused and fails to achieve modal
shift.

T3a: Housing-led regeneration (Abbey)

Improving built environment at Abbey estate through redevelopment and renewal of housing. Implementing
Option 1 remodelling actions from estates masterplans.

Note: Projects on Stock Condition, specialist accommodation and empty houses are addressed in the Housing
Thematic package.

Summary and Outputs

8.20 This project is to regenerate the four housing estates in Thetford known as Barnhamcross, Redcastle,
Abbey and Ladies Estates. The regeneration will be secured through the redevelopment of existing redundant
parking courts for additional housing, formalising parking arrangements and layout, regeneration of former local
centres and play areas and redeveloping housing stock that is now beyond its useful life.

8.21 Large percentages of the housing stock on these estates is still under the management of Peddars Way
Housing Association (part of the Flagship group) who acquired the houses when these were transferred from the
Local Authority in 1992. This provides an opportunity for Peddars Way to redevelop the dated and unsuitable stock

3 Thetford Provision of DDA Access between the Platforms (Mott MacDonald for NCC, March 2008
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with new homes, with designs that enhance their environment, have higher environmental standards and meet
local needs. That said, there have been a number of properties purchased under the right to buy initiative and as
a consequence private home ownership is distributed through the estates, particularly the Ladies Estate to the
north of the town. However, given strong local support for regeneration, a collaborative and pragmatic approach
from private owners is already in evidence to secure wider benefits for the community through the planned
regeneration.

8.22 The majority of developments delivered as part of this project would be owned/ managed by Flagship
Housing as it involves housing and ancillary land transferred to them (formerly Peddars Way) from the Council.
Breckland Council has a number of land assets within these Estates which could provide an asset based contribution
either through a delivery vehicle or as part of an imbursement to a particular project or scheme.

8.23 In 2009 Flagship Housing engaged consultants Ingleton Wood to produce a masterplan for these estates
which identifies a number of projects, ranging from small-scale improvements at a micro level, to more substantive
long-term initiatives including potentially significant redevelopment schemes. The masterplans used the results
of community participation organised by Keystone to draw out those schemes and proposals which would facilitate
the regeneration of the estates whilst simultaneously securing community acceptance and long term sustainability.

8.24 The masterplan work was delivered in July 2010 and the total costs for all of the actions across each of
the four estates is earmarked at £44.4 – £59.6million depending on options. However, there are a number costed
and deliverable projects identified under an Option 1: Remodelling scenario which involves limited but deliverable
intervention. These Option 1 scenarios are summarised below on an estate-by-estate basis and total £4,341,000.

IncomeExpenditure

£150,000£759,000Open Space Improvements

£250,000New Youth Building

£200,000Upgrade paths and lighting

Surplus/Deficit -£1,059,000

Table 8.2 Abbey Estate

8.25 This project would also improve the energy performance of buildings as well as reducing fuel poverty by
retrofitting renewable energy schemes into existing stock. The use of micro renewable energy generation will
reduce energy bills for occupants and improve the carbon performance of housing.

Links to vision

8.26 This project links back to the TAAP and Housing visions to regenerate existing former LA housing estates.
It will also deliver additional housing units which will cumulatively contribute to the overall housing numbers identified
in the Core Strategy. On a wider level, the regenerated estates will have a positive affect on the image, perception
and commercial viability of Thetford as a location to invest in. Consequentially this will have positive contribution
to the delivery of economic, housing, transport and planning strategies for the town.

Funding

8.27 It is expected that funding to redevelop affordable housing stock will principally come forward from the
Government (currently via the Homes and Communities Agency) as grants to Registered Providers, as well as
from Registered Provider’s own capital programmes. There is currently insufficient funding to deliver all of the
projects identified. Additional private investment could be secured through an asset backed vehicle.
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8.28 Funding for micro renewable retrofitting could come from Feed in Tariffs (FIT) for individual dwelling proposals
of >5MW of power. This threshold means that nearly all domestic properties in the UK would be eligible. A range
of tariff rates are set out based upon the type and capacity of any renewables that are installed. In order to stimulate
retrofitting of micro renewables, Breckland Council as Local Authority could also offer grants (or potentially loans)
to encourage their use. Loans could be repaid by the Council collecting FIT receipts from properties.

Risks

8.29 Potential risks to the redevelopment of housing include a lack of availability of Government funding to
Registered Providers/RSLs to bring forward regeneration schemes. It is possible that Registered Providers will be
unable to deliver comprehensive regeneration schemes due to a lack of funding to re-acquire owner occupied
dwellings if needed.

T3b – Housing-led Regeneration (Barnhamcross)

Improving built environment at Barnhamcross, implementing Option 1 of the Estates Masterplan scenarios.

Summary and Outputs

8.30 This project seeks to implement the option 1 scenario of the Thetford Estates Masterplan (prepared by
Ingleton Wood), which will result in the reorganisation and remodelling of parking arrangements and improving
areas of informal open space which are currently used as parking.

IncomeExpenditure

£495,000£2,090,000Parking Improvements

Open Space Improvements

Surplus/Deficit -£1,595,000

Table 8.3 Barnham Cross

Links to Vision

8.31 As per option 3a.

Funding

8.32 As per option 3a.

Risks

8.33 As per option 3a.

T3c – Housing-led Regeneration (Redcastle Furze)

Improving built environment at Redcastle Furze, implementing Option 1 of the Estates Masterplan scenarios.
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Summary and Outputs

8.34 This project seeks to implement the option 1 scenario of the Thetford Estates Masterplan (prepared by
Ingleton Wood), which will result in a range of improvements to local housing courtyards, paths and lighting, and
local shops.

IncomeExpenditure

£1,342,000Courtyard Improvements

£350,000Improve shops etc

£200,000Upgrade paths and lighting

Surplus/Deficit -£1,487,900

Table 8.4 Redcastle Furze

Links to Vision

8.35 As per option 3a.

Funding

8.36 As per option 3a.

Risks

8.37 As per option 3a.

T3d – Housing-led Regeneration (Ladies Estate)

Improving built environment at Ladies Estate, implementing Option 1 of the Estates Masterplan scenarios.

Summary and Outputs

8.38 This project seeks to implement the option 1 scenario of the Thetford Estates Masterplan (prepared by
Ingleton Wood), which will result in the reorganisation and delivery of 3 new Local Areas for Play (LAPs), and a
Local Equipped Area for Play (LEAP). The project will also include footpath improvements and local enhancements
to the neighbourhood centre area.

IncomeExpenditure

£25,000£155,000Open Space Improvements

£30,000Improvements to external area near Church, shop,
pub

£100,000Upgrade to paths and lighting
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IncomeExpenditure

Surplus/Deficit -£260,000

Table 8.5

Links to Vision

8.39 As per option 3a.

Funding

8.40 As per option 3a.

Risks

8.41 As per option 3a.

T4: Electricity substation

Delivery of a new 33kV primary electricity substation to serve growth to the north of the town.

Summary and Outputs

8.42 Evidence reveals that there is the need for a new primary electricity substation in Thetford to service new
growth planned for the town. At present, only a very a limited amount of new housing and employment growth can
come forward in Thetford due to a lack of spare energy capacity. A new primary substation is therefore essential
to enable the demands from new development to be met. This is also a key infrastructure requirement to deliver
the Thetford Enterprise Park (TEP) which is a crucial site for new business development in the town. The TEP has
the benefit of Outline Planning Permission, but the lack of energy is currently inhibiting the development of new
business on the site. Evidence suggests that the new substation would need to be located to the north of the town
and requires a site to be planned for of between 0.15 - 0.20ha.

8.43 The Council’s A11 Energy Study estimated that the cost of a new Primary substation is likely to be around
£8million and this could be commissioned by 2013. However, the timing is also dependant on securing necessary
wayleaves to enable connection which may affect the phasing of the development.

Links to vision

8.44 Delivery of the substation will help deliver the TAAP and Core Strategy visions, as well as the vision for
housing. Unlocking the growth potential of the northern urban extension will help to deliver additional employment
land, including the TEP thereby contributing to the delivery of the Economic vision. Like the transport projects
identified in T1 earlier in this package, growth beyond incremental infilling and extensions to existing development
cannot be realised without investment in this element of strategic infrastructure.

Funding

8.45 It is expected that a new substation would be paid for by the developers of the northern urban extension
including the TEP site. Other parties wishing to connect to the network in the interim before the urban extension
is under development could contribute towards delivery. EDF are unable to speculatively upgrade infrastructure
without committed development (in their terms this means the grant of Planning Permission) and as such, have
no funding in place to deliver the substation at this time.
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Risks

8.46 There is a risk that due to a lack of funding, the substation will not be delivered in a timely manner. Failure
to deliver electricity capacity upgrades will limit the number of homes/ jobs that can come forward. This will in turn,
fail to deliver the visions for Thetford.

T5: Post-16 Education

Delivering a new post 16 education facility in Thetford town centre as part of the wider Academy proposal.

Summary and Outputs

8.47 This project includes the development of a dedicated tertiary education facility in Thetford town centre, as
well as additional Primary and Secondary School places as a result of new growth. Currently, post 16 education
provision in Thetford is delivered as part of the newly formed Academy which opened in September 2010 and is
split over two existing former High School sites (Rosemary Musker and Charles Burrell). There is a recognised
need in Thetford to align and improve post 16 academic provision as well as increasing the opportunity to access
vocational courses in the town.

8.48 Norfolk County Council has for some time been seeking to develop a dedicated post 16 centre in Thetford
town centre with associated community uses known as the “Thetford Forum”. Preliminary studies are under way
including detailed archaeological investigation which will inform the evidence needed for future Planning Applications.
The site has been the subject of detailed strategic flood risk assessment as part of the Thetford Area Action Plan.
Breckland is the majority landowner of the proposed Forum site.

8.49 The estimated cost of delivering a new post 16 education facility for the Forum is currently under review
and could be subsumed within the total cost for the delivery of the wider Academy. Reasonable estimates should
be based on a cost of £36million for the wider Academy and a timescale for delivery of approximately 2 years.

Links to vision

8.50 Addressing post 16 education in Thetford is essential to the economic prosperity of the town and the life
opportunities, health and well-being of the community. Therefore the project will help deliver the social, economic
and planning visions for the town.

Funding

8.51 Themajority of the site is currently owned by Breckland Council and is due to be acquired by Norfolk County
Council as project delivery body. NCC has already underwritten feasibility costs of up to £400,000. However there
is a call for funding of £36million to deliver the project ‘on the ground’ as part of the wider Academy re-build
programme. Funding for the post 16 education facility would primarily be provided from Government as part of
the Academy provision and an outcome on this is expected shortly. However, a proportion of future funding could
also be sought from development to provide any additional post 16 places directly generated by new housing
proposals above provision for those places arising from the existing population.

Risks

8.52 There is a risk of being unable to secure all of the land necessary to deliver requirements of the Forum.
Contingency is for Breckland to utilise its Compulsory Purchase powers to assemble the site and to transfer this
to Norfolk County Council. There is also an additional risk that Government funding is unforthcoming to the
Academy.
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T6: Green Infrastructure

Delivering Green Infrastructure and formal open space within the proposed urban extension, enhancing green
links between the town and surrounding countryside, enhancing Green Infrastructure across the wider Thetford.
The following proposals within the Green Infrastructure Study have been identified as being realistically
deliverable to be included in this project:

Upgrading recreational access between Thetford and Brandon.
Rivers Little Ouse and Thet corridor biodiversity enhancements including riverside path and new timber
bridge linking Holy Sepulchre and Priory.
Native landscaping and Scot Pine management in urban extension.

Note: Project T8 Thetford Loops includes a number of routes/options which will have recreational benefits
for the town and surrounding communities.

Summary and Outputs

8.53 The Thetford Green Infrastructure Study (2007) identified the need for significant green infrastructure to
support new housing growth. The study identified the need for additional open space (LAPs, LEAPs, NEAPs,
MUGAs), allotments, informal green infrastructure including balancing ponds, landscape buffers and swales etc.
Some of the projects identified in the study will be delivered as a direct result of the new housing and employment
growth planned (particularly open space such as outdoor sports and children’s play and flood associated
infrastructure such as balancing ponds and swales). As such their provision and management will be secured by
means of a planning obligation. The cost of this requirement will be considered later when assessing the economic
viability of the BIDD. However, there are a number of others projects that would need to be delivered by other
agencies and partners and put in to long term management.

8.54 The capital cost of all of the works identified in the Thetford GI study to support growth to the north of
Thetford is approximately £12million (2007 prices incl. inflation estimates). However, through detailedmasterplanning
it is likely that not all of the recommendations from the GI study will be taken forward. This will impact on the total
costs of this project.

8.55 For the purposes of Project T6 it has been determined from the evidence in the Green Infrastructure Study
that the following elements provide the most reasonable and deliverable set of actions in the short-medium term
(i.e. within 5 years).

Upgrading 16km of recreational access between Thetford and Brandon along the Little Ouse valley. This
will include a new bridging point over the Little Ouse at St Helens near Santon Downham. The Green
Infrastructure Study provides little specificity on detailed projects and costs but the overall cost of upgrading
is likely to be in the order of £750,000 of capital works, including a new timber bridge at St Helens.
River Thet corridor biodiversity enhancements through Thetford. This includes the creation of a ‘Thetford
River Valley Park’ including river and wetland habitat restoration. Riverside path upgrades (excluding Haling
Path) would cost £470,000 to deliver 6km of improved pathways through the town and a further £180,000 to
build a new hardwood timber bridge over the Little Ouse between the Holy Sepulchre and the Priory. The
Green Infrastructure Study advises a cost of £500,000 for further wetland habitat restoration and creation
through the central river valley area in Thetford which covers open areas totalling 30.06hectares (including
0.68ha at Butten Island).
Native landscaping and Scot Pine Management (linking with Prospectus recommendation for 10,000 pines)
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8.56 10,000 trees would cost approximately £236,500. Extending the project to include the appropriate
management and maintenance of native landscaping around the town would increase the cost to £950,000. It is
recommended that the BIDD focuses on providing the 10,000 additional trees.

8.57 The Green Infrastructure Study also includes a number of significant and costly projects which contribute
to the overall £12million cost. In the absence of any committed proposals to bring these projects forward they
have not all been included in this BIDD for prioritisation. Such projects include a green bridge over the A11. Whilst
such a project would be high profile, widely supported and beneficial to the green infrastructure of Thetford, there
is no realistic or deliverable proposal to assess and little immediate likelihood in the current financial climate of
any feasibility project which could be investigated through this document.

8.58 The green infrastructure project to be assessed is the habitat restoration and creation through the central
river corridor over total area of 30ha, including recreational route upgrades and a new bridge over the River Thet
linking the Priory and the Holy Sepulchre. The total estimated cost is £1.15million.

Links to vision

8.59 Enhancing green links within and beyond town is consistent with the Core Strategy and Thetford Area
Action Plan. It is also coherent with the vision of the Forestry Commission and its approach to enhancing recreational
access to the Thetford Forest area.

Funding

8.60 The majority of the individual GI projects in the north relating to open space and recreation fall within the
remit of the developer and would be delivered as part of the individual design phases of the urban extension, and
identified through masterplanning. Otherwise, contributions would be sought from developers if particular aspects
of open space were to be provided elsewhere in Thetford or other off-site enhancements made.

8.61 However, for larger projects such as green gateways and enhancing the green links throughout the town,
the Growth Point funding awarded to Thetford could also be used subject to future availability. This would bring
forward those specific GI projects where these could aid the delivery of housing growth. For some wider proposals,
such as enhancing access to environmental heritage schemes, funding could also be available through the Heritage
Lottery Fund’s “Parks for People” programme which funds schemes of £250,000 to £5million which regenerate
public open spaces. Funding could also be explored through the WREN Biodiversity Action Fund which provides
funding of between £75,000 and £250,000 to deliver biodiversity improvement projects.

Risks

8.62 Heritage Lottery Funding only applies to a small number of individual measures. The majority of GI schemes
would need to be supported by funds from MTF/BDC/NCC. Enhancing gateways into Thetford may also need to
be funded by the HA, and with uncertain prospects for national funding for the HA it is expected that only critical
projects would be delivered.

T7: Thetford Bus Interchange

Delivering a new relocated bus interchange on land at Minstergate.
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Summary and Outputs

8.63 The existing Thetford bus station is no longer fit-for-purpose, and with significant growth and change
expected, Norfolk County Council is currently in the process of providing a new bus interchange on a brownfield
site at Minstergate. The total cost of the project is currently estimated at £3.4million and is estimated to be completed
by 2012.

Links to vision

8.64 Providing a new and enhanced bus interchange will help to enhance modal shift, as well as regenerate a
key brownfield site in Thetford. The delivery of an attractive and accessible public transport hub within the town
centre is consistent with visions for the town and town centre.

Funding

8.65 In delivering this project, approximately £300,000 of funding is being provided by Norfolk County Council,
with a further £3.1million being provided by the Moving Thetford Forward (MTF) partnership. Future enhancements
and improvements to the bus station once operational could be secured through developer contributions as part
of a package of measures to deliver quality public transport.

Risks

8.66 There is a risk that should funding no longer be available from NCC and MTF, the bus interchange may be
unable to be delivered. A contingencymechanism is for NCC/ BDC to underwrite cost of works to allow development.

T8: Thetford Loops

Securing public access for walking and cycling along the Thetford loops which is a network of 83km of off-road
routes in and around Thetford.

Summary and Outputs

8.67 The Thetford loops is a project that will allow for enhanced walking and cycling around the town linking
through to Thetford Forest. The first stage of the project has been completed examining the broad feasibility of
the routes. Approximately £14,000 of funding has been secured from BDC and MTF for a high-level ‘stage 2’
assessment of the loops which will explore in greater detail their deliverability. At this time, it is known that there
are some future actions required to secure the complete loops which include a Health and Safety Audit, investigating
and implementing Traffic Orders, physical measures (such as improving access and removing barriers) and
signage.
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Figure 8.1 Proposed Thetford Loops Network (2010)

8.68 The high-level stage 2 assessment of the Loops will be completed in October 2010. The work will identify
a number of priority measures where implementation of a length of the Loops is unencumbered and requires little
engineering work with the focus more on formalisation of existing routes. There are however a number of key
interventions to deliver the Loops and this includes a number of substantial lengths of currently unmade paths as
well as delivering safe refuges across the A11, B1107 and A134.
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8.69 The current estimated cost of delivering the total LOOPS network is £4.48million. This figure includes
provision of an underpass on the A11. However, it is recommended that an initial Loops priority programme
includes the following:

Northern Loop £854,330

8.70 The principle costs with the Northern Loop relate to the provision of new paths within the Urban Extension.
These costs are directly related to the development and should be secured through either direct provision or where
appropriate any tariff/levy mechanism.

Southern Loop £340,140

8.71 The delivery cost of this network is associated to the provision of new paths and minor works to existing
routes. These costs should be borne by MTF, Sustrans and NCC.

Thetford Forest Loop £2.7million(4)

8.72 This part of the Loop network is intended to assist connectivity from the town to the adjoining Forest and
overcoming the barrier of the A11. The cost of delivery is legitimately a multi-agency approach including developer
contributions to reflect demand from the new growth and to offset the direct provision of significant green
infrastructure (i.e. a country park) within the proposed development.

Links to vision

8.73 Delivery of the Loops is part of the Thetford vision in the Area Action Plan. It is also complimentary to the
vision of the Forestry Commission for greater recreational use of the Forest as well as wider strategies for improving
health and reducing dependency on the car.

Funding

8.74 Initial funding of £14,000 for the Stage 2 assessment has been secured from MTF; however it is expected
that further funds will be required to deliver the actions that arise from the detailed work. The estimated cost of the
priority Loops is £3,894,470. The southern loop (£340,140) can be delivered in the next 3 years and significant
progress could be made on the northern loop and Forest loop in this period, although their complete implementation
is more likely over a period of 5 years. An element of this network is directly related to the urban extension its
delivery will be secured through a planning obligation with the developer. Elsewhere the Loops extends into the
Forest and surrounding countryside. Funding opportunities exist from, Moving Thetford Forward, NCC Capital
Programme for maintenance, the Government’s proposed Local Sustainable Transport Fund , SUSTRANS and
possible the Forestry Commission. However, a number of these funding options are dependent on the forthcoming
Spending Review.

Risks

8.75 Inability to secure funding will hamper the delivery of full loops, resulting in only partial delivery. The detailed
proposals of the Loops are still subject to Habitat Regulation Assessment in terms of any likely significant effect
on European protected bird species in Thetford Forest. This may affect their deliverability.

4 This figure includes the provision of an underpass to the A11 near to Olleys Farm to facilitate a link from the
south of Thetford into Thetford Forest. The estimated cost of this underpass is £1million. It also includes
alternative provision of a bridge over the A11 near Kimms Belt at £493,000. Removing these substantive
costs would reduce delivery of the Thetford Forest Loop to £1,207,000 – the majority cost relating to
construction of new cycle paths to the required standards.
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8.2 Spatial Package 2: Attleborough and Snetterton

Attleborough and Snetterton Heath

Description

8.76 This package covers the proposed spatial extent of the Attleborough and Snetterton Heath Area Action
Plan. It is focussed on the strategic growth of the area including 4,000 homes and 2,000 jobs at Attleborough
and up to 1500 jobs at Snetterton.
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Map 8.2 Attleborough and Snetterton Heath AAP Boundary

Projects

8.77 The six individual projects that make up the Attleborough and Snetterton Spatial Package. These are as
follows:
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A1: Snetterton Energy supply

Provide additional electrical energy supply to Snetterton Heath employment area.

Summary and Outputs

8.78 This project is to provide a solution to deliver electrical energy supply capacity (>15MVA) at Snetterton
Heath Employment Area. There is currently a lack of spare electricity capacity to enable the development of new
industrial uses without significant upgrading of the network. A number of possible solutions have been identified
based on different ownership/ funding models. The first option is a strategic solution delivered by EDF energy is
estimated to cost between £5-6million for overhead power cable reinforcement. An overhead solution has been
estimated to take 3-4 years from the commitment to a scheme until delivery. There is also the potential for an
underground cable solution, which although is more costly, can be delivered in around 2.5 years from inception.

8.79 Breckland Council has explored a number of options to procure/ broker an energy solution. An option has
been identified that an interested existing ESCO could develop solution and deliver infrastructure (CHP) and supply
electricity to future clients which would over time pay off outlay.

8.80 Third option is a public/ private ESCO. Capital funding would be needed from BDC to deliver land/
infrastructure and then the partner ESCO would supply and maintain energy supply

Links to vision

8.81 Delivering a solution that unlocks the full potential of Snetterton Heath would meet the economic objectives
of Breckland Council’s Core Strategy and Rural Enterprise Valley programme, as well as the RSS and the Regional
Economic Strategy.

Funding

8.82 The Council has identified that its preferred option is for an Energy Service Company (ESCO) to develop
and supply a renewable energy solution at Snetterton Heath. If an ESCO were to come forward to provide and
supply the additional capacity, a likely funding model would be that the ESCO would deliver generation equipment
and absorb the cost of the physical infrastructure. The start-up costs would be repaid through receipts gained from
energy supply to businesses. This model has been demonstrated to work elsewhere in the UK.

8.83 Otherwise, any upgrades to the energy supply would need to be developer funded as EDF are not currently
able to provide upgrades on a ‘speculative’ basis. However, should this be the case, the scale of any upgrade
would then be proportional to need which would have a consequential impact on the cost.

Risks

8.84 There is a potential risk with an ‘ESCO only’ solution which is that there is too significant a commercial risk
for them to absorb. This could be due to having no guaranteed customers at inception, or they are unwilling to
invest without some certainty of income. This risk can be mitigated by Breckland Council entering into public/
private partnership and sharing a portion of the risk with an ESCO. Council could transfer its energy supply to an
ESCO.

A2: Sustainable Transport improvements to Snetterton

Increased bus services between Attleborough and Snetterton, increased use of Eccles Road Station to serve
Snetterton Heath, and use of rail head to limit road freight.
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Summary and Outputs

8.85 This project will deliver enhanced bus services between Attleborough and Snetterton Heath. Enhancing
public transport is essential to securing modal shift and limiting private car journeys to new employment proposed
to be developed at Snetterton Heath.

8.86 This project seeks to make greater utilising of Snetterton Heath as a freight consolidation centre, and will
promote the shared use of HGVs for road transport in the area. The project in combination with other measures
such as the use of Traffic Orders will help to reduce HGV movements from Attleborough town centre as well as
reducing the environmental impact of HGV movements more generally.

8.87 A further element to this project is to promote the increased use of Eccles Road Rail Station to enable it to
provide a commutable rail service from Attleborough and beyond to Snetterton Heath. This will help to minimise
traffic entering Snetterton Heath using the trunk road and enhance modal shift. The project will also require further
measures such as improvements to pedestrian and cycle facilities from Eccles Road to Snetterton Heath to provide
greater accessibility to existing and future employers in the area.

8.88 At present there are no costs or detailed projects to prioritise in this BIDD. The Breckland Infrastructure
study (EDAW, 2009) estimated costs of £1,500,000 to improve bus provision around Attleborough. Evidence from
elsewhere in the UK for comparable schemes to increase rail connectivity (i.e. additional connections to the mainline
and sidings) has tended to be in the order of at least £1,500,000. Without firm proposals for delivery, it is not
proposed to give these projects high priority. However, the short term feasibility of improving connection to
Snetterton should be done as part of a transport study for the wider Attleborough area. This study is likely to cost
£100,000, with a Snetterton element, in the order of £10,000. Funding could come from NCC and BDC.

Links to vision

8.89 Sustainable employment growth is consistent with the Core Strategy vision and overarching strategies
aimed at reducing reliance on the car and encouraging modal shift to more sustainable forms of transport.

Funding

8.90 Improvements to Public transport that are directly related to growth would be funded from developers and
delivered by Norfolk County Council as local transport authority. Improvements to the stopping frequency of the
rail services would come from the rail operators, with other improvements funded from Network Rail or negotiated
as part of any new rail operating Franchise with negotiations led by NCC. Given Snetterton’s strategic employment
role, investment in its delivery and attractiveness should be a priority for the LEP. Funding may be available from
the DfT Freight Facility Grant to improve rail connection and inter-modal shift

Risks

8.91 Failure to secure modal shift between Attleborough and Snetterton could result in increased road traffic to
the Employment area. Failure to exploit the existing rail head and shared distribution could result in increased
HGV movements in Attleborough town centre harming the town centre environment.

A3: Attleborough Waste Water Treatment

Delivery of upgrades to AttleboroughWWTW to enable increased treatment capacity arising from new growth.
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Summary and Outputs

8.92 Evidence from the Council’s Outline Water Cycle Study (2009) identified the need for upgrades to the
Attleborough WWTW to overcome environmental capacity constraints. This is principally due to the impact of the
quality of additional waste water being discharged into the receiving watercourse. The subsequent Detailed Water
Cycle Study (2010) identified that a programme of additional treatment measures at the works will be required as
well as altering the current discharge point further downstream to aid dilution. The detailed Water Cycle Study
estimated that the cost of these works is likely to be around £7.5million. The Water Cycle Study demonstrates at
a strategic level that the solution works and provides an indication of the proposed route for the potential discharge
option.

8.93 Anglian Water has intimated that there may be potential for developers to fast-track contributions towards
WWTW upgrades, although this is(not straightforward. Alternatively there is the possibility of providing an interim
solution (tankers).

Links to vision

8.94 Attleborough is identified as major location for growth in the Breckland Core Strategy. The delivery of
growth at Attleborough also implements the Housing and Economic visions for the area.

Funding

8.95 Under the Water Industry Act, upgrades to the strategic waste water treatment network are paid for and
delivered by AnglianWater. The upgrades at the Attleborough treatment works will be delivered through their Asset
Management Planning (AMP) subject to approval by the industry Regulator, OFWAT. The upgrades to Attleborough
WWTW that may include a final discharge pipe are currently timetabled in AMP6 which runs from 2016 to 2021.
Developers will still be required to fund sewerage pipes to from their developments to the treatment works.

Risks

8.96 A potential risk is that funding is not available in the AMP6 period and is delayed until a further AMP. This
would in turn delay the WWTW upgrade programme and ultimately delay the provision of new homes as there is
currently no space capacity.

A4: Education provision

Relocate the existing Chapel Road specialist needs school to provide approximately 100 specialist needs
pupil places.

Summary and Outputs

8.97 The Chapel Road Specialist Educational Needs (SEN) school is currently located on an unsuitable site
with buildings and outdoor space that does not meet the schools current needs. The site is landlocked by
surrounding residential development with no room for immediate expansion. The school is now in need of rebuilding/
relocation to provide more appropriate facilities.

8.98 Norfolk County Council confirms that the cost of relocating and rebuilding Chapel Road School is £8 -
£12million, and this would provide 100 pupil places. The forthcoming Area Action Plan for Attleborough provides
a mechanism to secure a site for relocation although it is likely the relevant Planning Authority would favourably
consider a well-conceived and appropriately located scheme in the interim. It is assumed some value will be
secured from the redevelopment of the existing site which lends itself to residential.
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Links to vision

8.99 It is important that appropriate infrastructure is in place to support the growth agenda in Attleborough.

Funding

8.100 To deliver a rebuilt Chapel Road School, Norfolk County Council had previously sought funding from the
Building Schools for the Future (BSF) programme. Recent changes to Government spending have meant that the
BSF programme has now been withdrawn.

8.101 The options remain for Norfolk County Council’s to fund the school from their own Capital Programme or
to seek funding from other sources, which could be offset in part from any value from the existing site.

Risks

8.102 There is a risk that future cuts in Government funding to local authorities may mean that it is not feasible
or viable for NCC to include this project from their own capital programme.

A5: Attleborough southern distributor road

Development of a new road link between the A1077 Buckenham Road and the A11.

Note: This project does not include any upgrading of the A11 junctions themselves.

Summary and Outputs

8.103 Transport improvements in Attleborough are crucial to delivering the growth planned for the town. There
are currently three key areas requiring physical improvement that need to be addressed as part of growth plans.
A new distributor road between the A1077 (Buckenham Road) and the A11 has been identified by the Council as
being a critical infrastructure project to underpin the delivery of significant new housing growth to the south of
Attleborough. This is a complex project as the new link road will require the provision of a bridge crossing over the
existing railway line in order to gain access to the A11. The delivery of a link road will also aid removal of HGV
traffic from the town centre heading to the A11 that currently comes north along the Buckenham Road.

8.104 Although the direction of growth and detailed link road option for the town has not yet been finalised, it is
currently estimated based on scenario testing that this could cost between £9.9 - 11.05million depending on final
route alignment. Initial discussions have been held with Network Rail on the principle of a bridge and there is
considerable benefit to the local rail network once a bridge is in place. The estimated timescale for implementing
the distributor road, including an allowance for achieving permission from Network Rail is 3 years and it is unlikely
based on current evidence that this timescale will be invoked before the start of 2012. Evidence indicates that
distributor road will be a relatively straightforward construction in terms of engineering and ground conditions.

Links to vision

8.105 The link road is critical to delivering the Council’s vision for Attleborough and facilitating growth to the
south of the town. This will help to unlock the growth planned for the town as well as delivering housing targets.
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Funding

8.106 The cost of a new distributor road would be borne by the developers of land to the south of the Attleborough.
The route would then be adopted by Norfolk County Council as relevant highway authority. Upgrades to the A11
junctions would also be funded from developers but these would be delivered under the auspices of the Highways
Agency.

Risks

8.107 If developers are unable to deliver a link road, this will effectively limit the amount of housing that can
come forward in the town.

A6: Attleborough town centre gyratory improvements and junctions

Improvements to town centre gyratory and capacity improvements to existing junction(s) on the A11 trunk
road.

Summary and Outputs

8.108 There also an identified need for capacity increases to junctions on the Attleborough town centre gyratory.
Although at this stage it is unknown as to the direction of growth, and consequently what the nature of the upgrade
might be, upgrades will still be required.

8.109 The capacity and movement of traffic around the town centre gyratory system is critical. Along with the
provision of a link road to serve growth to the south of the town, there will be a need to ensure the gyratory functions
effectively.

8.110 Norfolk County Council has undertaken preliminary investigation of options for capacity improvements to
the gyratory. Actions could include the introduction of two-way traffic along Surrogate Street (subject to detailed
evidence). Consultants EDAW estimated in the Growth Infrastructure Study that the cost of works to the gyratory
would be around £2.5million.

Links to Vision

8.111 Create additional capacity in local highway network to support growth in combination with new distributor
road.

Funding

8.112 Improvements to the gyratory to remedy existing issues would be funded and delivered by Norfolk County
Council as the local highway authority through the Local Transport Plan. Contributions from developers may be
required for where there is a link between growth from their proposals and specific capacity issues.

Risks

8.113 There is a further risk that if improvements to the town centre gyratory are not included in Norfolk County
Council’s Local Transport Plan (LTP3), that there will remain capacity issues in the town centre due to existing
levels of traffic.
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8.3 Long term Package 3: Rural Breckland

Description

8.114 At the 2001 Census 51% of Breckland’s population lived in the rural areas of the district outside the five
main towns. The largest rural community in Breckland is Mattishall with a resident population of 2,651. Some
parishes such as Narford have as a few as 11 inhabitants. Population density of some 9 people per sq kilometre
is one of the lowest in the East of England. The Council’s evidence reveals that poor accessibility is a key issue
in the rural areas with particular difficulties for older people gaining access to essential services and facilities. This
is a key issue for the Council’s Sustainable Communities Strategy and LDF Core Strategy; the two key overarching
strategies for Breckland. This long term package aims to redress some of the issues that rural communities face
but recognises that there are limited immediate projects that can be identified.

8.115 In a rural district like Breckland it is important that to recognise that it is difficult to make clear distinctions
between urban and rural. In line with national definitions, Thetford is the only urban community in Breckland.
Communities such as Dereham and Attleborough, whilst a significant sized towns in the local context, will for many
purposes be defined as ‘rural’. Therefore a number of spatial and thematic projects elsewhere in this BIDD will
be addressing rural issues. However, it is not considered appropriate to repeat them or affectedly extract them
into this long term rural package when they need to be seen in the context of their location or in the case of housing
their theme. Project H1 deals specifically with delivering rural affordable housing within the context of an overall
package of housing measures across the District.

8.116 This long term package is primarily aimed at service provision including rural broadband. There is generally
a long-term outlook to this package reflecting the time and financial scale of dealing with the structural challenges
now facing rural communities as their populations get older and smaller, more reclusive and more reliant on new
technologies. The cumulative consequence of these factors is a declining need for established methods of service
provision, retail and social activity. The particular challenge in Breckland is ensuring that the more vulnerable rural
residents can access services. Experiences elsewhere in England demonstrate that tackling rural isolation is
costly and requires political stamina. The evidence from Breckland is that there are few immediate and deliverable
rural projects or programmes, with the exception of the Breckland Black Bus scheme, which this document can
assess or prioritise. This will be explored further in the conclusions section of this document.

Projects

8.117 There are currently three long term projects identified for the rural area. It is expected that additional
projects will be identified in future reviews of this document.

R1: Reducing rural isolation

Seeking additional revenue funding to extend the Breckland Black Bus scheme for 2 further years (2011-12
& 2012-13).

Summary and Outputs

8.118 Reducing rural isolation is a key issue for the District to address. The Mobile Service Delivery bus is
currently on a 1 year pilot programme using part of the £250,000 Migration Funding which BDC received for
community cohesion. The scheme currently costs £100,000 to run for a year (including bus lease from Poultec
training services and associated Breckland staff costs).
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8.119 The vehicle goes out three days per week to the fourteen Local Service Centre villages identified in the
Core Strategy. The Council is looking to deliver Norfolk County Council, Flagship Housing and Police services
(these bodies contribute and Breckland staff deal with enquiries) which would reduce costs to Breckland Council.
The project is being monitored, the results of which will determine its effectiveness and future provision.

Links to vision

8.120 Overcoming rural isolation is a key part of the community strategy vision for Breckland and supported by
the Economic, Housing and Planning visions.

Funding

8.121 There are currently no identified funding streams identified beyond the first year pilot to keep the project
running. Therefore, additional revenue funding of £170,000 is sought to support the project for a further two years.

8.122 The funding sought reflects the potential for contributions made from other services and the efficiency of
a longer-term vehicle lease. Possible funding sources include BDC and partners who can use the vehicle to
provide their services to rural communities (RSLs, Police, NCC).

Risks

8.123 Without securing further funding beyond year 1, there is a risk that this important service will cease and
vulnerable residents in Breckland will be without services.

R2: Enhancing rural accessibility and public transport

Improving the frequency of public transport between market towns, service centres and their rural hinterlands
and enhancing mobile service delivery.

Summary and Outputs

8.124 This project seeks to deliver a greater frequency of public transport from the rural area to higher order
centres (primarily market towns but also other Local Service Centre villages). In particular, an increased frequency
of bus services (at commutable times) as well as greater use of demand-responsive public transport in harder to
reach areas will enhance accessibility across the District.

8.125 Providing greater support for demand-responsive public transport in areas where it is not practicable to
use conventional scheduled bus services is particularly important. Additional funding would enable more people
to use services like the flexibus which can provide a more cost-effective solution.

8.126 The project could also support the wider use of Community Car schemes to enable more people in rural
areas to have shared access to a vehicle to meet their essential needs without having to make the commitment
of owning a car.

8.127 The project would also enhance mobile service delivery in the district which could include Norfolk County
Council services, Breckland Council services, Police and Primary Care.

Links to vision

8.128 Improving accessibility across the District is a key strand of the Community Strategy and LDF Core
Strategy. Enhancing residents’ access to locations which have higher order services, jobs and retail is consistent
with the Economic, Housing and Planning visions.
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Funding

8.129 The Council’s evidence from EDAW consultants estimated that the cost of making significant improvements
to rural public transport provision could be of the order of £1million. Funding for improved rural public transport
provision would be sought from Norfolk County Council through its Local Transport Plan (LTP3 currently in
preparation).

8.130 Breckland Council could provide funding to increase the use of mobile service delivery for its own services
(e.g. Council tax, benefits, housing (already using mobile service delivery).

Risks

8.131 There is a risk that failing to enhance rural public transport will lead to further rural isolation and limit the
ability of residents to gain access to employment and services in higher order centres (particularly those located
in the market towns within the District and beyond).

R3: Enhancing rural broadband connectivity

Assisting those rural communities which are broadband ‘not-spots’ to develop localised solutions to current
average speeds of less than 0.5mbps which is adversely affecting businesses and residents’ ability to access
services and new markets.

Summary and Outputs

8.132 Breckland as a rural district has patchy broadband coverage with some rural communities experiencing
particularly poor levels of broadband speed commensurate with their relative remoteness from exchanges. These
inaccessible areas known as broadband ‘not-spots’ despite the fact that in Breckland 51% of the population lives
outside of the 5 towns and rural businesses are becoming increasingly dependent on the internet for information
and access to funding but are inhibited in uploading large files by the poor speeds. In Breckland the rural broadband
not-spots are concentrated in the north of the District near Litcham and those rural parishes south of Dereham.
Another cluster can be found in the rural parishes between Attleborough and Watton (5).

8.133 Rural communities in Breckland are dependent on the BT network for landline and broadband
communications. It is fair to say that BT are a huge organisation with a limited local management structure. It is
not economically viable for them to focus on small communities, and we understand they would not be able to
adopt local pricing meaning the ongoing viability of supplying rural premises might not be profitable. BT PLC has
chosen to use BT Openreach to put street cabinets in the network. Openreach has effectively become a wholesale
ISP of sorts - by placing DSLAMs in street cabinets like Rutland Telecom. However they do not control internet
access and cannot sell services to end users: they rely on other ISPs (like BT Retail, TalkTalk and Sky) selling
the service they install. This means the low population density of small communities is not commercially viable for
Openreach to deploy a solution in - they cannot be sure of getting a certain percentage threshold of subscribers
to justify the capital investment.

8.134 In the void of a local approach from BT a number of communities have taken it upon themselves to provide
a solution. The best known example is the Rutland model where a small local company (Rutland Telecoms)
delivered an upgrade of 32mbps to the rural community in Lyddington, although there are a growing number of
local approaches such as Lyng near Dereham. The Rutland solution utilises the BT network using a combination
of exchange unbundling, subloop unbundling, fibre-optic and wireless backhaul. The system involves localised
upgrades through the provision of street cabinets and then additional localised wireless back-up where required.

5 Source http://www.broadband-notspot.org.uk/map/norfolk-broadband-notspot.html
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The cost of the Rutland solution is between £25,000 and £50,000 for each community. In a village like Necton
the cost per property would be £100 and for a community like Beeston £125. These costs could be reduced further
if local businesses sponsored or contributed to the cost of installation.

8.135 Customers sign to the local company and pay comparable prices as national ISPs. The Rutland model
only works when there is sufficient community commitment (i.e. a number of signed customers), it does operate
on a speculative basis. However, with customers paying line rental and user fees of between £30-£40 per month
the example in Lyddington is yielding a 10% return on the capital to investors. The timescale for delivering a local
broadband solution is 6 months from inception to operation.

8.136 A project in Breckland could involve either Breckland Council or Norfolk County Council wholly or partially
subsidising a localised rural broadband solution to affected ‘not-spots’. The priority should be those Local Service
Centres affected which includes Great Ellingham, Litcham, Necton and possibly North Elmham. Additionally,
communities such as Beeston have significant local employers and should be a priority. Such a project could be
developed through the LSP with either Local Councils or District Councils acting in a ‘ringmaster’ role to obtain
community commitment. As well as helping to deliver a local broadband solution there is also a financial incentive
to Councils if they can realise a return on the investment from customers. An initial fund of £125,000 would cover
half the cost of delivering high speed (40mbps) broadband to the five service and employment communities listed
above and it would not be unreasonable to assume an 18month timeframe. Alternatively, a fund of £125,000
would cover a fifth of the cost for delivering localised high speed broadband in 12 rural communities.

Links to Vision

8.137 Enhancing rural broadband provision is consistent with the Economic vision for the area. There are also
associated benefits for tackling rural isolation and improving rural service delivery.

Funding

8.138 The East of England Development Agency (EEDA) is offering funding for rural broadband projects in the
East of England through the Rural Development Programme for England (RDPE). The funding scheme is known
as Supporting Open Next Generation Broadband in Rural Districts (SONGBIRD). The total funding from the RDPE
available in the East of England for rural broadband projects is approximately £500,000. This funding is to assist
the delivery of super-high speed broadband services into those rural areas which will otherwise remain unconnected
to such services for the foreseeable future.

8.139 Local Councils and communities could take an entrepreneurial approach to the issue and profit from
providing a local solution. In the case of local Councils, broadband could be part of a MUSCO package.

Risks

8.140 The approach is not a complete solution to rural broadband problems. It is likely that a number of countryside
communities cannot afford the high costs of installing their own fibre optic broadband network and these communities
risk being left on the wrong side of the digital divide. The Coalition government has promised to deliver a minimum
2Mb download speed to all homes and businesses by 2012 as well as delivering superfast broadband to the
majority of the UK by 2017. This commitment would address current ‘not-spots’ although there is little detail at
the moment on how this will be delivered and it is unclear whether rural parts of Norfolk will be in the ‘majority’ of
the UK to be covered in 2017.
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8.4 Thematic Package 4: Housing

Description

8.141 Housing is a key issue for Breckland in terms of providing new homes of the right size and tenure to meet
the District’s particular needs as well as housing for specialist needs groups. This document gives particular focus
to housing as it jointly covers the requirements of a Local Investment Plan for the District.

Projects

8.142 This package includes 6 projects which will bring forward improvements in housing.

H1: Delivering rural affordable housing

Bringing forward 37 homes through ‘rural exception’ schemes, along with rural allocations in the LDF, and
securing 40% of new homes built in the rural area are affordable. This equates to a total of 253 rural affordable
homes.

Summary and Outputs

8.143 The Breckland Core Strategy identifies a total of 19,777 new homes to be planned for in the District to
2026. Of these, approximately 11,900 homes remain still to be allocated through the Site Specific Policies and
Proposals document and subsequent Area Action Plans. The Council’s adopted Policy indicates that 40% of the
new homes developed in the District are to be affordable.

8.144 To help meet housing need in the rural area, the Council aims to promote the delivery of 37 new affordable
homes through rural ‘affordable housing exception’ schemes. The project could also be contributed to by Council
house building on Breckland’s own land assets (subject to identified needs and planning).

8.145 This package will provide for a total of 253 rural affordable homes and make a significant contribution to
meeting housing need in Breckland over the next 15 years. It should be noted that all of the schemes included in
this project have the benefit of Planning Permission and as such are eminently deliverable within 5 years, although
some may come forward sooner.

Links to vision

8.146 The delivery of affordable housing will help to deliver the LDF and housing strategy by improving the
supply of affordable homes.

Funding

8.147 Breckland Council normally expects affordable housing sought from new development to be provided
without grant subsidy. However, developers receive funds from their chosen RSLs to cover some of the costs.
These funds are often borrowed against future income from tenants, and as a result, the availability of funding
from partner RSLs is critical to the delivery of much needed affordable housing in Breckland. It is expected that
around £1.9million of funding will be needed to bring forward the amount of affordable housing required by the
Core Strategy. The Council expects that in the majority of cases, site delivered through the LDF should be provided
as grant free.

8.148 Breckland Council housing service has capital funding available of £750,000 over the next three years to
contribute to delivering affordable housing projects by way of grants to RSLs.
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8.149 Rural exceptions housing schemes will need to be delivered using grant funding. Breckland Council’s
target is to deliver 113 affordable homes on ‘rural sites’ and as such there is a call for funding of £1.9million to
bring forward these 15 new schemes during 2010-2015.

8.150 Funding is also available from commuted sum payments from other housing schemes in the District where
this is not provided on site. The amount of commuted sum payments in the pipeline as at October 2010 is £147,445.
However, a further £1,013,177 of commuted sum payments is due to be collected from developments that have
not yet commenced.

Risks

H2: Delivering affordable housing (market towns)

Bringing forward 533 homes through development schemes as part of the Council’s policy of 40% of new
homes built are affordable.

Summary and Outputs

8.151 The Breckland Core Strategy identifies a total of 19,777 new homes to be planned for in the District
between 2001 and 2026. Of these, approximately 11,900 homes remain still to be allocated through the Site
Specific Policies and Proposals document and subsequent Area Action Plans. The Council’s adopted Policy
indicates that 40% of the new homes developed in the District are to be affordable. Homes acquired from the
private market and brought into affordable tenure are a key element to affordable housing supply.

8.152 This project will provide for 533 new affordable homes and make a significant contribution to meeting
housing need in Breckland over the next 15 years. The dwellings identified in this project all have the benefit of
Planning Permission, and are deliverable.

Links to vision

8.153 The delivery of affordable housing will help to deliver the LDF and housing strategy by improving the
supply of affordable homes.

Funding

8.154 Breckland Council normally expects affordable housing sought from new development to be provided
without grant subsidy. However, developers receive funds from their chosen RSLs to cover some of the costs.
These funds are often borrowed against future income from tenants, and as a result, the availability of funding
from partner RSLs is critical to the delivery of much needed affordable housing in Breckland. It is expected that
around £2.8million of funding will be needed to bring forward the amount of affordable housing in the market towns
included in the NAHP pipeline.

8.155 Breckland Council housing service has capital funding available of £750,000 over the next three years to
contribute to delivering affordable housing projects by way of grants to RSLs.

8.156 Breckland Council’s target is to deliver 533 homes on housing schemes in the market towns and as such
there is a call for funding of £5,194,000 to bring forward new schemes during the period 2010-2015.

8.157 Funding is also available from commuted sum payments from other housing schemes in the District where
affordable housing has not been provided on site. The amount of commuted sum payments currently in the pipeline
as at October 2010 is £147,445. However, a further £1,013,177 of commuted sum payments is due to be collected
from developments that have not yet commenced.
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Risks

8.158 There is a risk that a lack of funding from the Government to RSLs may limit the number of schemes
brought forward without assistance from Local Authorities. To mitigate risk, Breckland Council as well as Norfolk
County Council could provide free land to RSLs to develop affordable housing as well as providing grants from
their reserves. This would help to reduce risk to RSLs delivery and costs.

H3: Improving stock condition

Securing 95% of affordable housing achieving ‘Decent Homes’ standard by 2010. 75% private sector stock
decent homes by 2015, up to 90% by 2021. Raise condition of private sector stock, including HMOs.

Summary and Outputs

8.159 This project is a continuation of the targeted programme of maintenance/ renewal of affordable housing
stock in the District to secure 95% meeting ‘Decent Homes’ standard by 2010. To deliver this the project includes
investment to homes to meet the standard. Peddars Way Housing Association have identified that all of their stock
in Breckland has met the Governments standard.

8.160 It is also important for the Council to identify non-decent homes in private sector housing stock. The
Council’s Stock Condition Survey (2007) identifies a particular concern in respect of housing stock in the District
built prior to 1919, which is amplified when this is occupied by the elderly or more vulnerable. Funding of £22.7million
(6). is needed to target private sector stock exhibiting a category 1 hazard before it falls into serious disrepair. This
will require additional resources to enable Council to increase the level of working with landlords to help them
improve the condition of their properties.

8.161 The project will also help to identify and improve standards of Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs).
This will require resources to identify HMOs in the first instance, as well as the need for funding to raise standards.
The need for additional resources is particularly important due to the fact that HMOs are of a ‘hard to reach’ nature
and where overcrowding is an issue. At the present time, dealing with HMOs is reactive rather than active.

Links to vision

8.162 This project will help to deliver the Council’s vision for housing by improving stock condition which will
enable more people to live in good quality housing.

Funding

8.163 Breckland Council has a £225,000 of funding available and can offer grants of up to £2,500 per property,
or loans of up to £20,000. Separate mechanisms are available for the equity release scheme.

8.164 The Council receives money from the ‘Decent Homes’ pot which is distributed housing capital from CLG.
This funding is only available up to 2011 when the programme is due to finish.

8.165 There is currently no funding available to specifically target HMOs in Breckland. However, landlords of
HMOs would be eligible for Breckland Council’s ‘domicile’ loans.

6 Private Sector House Condition Survey (2007) - Table 14 - Owner occupied and private rented
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Risks

8.166 There is a risk that failure to improve stock condition could result in an increased number of people living
in unsuitable accommodation. There is a further risk that a lack of intervention in terms of private sector stock
results in the increased enforcement of landlords and owner-occupiers where Category 1 hazards have been
identified.

H4: Gypsy and Traveller provision

Delivery of 15 new permanent Gypsy and Traveller pitches in the A11 corridor, and further short stay stopping
places on the A47 (8 pitches).

Summary and Outputs

8.167 The adopted Breckland Core Strategy Policy CP2 identified the need to deliver 15 new permanent gypsy
and traveller pitches in the District by 2011. The level of pitch provision to be provided was identified through the
single issue review of the East of England Plan, but is closely aligned with local evidence of need. The Core Policy
focuses the need for new provision at the local level along the A11 corridor which is an identified area of need.
Despite the recent completion of a transit site at Thetford, there remains no permanent managed pitch provision
in this part of the District. This project will enable new pitch provision to be delivered to meet identified need in the
area.

8.168 The cost of delivering a single site for 15 new pitches is currently expected to be in excess of £1.1million
based on other examples in the County. Additional short stay stopping places are expected to cost around £100,000
and would provide around 8-10 pitches; although the cost would be significantly higher should the Council need
to utilise its Compulsory Purchase powers to acquire land.

Links to vision

8.169 This project will deliver the Gypsy and Traveller pitch provision in Breckland as identified in the Council’s
Core Strategy. This will be delivered in a key geographical area of need.

Funding

8.170 Funding for this project is no longer available from the HCAs Gypsy and Traveller Site Fund. Therefore,
funding would need to be provided from Breckland Council, or Norfolk County Council. Breckland Council has
£250,000 per annum funding available for capital projects.

8.171 To deliver permanent pitches, an alternative model would be for an RSL to develop and run a new site,
collecting rents from travellers itself. This model has been used outside the District successfully. The Council could
provide a grant to any such RSL to help bring forward such a scheme.

Risks

8.172 If central Government funding is unavailable, risk of non delivery could be mitigated by Local Authorities
increasing contributions to schemes.

H5: Delivering supporting housing

Delivery of homes for disabled people, accommodation for homeless, accommodation for offenders, a new
supported housing scheme in the north of Breckland, and the provision of housing with care for older people.
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Summary and Outcomes

8.173 This project seeks to support the delivery of 10% of any affordable homes delivered in the District to be
wheelchair accessible by 2013. This form of accommodation is particularly important and is evidenced by the high
level of need for this form of specialist accommodation in the Housing Needs Survey.

8.174 With an ageing population, there is an identified need for housing for older people, both with and without
care. This project seeks to continue the provision of supported housing with care for older people in conjunction
with Norfolk County Council. Norfolk County Council is currently reviewing older peoples care homes and future
programmes of rebuilding/ refurbishment and could affect how housing with care is delivered in future.

8.175 Develop a supported housing scheme for young people in the northern part for the district (Swaffham or
Dereham). This would include 8 self-contained units with some community facilities. The level of public subsidy
required would be approximately £600,000.

8.176 This project also seeks to deliver the re-provision of offender accommodation in Dereham to provide 13
units of self-contained supported accommodation with community facilities such as a training room. The amount
of public subsidy required is £478,000.

8.177 Another constituent of this project is the development of an outreach service for victims of domestic
violence to either remain in their own home through a floating support service, which could include improvements
to properties to increase of security measures, or to move to accommodation which has had an increase in security
measures. The project will deliver 20 units of accommodation per year based on a figure of £2,500 per unit =
£50,000.

8.178 The project will also help meet the needs of people with mental health issues through the provision of
affordable housing with specialist floating support services which relate to the individual rather than the ‘bricks and
mortar’. This project will still be reliant on securing affordable homes either as exceptions sites, or through the
Planning Process; however there will be future calls for revenue funding to secure the ‘floating support’ needed.

Links to vision

8.179 This project will deliver key aims of the Council’s Housing Strategy.

Funding

8.180 Funding for the redevelopment/ refurbishment of Norfolk County Council care homes is expected to be
provided from NCC capital funding as well as from private finance.

8.181 Funding for the delivery of new wheelchair accessible homes (social rented) would be provided through
S106 negotiations as a result of new housing developments.

8.182 Funding is also available through Supporting People in terms of delivering the revenue required in terms
of supporting those with mental health needs.

Risks

8.183 There is a risk that additional people seeking new specialist needs accommodation as their own homes
are unsuitable will put significant pressure on the limited supply of specialist needs accommodation available from
the Registered Providers.
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H6: Empty Homes

Reducing the total number of empty homes in the district by 60 units per annum from 2012-2015.

Summary and Outcomes

8.184 There are currently 774 homes in Breckland in the private sector which have been identified as being
empty, and of these 690 have been empty for over 6 months. The reuse of empty homes can make a positive
contribution to housing supply in the District. At the present time, Breckland Council currently targets bringing at
least 60 units back into use annually including 10 difficult empty homes. This project is to continue this approach
for a further 3 years after existing project finishes and would bring forward a total of 180 empty homes back into
use. The total project cost is £360,000 and has been based on an estimated average cost per dwelling of £2,000per
dwelling(7).

8.185 The funding would enable a range of measures to be used to reuse ‘soft’ empty homes, such as those
struggling to let properties secured on buy-to-let mortgages or bringing underutilised second homes into use.

8.186 There is also a need for funding to assist property owners to bring homes back into use, particularly where
this is as a result of poor condition or has more difficult circumstances (‘hard’ empty homes).

Links to vision

8.187 Bringing empty homes back into use will help to deliver the housing vision by improving the availability of
homes.

Funding

8.188 Breckland Council has received around £100,000 from CLG in the form of the Planning and Housing
Delivery Grant (PHDG). In terms of targeting empty homes in the private sector, Government Housing Renewal
funding is available. Breckland Council also has a pot of funding of £50,000 in 2010/11 and a further £100,000
(split £50,000 for ‘soft’ empty properties, and £50,000 for ‘hard’ empty properties) for 2011/12 to serve Empty
Dwelling Management Orders (EDMO).

8.189 The Council has also received £1million block grant from EERA which enables it to offer a range of loan
schemes to help improve homes and bring these back into use. The loans available are badged as ‘Enhance’
which provides loans up to £20,000. ‘Domicile’ which is up to 20% of project costs up to the value of £20,000, and
‘Enhance Equity Release’ which enables a loan of up to 35% of the equity of a property. This is limited to between
a minimum figure of £15,000 worth of work and a maximum of £50,000.

8.190 The call for funding the above is for a further £360,000 to bring 60 homes per annum back into use for an
additional 3 years between 2012 and 2015.

Risks

8.191 There is a risk that empty homes could attract crime and anti-social behaviour, which then has a resource
implication for the Council. There is a further risk that cuts to Housing Renewal funds will limit the ability of the
Council to offer loans which can help to bring homes back into use.

7 Information from Breckland Council’s Housing Team
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8.192 There is also a risk that funds returning to the Council’s capital pot from the above mentioned loans will
take time to build up, and as a result, this makes it difficult in the short term to recycle funds for other projects. This
will limit the number of projects the Council can support.

H7: Adaptation of homes

This project will support the adaptation of 8,459 homes to meet specialist needs.

Summary and Outcomes

8.193 The Housing Needs Survey (2007) identified 1,109 households (9.9% of total stock) indicating one member
having specialist needs being in unsuitable housing. There were also 2,687 households in RP accommodation
that indicated that they had at least one member with specialist needs. The HNS asked these households what
improvements could be made to their accommodation, and it was clear that there are a number of relatively modest
measures that could be undertaken ranging from stair-lifts to hand rails etc.

8.194 This project will allow for 8,459 homes to be adapted so that the occupants can continue to live in them.
This will ensure that when a persons particular physical needs change, that they are not constrained by their
domestic living environment. This project will also help to reduce the pressure on the limited supply of complex
needs homes available, although it will not reduce this requirement completely as some homes cannot sustain
certain adaptations.

Links to vision

8.195 This project will deliver key aims of the Council’s Housing Strategy.

Funding

8.196 Flagship Housing has an annual budget of £184,000 available to support around 200 adaptations within
their stock. However, a further £8,459,000 of funding would be required in order to enable the full number of homes
identified in the Housing Needs Survey (2007) requiring adaptation to have improvements made based on a figure
of £1,000 per dwelling.

8.197 Funding is available via CLG from the local Home Improvement Agency which in Breckland is the West
Norfolk Care and Repair Agency (a not for profit organisation) that can carry out improvement works. Applications
can be made for a Disabled Facilities Grant (DFG) of up to £30,000 (subject to criteria) for disabled people to
improve/ adapt their homes. The total pot including a 40% contribution from Breckland Council is £640,000.

Risks

8.198 There is a risk that additional people seeking new specialist needs accommodation as their own homes
are unsuitable will put significant pressure on the limited supply of specialist needs accommodation available from
the Registered Providers.
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9 Conclusions
Introduction

9.1 In this section the findings from the project assessment scoring are outlined together with an explanation
and interpretation of the differences between high and low scoring projects as well as analysis of the gantt chart
set out in Appendix G. This conclusion section will advise on those projects which should be the focus of activity
for Breckland’s single conversations as well as other partnering and lobbying activity.

9.2 The role of Government is to prioritise. This is particularly relevant in the context of the emerging movement
towards greater localism and the increasing requirement of Local Government to be responsive to the identified
needs of local communities. Key partner agencies to Breckland Council, notably the Homes and Communities
Agency (HCA), and the developing Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), are also being steered by Government to
flex and respond to locally driven priorities. Against this context the BIDD is an essential document for Breckland
Council to demonstrate the local housing and wider infrastructure priorities in a comprehensive and synergistic
way.

9.3 As set out at the start of this document, the Breckland BIDD is a reflection of the local circumstances and
existing strategies which aim to deliver significant levels of growth over the next 15 years. Breckland has positively
embraced a growth and regeneration agenda, focused, but not exclusively, on the economic potential of the A11
corridor and in particular the growth locations at Thetford, Attleborough and Snetterton Heath. Elsewhere, the
Council is supportive of rural service delivery and housing to support the function of rural market towns and larger
local service centre villages. Breckland Council is in an advantageous position of having an up-to-date Housing
Strategy and an adopted Planning framework in the LDF. This is in addition to the positive and proactive approach
from the Council's Economic Development and Strategic Housing teams which is reflected in a number of ongoing
programmes of activity which respond well to the priorities identified in this document. Notably, the Council's efforts
to stimulate a solution for Snetterton Heath as part of the REVActive initiative provide tangible evidence of a
correlation between current day-to-day implementation activity with the BIDD priorities. Notwithstanding this
positive context it is recommended in the next section that the Council now needs to re-focus and refresh its
Sustainable Communities Strategy to respond to the contents of this document. In particular, the increasing
flexibility from Government to pursue innovative and locally responsible forms of funding and delivery through
mechanisms such as Community Infrastructure Levy (CiL), Tax Incremental Financing (TIF) and Local Asset
Backed Vehicles (LABVs).

9.4 Breckland Council is already making the transition towards these new methods of delivery. In November
2010, the Council's Cabinet formally agreed to commence work on the preparation of a CiL Document and the
Council's Asset Management and Economic Development functions are actively investigating the potential of
LABVs as a platform to maximise wider delivery from the Council's respectable asset base. These are positive
signals to partner agencies that the Council is taking a determined approach to ensuring delivery and that the
growth and regeneration within the district is unlocked by focused infrastructure investment which in turn yields
significant and wider infrastructure delivery which benefits not just those host communities but the wider economy
and community across Breckland.

Summary of Findings

9.5 Section 6 of this document sets out the investment priorities and the reflective methodology. As established
in the baseline for Breckland both the opportunities and challenges going forward are as a consequence of the
significant scale of growth in one geographical area of the District allied to the need for additional development,
service investment and infrastructure in what is a very rural area. Therefore, the projects identified in this document
have been assessed (via the objective scoring formula at section 6.3) primarily on their ability to deliver growth
and to make that growth sustainable. Breckland has three strategic growth locations: Thetford, Attleborough and
Snetterton Heath. The first two locations will deliver a scale of growth in excess of most single District totals over
the next 15 years. Breckland's ability to deliver significant overall volumes of homes and jobs will be central to the
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conversations with the HCA and the emerging LEP. This is not, however, in the context of the HCA single
conversation, at the expense of particular forms of accommodation and housing investments which have also
been prioritised through this document and the associated stakeholder workshops. Nevertheless, those projects
which have performed well in assessment are those key infrastructure projects which will unlock the significant
volumes of development at Thetford and Attleborough.

9.6 The Gantt Chart at Appendix G lists those 24 projects which have gained a positive project value and listed
them in ascending numerical value order. The only project not to receive a positive project value has been the
Thetford Loops project. This is a reflection that the project does not deliver against one the necessary criteria
linked growth and regeneration required to give a project a starting value against which other multipliers can be
applied. It may be necessary in reviewing this work in the future as to whether softer projects which are inherently
linked to creating sustainable communities are more positively recognised in the assessment criteria. That said,
there are 24 key projects in Breckland which have been assessed through this work which will all in their own way
contribute to priorities for Breckland.

9.7 To further highlight and present an order of priority the Gantt Chart stratifies projects into three layers based,
broadly, on the project values, together with assessment of their wider relationship to Breckland priorities. The
red projects represent 'high priority' projects; the orange projects are those with a 'medium priority'; and the yellow
projects represent 'low priority' projects. This approach is complementary to and can be interchanged with the
critical, essential and desirable ratings presented in the Breckland Infrastructure Study (EDAW, 2009).

9.8 It is important at this stage to emphasise that the Gantt Chart is primarily a representation resulting from the
derived numerical values ascertained from the agreed formulaic process. It is not a representation of any
commitment that only high priority projects should be taken forward. As can be seen from the Gantt Chart and
the detailed project assessments in Appendix A, the dividing line priority bands is very marginal. Therefore it is
highly conceivable that in both practise and dialogue going forward that a number of medium priority projects,
which are essential in their relationship to the investment priorities, could be taken forward as part of the single
conversation with the HCA and respective discussions with the LEP. However, what the Gantt Chart does achieve,
is a quick visual synopsis of those projects which Breckland Council will focus on both in terms of its own activities
but also in its conversations with the HCA, service providers and utility companies. As importantly, the Gantt
Chart also assists partners, notably the HCA, to identify those areas which are critical, essential and desirable in
terms of housing investment and other funding streams related to the growth and regeneration agenda in Breckland.

9.9 Unsurprisingly there are seven projects with the highest values which are entirely related to growth in the 3
key sites set out in Section 5. As the Breckland formula recognises delivery of homes and jobs these projects
have scored well on their ability to unlock development sites irrespective of cost and timescale. As the Gantt chart
illustrates, a number of these high priority projects cannot be delivered in the next 3 years and account for nearly
half of all required funding identified in this document. However, the benefits and opportunities once these projects
are implemented will be the delivery of 9,500 homes and 8,500 net new jobs in significant numbers from 2013
going forward. Quick wins within this high priority group of projects includes delivery of a new electricity sub-station
to the north of Thetford and an energy supply solution for Snetterton. Depending on progress of the Thetford Area
Action Plan and subsequent planning proposals the delivery of improvements to A11 junctions could follow in
2012.

9.10 However, the majority of high priority projects are related to critical interdependencies between the projects
themselves as illustrated by the stars on the Gantt Chart. This means that some projects, although scoring well
against the criteria of delivering sustainable growth and regeneration, cannot be implemented until other projects
are delivered. This is set out in the table below:
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Impact on deliveryCritical InterdependenciesKey Site

No significant employment or
housing growth on the ground until
2014

New electricity sub-station required with an approximate
3 year timetable for commissioning and implementation.
Some capacity for moderate growth in the interim which

Thetford

may trigger need for start on A11 junction improvements
in 2012.

No significant employment or
housing growth on the ground until

Upgrades toWasteWater TreatmentWorks needed with
funding only available through Anglian Water Services

Attleborough

2016 and transport infrastructure
phased accordingly.

from 2016 onwards. Transport infrastructure related to
growth timetabled for a 2015 start at the earliest.

No employment growth until
provided and consequently no

Energy supply solution required prior to any new
significant commercial development.

Snetterton
Heath

driver in place to deliver
transportation improvements to
Snetterton Heath.

Table 9.1 Summary of Projects with Critical Interdependencies

9.11 Given the interdependencies at the high priority level and the consequential timetable for implementation
for major infrastructure projects it is required to look at medium priority projects to take forward. Inevitably, project
delivery in Breckland in the next three years will focus on those high priority projects which can be delivered
(Thetford Electricity Sub Station and Snetterton Energy supply) but there is considerable scope to identify those
medium priority projects which the Council and its partners seek to prioritise in the next 3 years. That it is not to
say, that the effort and dialogue should not continue on those high priority projects with a longer timeframe, not
least so that come 2014 and onwards, these projects have not slipped further and where applicable, other agencies
have not revised or withdrawn their funding. Additionally, it should be noted that the difference between Attleborough
Distributor Road (364 units) and Gypsy and Traveller Site provision (362 units) is the line between high and medium
priority. The inclusion of the Attleborough Distributor Road may appear anomalous given that the other high priority
projects score over 900 units but it is a critical project to delivering the full quantity of 4,000 homes and 2,000 jobs
in Attleborough and whose project score has been affected by cost and the critical interdependency with the
upgrade of the Waste Water Treatment Works.

9.12 Turning to the medium priority projects (highlighted orange on the Gantt Chart) it is evident from the project
assessment in Appendix A that all of these projects can be delivered in the next 3 years. Where this BIDD process
assists is prioritising a range of projects which start at a value of 110 units and rise to 362 units. Within the medium
priority group of projects there are three identifiable clusters. The first grouping is Gypsy and Traveller site provision
and Thetford Ladies Estate regeneration (Option 2) which both perform similarly. There is then a second cluster
in the 220-254 unit range which includes affordable housing provision in the market towns, the adaptation of the
existing housing stock, and empty homes. These five essential projects are all solely housing related and need
to be considered in the context of the LIP requirements of this document and subsequent single conversation.

9.13 The third grouping is between the 110-184 unit range and includes a number of Thetford based projects
together with rural transport and rural affordable housing projects. Within this grouping the new Thetford bus
interchange is primarily funded from Moving Thetford Forward and Norfolk County Council leaving Thetford Abbey
Estate Regeneration (option 2) and Rural Affordable Housing as the highest scoring projects in this grouping.
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9.14 A total of 6 projects have been presented as low priority or desirable projects through this process. They
should not automatically be discounted from the single conversation but their project values reflect essentially a
low performance against the investment priorities criteria coupled with relatively high costs in some instances.
That said, the projects are deliverable, albeit in part for some projects, within a 3 year timeframe.

9.15 Identifying the projects that become the focus of single conversations with HCA and others will in part be
shaped by this document but will also be subject to flexibility which recognises that Government's role (at all levels)
is to prioritise and therefore this process is inherently political, informed by professional advice. As stated above,
there are two key infrastructure projects which should be prioritised in the next 3 years given their ability to be
delivered. There then follows a suite of primarily housing investment projects which can be delivered in the next
3 years. Whilst, in terms of numerical value through this document, Gypsy and Traveller site provision performs
well, the Council's recently approved Housing Strategy 2010-13 also prioritises the delivery of affordable housing.
In the assessment process used in the document, market town provision has scored well given the corresponding
number of units provided in relation to required public subsidy. Breckland Council has stated as part of this process
that rural affordable housing provision will be a priority going forward. While a number of rural affordable homes
can be delivered without subsidy on allocations in the LDF, there remains a strong desire in the Council to see
more affordable units delivered across the District. Therefore, on Breckland's part, the single conversation with
the HCA will drill down into ways to deliver affordable housing (urban and rural) as well as Thetford estate
regeneration and Gypsy and Traveller site provision.

Delivery

9.16 The remit of this document was not only to prioritise the delivery of projects but also to advise on how
projects could be funded, identify potential funding gaps and set out how these might be addressed. Appendix
A details the projects individually using costs and possible funding sources either provided by Breckland Council
or corroborated at the stakeholder workshop on 6th October 2010. The following table provides a summary on
project funding.

Funding provider/ Options for fundingFunding
Gap

Funding
Available

Total
Cost

Project

(1) CiL; or
(2) Combination of CiL, Network Rail &
Norfolk County Council

£2,500,000£0£2,500,000Attleborough Town
Centre Transport

(1) Developer Contributions from Urban
Extension;
(2) Developer Contributions from Urban
Extension together with CiL contributions
from elsewhere in Thetford and Highways
Agency funding for London Road
roundabout upgrade.

£0£12,500,000£12,500,000Thetford A11
Junctions

(1) AnglianWater Asset Management Plan
2016-21

£0£7,500,000£7,500,000Attleborough Waste
Water

(1) CiL from Attleborough and Snetterton
Heath;

(2) TIF to be reclaimed from increased
business rates from Snetterton

£1,600,000£0£1,600,000Transportation to
Snetterton
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Funding provider/ Options for fundingFunding
Gap

Funding
Available

Total
Cost

Project

(3) A combination of the above, together
with funding from Norfolk County Council.

(1) Developer Contributions;

(2) Developer Contributions from Urban
Extension together with CiL contributions
from elsewhere in Thetford;

£8,000,000£0£8,000,000Thetford Electricity

(3) Delivered through an LABV or TIF and
cost recovered from future developments

(1) RGF

(2) TIF

£5,000,000£0£5,000,000Snetterton Energy
Supply

(3) ESCO

(1) Developer contributions (S106)
(2) Highways Agency contribution.

£0£11,050,000£11,050,000Attleborough
Distributor Road

(1) HCA
(2) Breckland Council.

£1,200,000£0£1,200,000Gypsy and Traveller
site

(1) Flagship Housing

(2) HCA

£621,000£0£621,000Ladies Estate
Regeneration - Option
2

(3) Breckland Council funding.

(1) Developer contributions (S106)
(2) HCA

£0£5,200,000£5,200,000Town Affordable
Housing

(1) Breckland Council funding£8,450,000£0£8,450,000Adaptation of Housing

(1) HCA
(2) Breckland Council funding

£900,000£0£900,000Empty Homes

(1) Moving Thetford Forward (Growth Point
funds)

(2) Norfolk County Council funding

£0£3,400,000£3,400,000Thetford Bus Station
Relocation

(3) Thetford Town Council.
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Funding provider/ Options for fundingFunding
Gap

Funding
Available

Total
Cost

Project

(1) Flagship Housing

(2) HCA

£3,821,000£0£3,821,000Abbey Estate
Regeneration - Option
2

(3) Breckland Council funding.

(1) Developer contributions (S106) to
deliver affordable housing requirements
on rural allocations.

(2) HCA to support rural exceptions sites

£0£4,134,000£4,134,000Rural Affordable
Housing

(3) Breckland Council funding to support
rural exceptions sites

(1) Developer contributions (S106) could
provide a contribution where this is

£1,000,000£0£1,000,000Rural Transport

required to make a particular development
acceptable. Likely to be time limited.
(2) Norfolk County Council

(1) Flagship Housing

(2) HCA

£1,595,000£0£1,595,000Barnhamcross Estate
Regeneration

(3) Breckland Council funding.

(1) Norfolk County Council Capital
programme

(2) Thetford Academy

£0£8,000,000£8,000,000Thetford Post 16
Education

(3) Breckland Council (land)

(1) Breckland Council£4,130,000£0£4,130,000Rural Broadband

(1) Network Rail
(2) Rail Operators

£1,470,000£0£1,470,000Thetford Train Station

(1) Breckland Council funding£170,000£0£170,000Rural Isolation

(1) Breckland Council funding£22,700,000£0£22,700,000Stock Condition

(1) Moving Thetford Forwards
(2) Thetford Town Council.

£1,160,000£0£1,160,000Thetford Green
Infrastructure
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Funding provider/ Options for fundingFunding
Gap

Funding
Available

Total
Cost

Project

(1) Norfolk County Council Capital
Programme

£8,000,000£0£8,000,000Attleborough
Specialist Needs
Education

Table 9.2

9.17 In the following Recommendations section, the practical potential of funding mechanisms is explored further
and reflected in a series of recommendations/actions going forward. What is emphasised at this stage, is that
there is no one funding solution for Breckland and that a menu of funding options will be required. Developer
contributions in themselves are unlikely to cover the investment priorities and therefore continued public sector
intervention will be required. Table 9.2 above provides advice on menu options.

Overall Conclusion

9.18 Breckland as a District is on the cusp of a period of significant change and development. The announcement
that the A11 will be fully dualled will undoubtedly accelerate growth, validating Breckland's strategy of focused
growth at three key sites on the A11 together with the wider regeneration of Thetford. Elsewhere, proactive projects
and supportive policies from Breckland Council and partners are ensuring that rural communities continue to see
service delivery and development which meets their needs. Additionally, the Council is already delivering a number
of programmes such as RevActive on the A11 corridor and implementation of the Housing Strategy including the
delivery of 154 net new affordable homes in 2009-10.

9.19 A significant amount of preparatory work has already been done across Breckland to evidence the particular
projects and identify realistic costs and timetables for implementation. This work has now been brought together
in this one document to provide a comprehensive and objective overview of the projects, how they can be prioritised
and how funding gaps could be addressed. This document has appropriately focused on the next 3 years to 2014
and those projects which will have the greatest impact on assisting the short term growth and regeneration agenda
prior to significant growth from 2014 onwards. This phased approach not only reflects infrastructure lead in times
for the key sites but also mirrors a number of the latest economic forecasts which all indicate strong and sustained
rises in property values from late 2012 onwards.

9.20 Given the lead-in times and costs associated with the key sites it is therefore valid that Breckland Council
and partners concentrate on the two deliverable key infrastructure projects as well as a number of the housing
projects which can deliver against investment priorities in the next 3 years. The low performance of rural projects
and green/environmental projects is notable but perhaps not surprising given the emphasis on growth and
regeneration. At a local level this may give rise to concern but in going forward, subsequent reviews of this
document may wish to revisit the criteria in combination with more developed rural and environmental projects
which can be better assessed against criteria. The review of the Council's Sustainable Communities Strategy may
provide an opportunity to address this.

9.21 Therefore, the projects recommended to be taken forward in the next 3 years are as follows:
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Box 1

Thetford Electricity Sub Station (high)

Snetterton Energy Solution (high)

Affordable Housing in Market Towns (Med)

Rural Affordable Housing (Med)

Gypsy & Traveller Site Provision (Med)

Adaptation of Existing Housing Stock (Med)

Empty Homes (Med)

Thetford Estate Regeneration - Ladies Estate option 2 & Abbey Estate Option 2 (Med)

9.22 Simultaneously to delivering those projects, it is imperative that the Council moves to a second phase of
preparatory work which involves putting in place a raft of funding mechanisms which can help deliver a wider range
of infrastructure necessary for sustainable communities. This is easier said than done and involves decisions
which can go to the heart of local government philosophy. Ultimately, a number of these complex decisions are
already being shaped by the new Government with increased expectancy that local government will be inspired
or 'nudged' to use it assets and powers of well-being more innovatively. However, as an entrepreneurial Council,
Breckland is well placed to move with the times and has already put itself at the front of the pack with an established
policy framework for growth and regeneration, a delivery vehicle for Thetford, a decision to make progress on
tariffs as well as showing a wider interest in making its asset base work harder to deliver more. As an iterative
process future reviews of this document and associated infrastructure planning work can be undertaken and
updated to reflect the progress Breckland Council makes towards localist delivery.
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10 Moving Forward
Recommendations for Delivery, Funding, and Asset management going forward

10.1 Preparing this BIDD has come at a challenging, interesting and fast-moving time. However, as set out
elsewhere in this document, Breckland is well positioned to flex to the changing circumstances and has taken a
number of steps already which are in line with the expected role of local government going forward in terms of
infrastructure financing and housing delivery.

10.2 The outcomes from this document indicate a clear direction as to how the Council could move forward and
what investment priorities it should focus on. However there are three key overarching recommendations as a
result of this work which are considered to benefit future reviews of infrastructure planning and project delivery in
Breckland which the Council needs to advance to inform an effective review of this document.

Three Overarching Recommendations

Recommendation 1

Develop deliverable projects

10.3 Firstly, Breckland Council and its delivery partners need to develop a raft of deliverable projects to a sufficient
stage that they could draw down funding. This could take the form of ‘genuine action plans’ from the various
Strategies being prepared, in particular, any reviews of the Sustainable Community Strategy. Future reviews of
either the LIP or IDP need to be the arbiter process for the Council and partners to sift/prioritise detailed action
plans rather than capture or generate ideas for projects.

10.4 A key challenge with this first document has been the lack of well-developed projects to include for
assessment. The methodology for both LIP and IDP is clear that the process is to focus on prioritising existing
projects. Although the Council and partners have a number of plans and strategies in place which are well written
and thoroughly evidence based, the aspirations of these plans and strategies have not yet been translated into
clear deliverable projects. Many reasonable projects have not been developed beyond initial concept stages and
it has been difficult through this process to accurately assess them, if at all. The clearest examples can be found,
but not exclusively, in the Sustainable Community Strategy. Whilst the document is strategic in its nature and
laudable its priorities and objectives it does not contain deliverable projects to sustain communities, particularly in
the rural areas. That said, a recent initiative has been to develop a project to support the outreach of rural services
but more needs to be undertaken in this vein going forward. This could take the form of developing no more than
3 or 5 tangible projects which the Council is going to deliver for rural areas such as a fund to support communities
buying their local pub or subsidising rural post office provision. These would be in addition to the rural housing
projects developed by the Council's Strategic Housing Team.

10.5 Therefore,

Recommendation 2

Develop the ethos of project delivery

10.6 It is also recommended that the Council should consider proactively positioning itself as a delivery body
rather than a facilitator and ensuring that the clear deliverable projects identified in future plans and strategies are
actioned and delivered. This change in approach will require a stronger ethos of project delivery, either directly
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or indirectly. Stronger approaches to project delivery from Local Authorities are already evidenced elsewhere and
can in some circumstances be not only public spirited but also entrepreneurial. Examples include Essex where
the County Council has funded and re-introduced local Post Offices into rural communities, and Woking Borough
Council who are leaders in the development and local energy production and supply to public buildings.

10.7 The development of this document could present an opportunity for the Council to consider a range of
options as to how to make pressurised public money work harder for longer. In considering options for delivery,
it is clear that the constraints on the local and national funding environment in the next few years will be such that
it will be increasingly difficult to offer one-off grant aid for projects going forward, and that there are potential
investment opportunities available that have the scope to give long-term returns to the authority. This may mean
the short term focus being asset rich and revenue poor. However, an initial stake in key infrastructure projects
through mechanisms such as Local Asset Backed Vehicle or TIFs or an ESCO in the growth locations will not only
benefit those communities to receive the infrastructure in a timely manner but also yield long term returns for the
local authority in terms of returns from associated development, locally raised business rates and in the short term
New Homes Bonus.

10.8 Following on from the above, there are a number of approaches that the Council could take in delivering
some of the projects identified in this document which are outlined in the Local Growth White Paper and which
could put the authority at the vanguard of the new localism agenda of developing local solutions which return
investment to the local area. These are as follows:

Local Asset-Backed Vehicles (LABVs);
Energy Service Company (ESCO);
Multi-Utility Service Company (MUSCO)
Tax Increment Financing (TIF)

10.9 Linked to the philosophy of delivery, it is recommended that the Council positions the outcomes of this
Integrated Delivery Document into the forthcoming Local Economic Partnership (LEP). The LEP will be a powerful
influence in forthcoming years and with an immediate influence on the allocation of the Regional Growth Fund
(RGF) (bids to be submitted by December: first funding allocation in April 2011). The RGF is a £1.4billion nationwide
fund over the next two years and will be the major channel for ’regeneration funding’. However, at the time of
writing, there remain questions as to how the emerging Norfolk and Suffolk LEP is likely to position itself (i.e. will
it set up a ’Norfolk and Suffolk Development Company’ to deliver?).

10.10 Throughout the development of this document, a clear message has emerged which is that many
organisations and professions have been experiencing difficulties with the delivery of projects. This includes service
providers, housing providers, local authorities, businesses and communities. There are a number of reasons as
to why this is the case, not least the rapidly changing funding environment as well as the contraction of private
and public finance.

10.11 There are also difficulties with project delivery as a result of regulatory provisions and the ability of particular
service and utility providers to move forward with projects due to their own asset planning cycles and funding
processes. As has already been indicated above, the structure and governance of local authorities and partners
does not always lend itself to project delivery and this cumulatively contributes to a lack of progress with certain
projects. The challenge going forwards is for local authorities and partners to find innovative ways of delivery
despite the constraints.

Recommendation 3

Segregate the requirements of the IDP and the LIP when reviewing this document
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10.12 Ensuring that this IDD captures projects at the appropriate scale has been challenging. However, the
process of engaging stakeholders through the IDD workshops has ensured that the projects identified in this
document represent the most appropriate and comprehensive suite of projects for this district. This document has
not attempted to capture every single project within and beyond the District in relation to the priorities identified.
However, it has provided a holistic overview of key projects both infrastructure and housing under the umbrella of
local strategies which seek to deliver significant volumes of new homes and jobs as well as focused regeneration
and sustainable interventions to support the rural communities. Bringing together the requirements of both the
IDP and LIP in one document has been an innovative approach which has given rise to some particular challenges
that have needed to be addressed.

10.13 The principal challenge has been to meet the dual requirements of an IDP as well as the HCAs expectations
for an LIP within the context of a single document. A balance between the competing requirements of HCA and
IDP guidance has been attempted but it has been difficult to adequately present the LIP requirements. To address
this, housing projects have been presented in a housing thematic package and to a considerable extent the projects
in the Thetford and Attleborough spatial packages will unlock significant volumes of housing and would have been
included in a dedicated LIP document. However, they may have scored differently in a wider housing context
although the HCA has been a consistent advocate of delivering homes and jobs together.

10.14 The second challenge has been the resultant tensions between the priorities identified in the scoring
matrix used to assess the projects. This reflects the complexity of designing a scoring system that can assess a
range of projects (housing and employment) rather than any one specific type of project (e.g. all housing related).

10.15 The final challenge may only be evident when the work is reviewed and the ease as which to unpick the
contents of this document into separate processes. Nevertheless it is strongly recommended that the LIP and IDP
requirements are segregated going forward and that the Council uses this one document to provide an over-arching
and unified starting point.

Three Key Opportunities Going Forward

Opportunity 1

Increased local Flexibility on Funding and Delivery

10.16 The Government published its White Paper on growth on 28th October 2010 which sets out how delivery
will move forward over the next 5 years in the context of Localism. “Local Growth: Realising Every Place’s Potential”
provides a strong indication on the Government’s approach to local growth and envisages a greater level of activity
at the local government level so that they are more effective, efficient and focused in delivering local growth. The
White Paper is unambiguous in highlighting the Government’s expectancy that local government will take a local
lead in delivering growth and implement a number of measures to assist the delivery of local infrastructure. The
specific measures(8) in theWhite Paper include the following for infrastructure delivery, all of which the Government
is indicating will be included in forthcoming national legislation:

Tax Incremental Financing (TIF)
A locally responsive planning system that supports business and increases housing supply
Use of land assets to lever private funding to support growth (Local Asset Backed Vehicles (LABVs)).
Options to enable Councils to retain locally-raised business rates.
New Homes Bonus from 2011/12
Local discounts on business rates to stimulate activity

8 See Box2A: Local Authorities’ Role in Supporting Growth, pg.12 Local Growth White Paper 2010
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10.17 Some of these options are discussed in more detail below.

10.18 The Local Growth White Paper identifies that a key role for LEPs will be the coordination and submission
of bids to the Regional Growth Fund. The Regional Growth Fund identifies £1.4billion for bids that bring significant
private sector funds and ensure sustainable economic growth. Bids for the first round of RGF will close in January
2011. The RGF is likely to be £600million for capital projects and £850million for resource funding. The fund will
be operational from April 2011 through to April 2014 and the minimum threshold for bids is £1million.
Correspondence from the Communities Secretary to leaders of Local Authorities on the day of the 2010
Comprehensive Spending Review suggested that RGF could be used to fund capital projects that support housing
growth.

10.19 The links between the housing agenda and prosperity of the area is crucial and evidence from IDPs and
LIPs should be feeding into the LEPs in terms of infrastructure priorities and investment. As set out in the previous
conclusion section, the delivery of Snetterton Heath Employment Area is a strong candidate for RGF for the
Norfolk/Suffolk LEP and is aligned to the housing growth, particularly at Attleborough.

10.20 Breckland Council needs to keep a watching brief and where appropriate get involved in national projects
delivering national priorities such as enhancement of digital infrastructure, green energy projects and strategic
housing growth.

10.21 Breckland Council needs to respond to the forthcoming Local Government Resource Review which will
provide greater details on the incentives for growth and in particular changes to the business rates regime. The
emerging proposals from Government include the following options:

Business Increase Bonus: a scheme to reward local authorities where growth in business rates yield
exceeds a threshold. Local authorities would be allowed to keep a percentage of the exceeded yield for a
period of 6 years.
Retain Locally-Raised Business Rates: This would radically free local authorities from central funding
whilst simultaneously incentivising local economic growth. The Government has particularly identified the
need for business rate retention for renewable energy projects.
Tax Incremental Finance: This would enable local authorities to borrow against future additional uplift in
their business rates base. The borrowing could fund key infrastructure projects which will support locally
driven economic growth. The policy and legislative framework for TIF remains to be developed.

10.22 Breckland Council is making progress towards recognising that alternative delivery models which do not
make great demands on public finances but involve adventurous models are needed if building levels are to move
forward at a time of significant financial challenge. This progress needs to be maintained if the long-term benefits
of the growth and regeneration are to be fully realised.

Tax Incremental Financing (TIF)

10.23 TIF is one mechanism which has the scope for accelerating development by allowing investment in
infrastructure to be financed from the increased property tax base enabled by the infrastructure improvements.
However, TIF alone cannot fund the entirety of large-scale infrastructure projects but it can help to bridge funding
gaps. Nor can be used to turn an inherently unworkable sow's ear into a silk purse of a development. TIF is
genuinely radical because it will allow local authorities to borrow on the public sector balance sheet. TIF will require
new legislation and an ambitious timetable is early 2012, with 2013 being recognised by most commentators as
a more realistic date. That should not deter local authorities from working towards TIF as there will be much
preparatory work involved.

10.24 Breckland Council will need to carefully consider whether the effects of TIF are acceptable and in particular
whether the overall benefit of TIFs outweigh any potential local displacement. TIFs fit well with the new localism
agenda, giving authorities more fiscal autonomy about levels of non-domestic rating. Breckland Council needs to
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be mindful that TIFs imply that Councils will use their prudential borrowing powers to fund the infrastructure that
leads to property value increases. The expectation is that the TIF zone will deliver extra revenues to repay the
debt. The risk to the Council is the likelihood of repayment and the consequential effect on the rest of the District
if the risk materialises. The risk in Breckland can in some part be reduced given the very clear priorities for
infrastructure investment in this document together with a sound and established planning, housing and economic
strategy framework for those investment decisions in Breckland. The benefits of TIF-funded infrastructure would
be widespread beyond any focused TIF zones in Breckland. Clearly, Thetford, Snetterton Heath and Attleborough
emerge as candidates for tightly defined TIF zones given the levels of commercial development and attractiveness
of the A11 to the commercial market. An attractiveness which will only increase following the Government's
commitment to dual the A11 in 2015.

10.25 At this stage TIFs are presented as an option in the Government white paper and there is some scepticism
that the markets will lend to Local Government at sufficiently attractive rates to enable an effective 100% recouping
of investment through future NDR revenues. Ultimately it looks like the option of TIFs will genuinely be left to local
authorities rather than imposed on them (unlike for CiL). Breckland Council will have to carefully assess the risk
of TIFs and whether the wider benefits of assisting upfront infrastructure delivery outweigh other commercial
considerations. As local government finances contract, the option of TIFs in areas of significant growth should
form part of the discussion going forward. As this document demonstrates there are those key infrastructure
projects, notably the Attleborough Distributor Road, Snetterton Utilities and Thetford Transport and Energy upgrades
which are critical to delivering some 10,000 homes and 9,000 jobs. For these projects the use of TIF must be
seriously considered by Breckland Council when taking infrastructure planning forward.

Local Asset Backed Vehicle (LABV)

10.26 Against a background of diminishing public sector funding and resources, LABVs represent a new and
innovative opportunity to contribute towards the delivery of the Council's economic, housing and utility infrastructure
priorities. Examples elsewhere in the country such as Leeds, Tunbridge Wells, Torbay and Croydon reflect the
wide variety of approaches to LABVs in terms of their spatial extent and the scale of sites and properties transferred
in the 'wrapper' of assets. There is no prescriptive model of what should be included in an LABV but the starting
point is to be as inclusive as possible given the procurement process for LABVs. Typically an LABV will be a
15-20year venture with appropriate 5 year review breaks to assess performance.

10.27 What is emerging is the strong interest from investment partners, including significant pension funds, in
the LABV model. Typically investors are looking for an out-turn value after planning permission of >£20million
from the LABV process. It is a joint venture with the Council expected to contribute up to 50% and the private
sector required to provide at least 50% of the up front investment. Given the levels of planned development and
associated interventions required in combination with the scale of public assets the three A11 growth locations
would fit the LABV model, with a particular emphasis on Thetford given the need for regeneration. LABVs are
structured as Limited Liability Partnerships (LLPs) and through a number of measures such as masterplanning
responsibilities and CPO indemnity they are an ideal mechanism to collectively deliver both attractive and 'hard
to develop' sites.

10.28 Linked to the information on TIF above, there is a strong argument that LABVs can help create the
development values to make a TIF viable. Additionally, there is no reason to exclude TIF as an additional asset
to contribute to an LABV.

10.29 As set out elsewhere in this document a review of the Sustainable Community Strategy is recommended
to provide greater focus and certainty on projects to be taken forward. Similarly a review of this Strategy would
also be the appropriate place to provide the starting point and commitment to take forward an LABV in Breckland.
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Opportunity 2

Continued partnership and involvement of the Homes and Communities Agency

10.30 The Agency has retained a budget for housing delivery of £4.5billion which includes affordable housing
schemes, empty homes and gypsy and traveller provision. The HCA has signalled that its focus will be on assisting
local authorities to deliver local priorities. Clearly the contents of this document will be critical in identifying to the
Agency the key infrastructure and housing priorities for the area and when they can be delivered. More importantly,
and on this theme, the HCA has reaffirmed(9) that LIPs will be the platform for demonstrating HCA investment in
local housing and regeneration.

10.31 To date the HCA has been a partner in wider housing delivery in Breckland not only through the National
Affordable Housing Programme (provided at Appendix C) as well as through specific regeneration schemes such
as the Sweyn Close redevelopment in Thetford's Barnhamcross Estate.

10.32 It is also important to maintain the involvement of the Agency in the local delivery of the wider housing,
employment and regeneration in Breckland and in particular the 9,000 new homes and 8,500 new jobs in Thetford
and Attleborough. The HCA is already represented on the Moving Thetford Forward delivery vehicle and this is
now evolving into the Planning Performance Agreement (PPA) for the Urban Extension at Thetford. The PPA
process is combining both HCA resource in terms of Area Management but also the Advisory Team for Large
Applications (ATLAS) which is a division of the HCA. The HCA's involvement in the PPA process is already yielding
results and this partnership needs to be fostered and maintained by Breckland Council going forward. The
involvement of HCA Area Management and ATLAS will greatly assist Breckland Council in negotiating successful
outcomes for potentially the largest planning application in its 36 year history.

10.33 Whilst ATLAS' approach is to focus on one large application scheme per District there is much for the
Council to learn from the Thetford PPA experience which can be applied to Attleborough and securing successful
local delivery of the growth proposals for that town. To date the HCA has greatly assisted Attleborough through
the recent Rural Masterplanning Fund. Breckland Council was very successful in securing one of the largest single
allocations from this national fund. The work now being undertaken by URS Scott-Wilson will see the development
of a masterplan document for the 4,000 homes and 2,000 jobs at Attleborough. This work is due to be completed
in February 2011 and provides a platform for further HCA participation in the exciting plans for Attleborough. The
opportunity to utilise ATLAS/HCA in the Attleborough growth proposals, through another PPA process, should be
explored despite the one scheme per District approach. Development in Attleborough is of an appropriate scale
and has complex and unique delivery issues which ATLAS/HCA could usefully assist on to help unlock significant
homes and employment.

10.34 On a wider level, the HCA has also provided funding to Breckland Council to upskill both Officers and
Members on design and masterplanning. This will be beneficial as the authority negotiates complex and significant
development schemes which will help define the area for the next 50+ years. Further opportunities to work with
the HCA on skills issues should be fully explored, in particular assessing economic viability of development and
future proofing new developments in the context of zero-carbon standards.

Opportunity 3

Increased funding from development through CiL and New Homes Bonus

9 HCA Chief Executive Forum, 2nd November 2010
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10.35 As described elsewhere in this document, the levels of development planned in Breckland will require
new up-front infrastructure to physically unlock strategic development sites as well as ongoing infrastructure
investment to address the resultant infrastructure costs from development (i.e. education, health etc). To an
extent the growth levels are informed by the need to deliver infrastructure, for example, the Attleborough Distributor
Road. This is predicated on development being a primary contributor to infrastructure.

10.36 Community Infrastructure Levy (CiL) will enable the authority to link developer contributions to infrastructure
priorities and include a greater range of qualifying developments as the levy will be raised on a per sqm basis
rather than indivudal properties. Breckland has recognised the need to progress with CIL and the government
reaffirmed in November 2010 that CIL will be part of the funding for infrastructure delivery. It is important that
Breckland has an adopted CIL document in place by early 2012 to ensure a greater number of developments can
contribute to infrastructure costs. This is likely to coincide with an uplift in the housing market and commercial
activity. In the interim Section 106 agreements are still valid until April 2014.

10.37 The government is currently consulting on a New Homes Bonus following the announcement as part of
the Comprehensive Spending Review in October 2010. The proposed Bonus is likely to come into effect from
April 2011 and reward authorities who deliver new housing with funding equivalent to six years' worth of Council
Tax at a national average band D property. This is likely to be some £8,500 for every home delivered with additional
funding for new affordable homes delivered. The Bonus will not be ring-fenced and is likely to be allocated on a
80%/20% split to District and County Council's respectively.

10.38 Consideration of the yield fromNewHomes Bonus should be high on the agenda whenmaking investment
decisions in the next 18months. The focus should be on those projects which deliver new homes by 2016 and
ultimately return funding to the authority. This funding can then be reinvested in service delivery and additional
infrastructure provision. There is the potential that central government grant to local authorities could be reduced
further and consequently New Homes Bonus could provide a very valuable revenue source to Councils. From
the LDF housing trajectory, it is anticipated that some 2,743 additional homes could be delivered in Breckland by
2016 and qualify for New Homes Bonus. Whilst it is dangerous to speculate, it is nonetheless interesting to calculate
on the basis of at least £8,500 per property, New Homes Bonus would yield £23.3million. This highlights the
opportunity and significance of focusing on those projects which can deliver homes in the short term.

Overall recommendations

10.39 The following overall recommendations are put forward:

In the immediate short term (the 15 months to April 2012)

1. Work to include Snetterton Utilities and Thetford Electricity Sub Station as priorities for the New Anglia LEP
going forward;

2. Develop and finalise a CiL document for the District with specific CIL tariffs for Thetford, Attleborough &
Snetterton Heath;

3. A formal decision is taken to pursue an LABV for Breckland subject to further investigation on viability;
4. Adopt the LDF Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document to help deliver 2,743 homes;
5. Review Sustainable Community Strategy with 6 key tangible local projects to take forward;
6. Work closely with the HCA on the Thetford PPA process and estate regeneration and the growth plans in

Attleborough

In the short-medium term (by April 2014)

1. Investigate TIF in relation to Attleborough Distributor Road and Snetterton Utilities
2. Finalise Thetford Area Action Plan (TAAP) and Attleborough and Snetterton Heath Area Action Plan (ASHAAP)
3. Maintain a dialogue with Anglian Water Services in respect of Attleborough Waste Water Treatment Works.
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Proposals for Monitoring

10.40 Monitoring is an essential part of delivering successful projects and best practice for IDPs advises that
these be updated on an annual basis. This approach is endorsed for this IDD and it is considered that a regular
update of this document is critical as the Council progresses the projects identified in this document. Monitoring
will also provide an opportunity to reflect on the risks identified and whether contingency measures are required.
Regular updates will also allow new projects to be brought into the IDD as they are identified or when further detail
around existing projects becomes available.

10.41 It is considered that future updates of this document could be relatively straightforward if the existing
methodology and scoring system is reused. However, it is recommended that the stakeholder workshop group
approach is used when considering the introduction of new projects to ensure full partner buy-in and to ensure
that any assumptions made are robust and widely agreed.

10.42 It is recommended that the delivery group use this document as the basis to put in place a 10 year plan
to advance the projects included in the document.
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11 Appendix A – Project Assessment Tables
Appendix A – Project Assessment Tables

11.1 The following tables illustrate the scores given to each project against the agreed criteria:

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

6000 homes,
plus 5000

112501.Delivering growth

jobs (jobs
multiplier
gets 1.05 per
job)

12. Regeneration

1.13. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

35. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

36. Risk

17. Environmental and community benefits

38. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

12.59.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

2970.0000Total score

Table 11.1 Project T1

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

1 ha of
additional

1001.Delivering growth

parking and
improvements
such as cycle
parking
(community
facilities)

1.752. Regeneration
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

1.053. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

15. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

26. Risk

1.17. Environmental and community benefits

38. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

1.479.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

91.6667Total score

Table 11.2 Project T2

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

52 properties
per home

6891.Delivering growth

zone, and 13
home zones.
130sqm
youth
buildings

Soft
regeneration
scheme

1.32. Regeneration

Other13. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

15. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

26. Risk

1.17. Environmental and community benefits

38. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

3.8219.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

171.9Total score

Table 11.3 Project T3a - Abbey Option 2

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

177 homes
improved by

132.751.Delivering growth

virtue of
provision of
200%
parking
spaces

Soft
regeneration
schemes

1.32. Regeneration

13. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

15. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

36. Risk

1.17. Environmental and community benefits

38. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

1.5959.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

119.01Total score

Table 11.4 Project T3b - Barnhamcross Option 1

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

70 points for
open space

861.Delivering growth

plus a further
16 for the
additional
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

affordable
units.

1.42. Regeneration

1.13. Access to employment and services

includes
urban

1.54. Improving accommodation choices and quality

affordable
housing

15. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

36. Risk

1.17. Environmental and community benefits

38. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

0.6219.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

351.8937Total score

Table 11.5 Project T3c - Ladies Estate Option 2

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

1.Delivering growth

2. Regeneration

3. Access to employment and services

4. Improving accommodation choices and quality

5. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

6. Risk

7. Environmental and community benefits

8. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

9.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

Total score

Table 11.6 Project T3d - Redcastle

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

112501.Delivering growth

12. Regeneration

1.13. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

Kimms belt
substation

35. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

would need
improvement
for jobs to
the west,
additional
cost 2mill

16. Risk

17. Environmental and community benefits

Dependent
on

58. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

wayleaves,
route through
town

89.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

928.1250Total score

Table 11.7 Project T4

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

4001.Delivering growth

1.752. Regeneration
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

1.053. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

35. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

26. Risk

17. Environmental and community benefits

58. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

89.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

110.2500Total score

Table 11.8 Project T5

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

30 hectares
of GI
improved

301.Delivering growth

12. Regeneration

13. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

15. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

16. Risk

other soft
community
benefits

1.17. Environmental and community benefits

58. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

path
restoration,

1.159.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

habitat
recreation
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

5.7391Total score

Table 11.9 Project T6

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

2726 sqm
site area for

272.61.Delivering growth

new bus
interchange
at
minstergate

1.752. Regeneration

1.053. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

35. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

16. Risk

Environmental
improvements

1.257. Environmental and community benefits

through
enhanced
use of public
transport

38. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

3.49.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

184.1553Total score

Table 11.10 Project T7

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

Project does
not score as

01. Delivering growth

no homes
delivered,
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

released or
improved.

Greenfield1.02. Regeneration

13. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

15. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

16. Risk

1.107. Environmental and community benefits

5.08. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

3.8949.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

0Total score

Table 11.11 Project T8

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

15751.Delivering growth

assume mix
of greenfield

1.42. Regeneration

and
brownfield

1.13. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

35. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

Medium risk,
in light of not

26. Risk

getting a
return from
investment
back quickly

If biomass
CHP solution

1.257. Environmental and community benefits
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

used. If not
multiplier will
be 1.0

48. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

Key project
for Norfolk

59.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

LEP -
Regional
growth fund -
back up
provision
cost would
be in excess
of £5million

909.5625Total score

Table 11.12 Project A1

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

15751.Delivering growth

12. Regeneration

1.13. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

25. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

36. Risk

1.257. Environmental and community benefits

58. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

Cost of
maintaining

1.69.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

service in
perpetuity

1624.2188Total score

Table 11.13 Project A2
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

61001.Delivering growth

12. Regeneration

1.13. Access to employment and services

1.254. Improving accommodation choices and quality

35. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

36. Risk

Effect of pipe
route on
habitats

1.257. Environmental and community benefits

58. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

Post 2016 -
potential

7.59.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

interim
solution
working with
developers

2516.2500Total score

Table 11.14 Project A3

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

1001.Delivering growth

12. Regeneration

1.053. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

15. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

16. Risk

1.17. Environmental and community benefits

58. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

89.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

2.8875Total score

Table 11.15 Project A4

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

4000 homes
plus 2000

61001.Delivering growth

jobs (jobs
multiplied by
1.05)

12. Regeneration

1.13. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

35. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

16. Risk

17. Environmental and community benefits

58. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

Impact on
junctions -

11.059.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

not currently
costed

364.3439Total score

Table 11.16 Project A5

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

61001.Delivering growth

1.752. Regeneration

1.13. Access to employment and services
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

25. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

26. Risk

17. Environmental and community benefits

58. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

2.59.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

3757.6000Total score

Table 11.17 Project A6

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

2 x jobs
created to
staff the bus

2.11.Delivering growth

12. Regeneration

improves
access to
services

1.053. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

35. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

26. Risk

other
community

1.17. Environmental and community benefits

benefits
(local access
to key
services)

28. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

0.179.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

42.8029Total score

Table 11.18 Project R1

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

Link to
housing and

2501.Delivering growth

jobs (delivers
homes in
LSCs for
growth)

12. Regeneration

enhances
rural public
transport

1.053. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

25. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

High risk as
no return on

16. Risk

investment
and funding
unlikely to
improve
situation in
perpetuity.

other
environmental
improvements

1.257. Environmental and community benefits

58. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

19.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

131.2500Total score

Table 11.19 Project R2
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

1 job per
£27,215

51.Delivering growth

worth of
broadband
investment
based on
Cornwall and
National
estimates

12. Regeneration

1.13. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

essential to
delivery of

25. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

rural
employment

medium risk
due to

26. Risk

uncertain
return on
investment

other
community

1.17. Environmental and community benefits

benefits,
such as
reducing
isolation and
enabling
e-commerce

28. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

0.1259.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

96.8000Total score

Table 11.20 Project R3
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

157
committed

2531.Delivering growth

projects plus
96 units
coming from
LDF
allocations in
LSCs

Assumes
greenfield
sites used.

12. Regeneration

1.13. Access to employment and services

1.554. Improving accommodation choices and quality

25. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

36. Risk

Rural
affordable

1.257. Environmental and community benefits

homes
delivered to
CSH levels

58. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

Grant
required for

4.1349.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

157 units -
not including
private sector
+ finance

156.5185Total score

Table 11.21 Project H1

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

5331.Delivering growth
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

assumes
greenfield
sites

12. Regeneration

1.13. Access to employment and services

1.54. Improving accommodation choices and quality

25. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

36. Risk

1.257. Environmental and community benefits

38. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

Only 98
require
subsidy

5.1949.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

423.3009Total score

Table 11.22 Project H2

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

2906 worked
back from

24481.Delivering growth

table 14 :-
Private
owner
occupied
plus private
rented used
to generate
figure from
2007 Stock
condition
survey.

qualitative
improvements

1.32. Regeneration

13. Access to employment and services

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

15. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

16. Risk

17. Environmental and community benefits

58. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

22.79.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

28.0388Total score

Table 11.23 Project H3

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

15
permanent

231.Delivering growth

and 8 short
stay pitches

assumes a
mix of

1.42. Regeneration

greenfield
and
brownfield

13. Access to employment and services

34. Improving accommodation choices and quality

35. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

36. Risk

17. Environmental and community benefits

28. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

1.29.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

362.2500Total score

Table 11.24 Project H4
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

8 units
supported

411.Delivering growth

housing, 13
units
offender
accommodation,
20 units
domestic
violence
outreach

Assume
greenfield
development

12. Regeneration

Other13. Access to employment and services

Supported
homes

2.154. Improving accommodation choices and quality

15. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

medium risk26. Risk

other
community
benefits

1.17. Environmental and community benefits

58. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

1.1289.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

34.3848Total score

Table 11.25 Project H5

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

1801.Delivering growth

Qualitative
improvements
to dwellings

1.52. Regeneration

13. Access to employment and services
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

Assumes
market

14. Improving accommodation choices and quality

homes
generally

15. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects

Medium risk,
as partly

26. Risk

includes
funding for
equity relase/
loans which
may take
time to build
up again.

1.17. Environmental and community benefits

38. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

Cost based
on £5000 per

0.99.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

property to
be brought
back into
use.

220.0000Total score

Table 11.26 Project H6

NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

84591.Delivering growth

12. Regeneration

13. Access to employment and services

improvements
to housing
stock

1.054. Improving accommodation choices and quality

15. Critical interdependencies to other plans of projects
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NotesUnit value
orweighting
Score

Theme

16. Risk

other
community
benefits

1.17. Environmental and community benefits

58. Timescale (years expressed as decimal)

8.4599.Cost of intervention sought (as decimal £1million=1.0)

231.0000Total score

Table 11.27 Project H7
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12 Appendix B – Consultation by Theme
12.1 Summary of consultation by document/ theme.

Consultation UndertakenPlan or Strategy

6 week Issues and Options Public Consultation including road shows in eachMarket
Town - Summer 2005 6 week further Issues and Options consultation – Spring
2007.

6 week Preferred Options consultation – Winter 2007/08.

Core Strategy

6 week pre-submission period for comment – Winter 2008/09.

Examination in Public – July 2009 .

6 week consultation including events in each market town – Spring 2008.Sustainable Community
Strategy

Consultation event held in May 2009 including stakeholder and community
representation.

Housing Strategy

6 week Issues and Options consultation – Summer 2008.TAAP

6 week Preferred Options consultation – Spring 2009.

4 week consultation programmed for Winter 2010/11.

10 week consultation commencing 15th November (Growth levels and direction of
growth determined through adopted Core Strategy – See above).

ASHAAP

Table 12.1
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13 Appendix C - NAHP Information
13.1 The following table identifies individual affordable housing projects that all currently have the benefit of
Planning Permission. It should be noted that these tables will continue to have new schemes added over time as
Planning Permission is granted.

SubsidyTotal Scheme
Cost

Practical
Comp

Start
on Site

No.
Intermediate

No.
rented

DeveloperRSLRuralExceptionS106Site

£235,000£432,614.00Feb-11Feb-1025FlagshipRAshill, Goose Green

Grant freeJan-12Jan-1124TaylorWimpeyFlagshipYAttleborough, Teasel
Road

£376,000£834,450.00Jul-11Sep-1008FlagshipREBeetley, High House
Road

£100,000£245,000.00Jan-11Mar-0902FlagshipRCarbrooke, Muriel
Way

£64,000.00£145,734.00Sep-11Aug-1002FlagshipDereham, Sandy
Lane Garage Site

£315,000£659,655.00Feb-12Oct-1005FlagshipREEast Tuddenham,
The Street

Grant freeJan-12Jan-1125Bennett
Homes

FlagshipRMundford, Malsters
Close

£624K£1,479,708.00May-11Dec-10012FlagshipREast Harling, Jubilee
Avenue

Grant freeTBCTBC213Kier HomesFlagshipThetford,Maine
Street, Brandon Rd

£58,000£262,710.00Dec-10Mar-1002FlagshipThetford, Mingay
Road

£1,080,220£2,998,688.00Mar-12Jan-11022FlagshipThetford,
Sweyn/Fulmerstone
PH 2

£1,370,00Feb-13Jun-10
Sep-11

044FlagshipThetford,
Sweyn/Fulmerstone
PH 3

£1,370,000£2,999,255.00Dec-11018FlagshipThetford Canterbury
way

Dec-1108
bedsits

FlagshipThetford Canterbury
way, YPH

Grant freeTo be
negotiated

post
2012

06OrbitAttleborough,
Slough Lane

£336,000.00£1,603,087.00Sep-12May-11014CotmanREOld Buckenham, St.
Andrew's Close

Mar-1108BroadlandDereham, Bowling
Green

grant freeMar-1177Norfolk HomesBroadlandDereham, Moorgate
Park

grant freeDec-12Dec-09015BroadlandDereham, Waples
Way phase 2 (a)

grant freeApr-13Dec-0905BroadlandDereham, Waples
Way phase 2 (b)
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SubsidyTotal Scheme
Cost

Practical
Comp

Start
on Site

No.
Intermediate

No.
rented

DeveloperRSLRuralExceptionS106Site

Grant free£244,000.00Dec-10Nov-1012Mr TaylorHastoeRYEast Harling,
Lopham Road
(Phase 1)

Grant free£500,000.00Jul-11Dec-1024Mr TaylorHastoeRYEast Harling,
Lopham Road (Ph.
2)

£315,000£922,200.00Nov-0909Abel HomesHastoeSwaffham,
Castleacre Road

Grant free£333,000.00Oct-1013Abel HomesHastoeSwaffham,
Castleacre Road
Phase 2

016Heritage
Developments

UnallocatedRYEast Harling,
Kenninghall Road

Grant free027Norfolk HomesUnallocatedYAttleborough,
Honeysuckle Way

Grant free42TaylorWimpeyUnallocatedRYNorth Elmham,
Station Road

Grant free074TaylorWimpeyUnallocatedYDereham, Norwich
Road (Football Club)

Grant free24Alan IrvineUnallocatedRYShipdham, Land off
Parklands Avenue

Grant free23Paul Took
(Agent)

UnallocatedRYShipdham, Letton
Road

Grant free410Alan IrvineUnallocatedRYShipdham, Pound
Green Lane

Grant free06PelorusUnallocatedYWatton, Drome
Garage

Grant free1036Bennett
Homes

UnallocatedYWatton, former RAF
site

Grant free26AcornUnallocatedREYSporle, The Street

Grant free43399

Table 13.1 NAHP Supply

13.2 The following table indicates the affordable housing completions 2008-present (Dec 2011)

No.
shared
owneship

No.
rentedDeveloperRSLSite

2008/09

34FlagshipAttleborough, Cyprus Farmhouse

05FlagshipFlagship
Attleborough, Halford
Road
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02Fairstead
Circle
AngliaBawdeswell

03FlagshipFlagshipBridgham, Risley Close

13
Norfolk
HomesBroadlandDereham, Cadence Park

2045
George
WimpeyBroadlandDereham, Norwich Road

05Bennett
Circle
Anglia

Kenninghall, Crown
Meadow

511BovisFlagshipSwaffham, Lynn Road

150BloorFlagshipThetford, Castlegate

010SovereignFlagshipWatton, Cherry Court

05FlagshipFlagshipYaxham, St Peter's Close

1135
Taylor
WimpeyOrbitRAF Watton Phase 3

32BovisOrbitLynn Road Swaffham

210HastoeDunnets Close Ashill

512Circle AngliaAllison Close Thetford

61192253Total delivery 08/09

2009/10

12Circle AngliaAttleborough, Halford
Road

10
Taylor
WimpeyOrbitRAF Watton Phase 3

08FlagshipFlagshipBawdeswell, FollandCourt

315Dereham, Moorgate Park
Tranche 1

05FlagshipThetford, Fir Road

14BloorssaffronWatton, RAF base PH1
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03FlagshipThetford Ash Close

55SuffolkThetford, Saxon Bank

022Baker
Construction

HastoeThetford, 29 Norwich
Road

10HastoeSaham Toney, Pound Hill

60AbelHastoeSwaffham, Castleacre
Road

046BloorsSaffronWatton, RAF Base Phase
2

23FlagshipPurchase & Repair,
various

05PapworthP & R, Av. Gardens, Thet.

14166180Total Delivery 09/10

2010/2011

012RG Carters
Breckland
DC

John Room House,
Thetford

05SaffronRAF Watton

1061OrbitRAF Watton

05IceniSuffolkThetford, Saxon Bank

12Admiral
Homes

HastoeHockering, Old Granary

1185delivery to date

NAHP Completions
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14 Appendix D – Compliance with HCA Key Elements for LIPs

Page No./
Section Ref in
document

How Breckland IDP/ LIP compliesHCA Core
Requirements - Key
elements for LIPs

Section 2.0,
Section 5.0,
Appendix A.

Breckland IDP/LIP recognises and reflects on the need for economic
growth to underpin the wider housing and regeneration objectives of
the Council’s plans and programmes.

Economic Growth

A number of projects identified in this document seek to unlock or
support economic growth.

Section 5.0,
Appendix A.

This document will identify, prioritise and phase key infrastructure
projects. The outputs include a prioritised list of projects that the

Outputs and
outcomes

Council will use as the basis of its’ single conversation with the HCA
and other potential funding partners. A summary of the key projects
is included at Section 5.0 as well as at Appendix A.

Section 3.0,
Appendix A.

This document uses a transparent scoring and assessment matrix
which has been developed utilising guidance from HCA, PAS as well

Prioritisation – Using
and Appraisal based
approach as best practice from other IDPs and LIPs. This has also been

endorsed through the stakeholder workshop.

Information in respect of housing delivery and supply is included in
the introductory sections of the document setting out the Breckland
context.

Housing Supply

A number of the projects identified in the document relate either directly
to increasing housing supply through a variety of tenures (such as
delivery of market, general needs affordable and specialist housing.

The document also includes projects that will indirectly deliver housing
by virtue of being for critical infrastructure development (e.g.
improvements to waste water treatment and energy supply) that are
necessary to unlock land for development.

Section 2.0The IDP/LIP has had regard to the provisions of the Council’s adopted
Core Strategy Policies, as well as the emerging visions for the Thetford

Policy and duty
compliance

Area Action plan and the Council’s Housing strategy. Section 2.0
outlines how this IDP/LIP fits within the wider context of the Council’s
policy.
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Page No./
Section Ref in
document

How Breckland IDP/ LIP compliesHCA Core
Requirements - Key
elements for LIPs

Section 3.0,
Appendix A

The IDP has incorporated stakeholder involvement through its
development including workshops held to discuss local scoring criteria,
as well as a workshop to consider the projects identified and their
assessment.

Stakeholder and
community
engagement

The projects identified have all been derived from other plans or
documents that have themselves been subject to wider consultation
(e.g. from the Core Strategy). Therefore, the document has included
significant stakeholder and community engagement.

Table 14.1 Compliance with HCA Key Elements for LIPs
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15 Appendix E – Schedule of comments and responses

Comments on 1st ‘working draft’ w/b 14.06.10

Action by Capita SymondsActionSectionRespondent

Agree – Inserted housing for older
people into project.

Include housing for older
people

Project H4Darryl Smith – BDC
Housing

Agree – Inserted brief paragraph on
opportunities for town centre
regeneration.

Include references to town
centre regeneration

Thetford Key centre
for Development
and Change

Mark Stanton
–Economic
Development

Agree – Amend section as the latest
REV Active programme is wider than
motorsport.

Replace ‘project’ with
‘programme’. Remove
specific references to

Economic growth
and the A11

Mark
Stanton–Economic
Development

advanced engineering and
motorsport and add ‘low
carbon economic growth’.

Agree – Paragraph amended.Replace ‘project’ with
‘programme’.

Strengths and
Opportunities

Mark
Stanton–Economic
Development

Not amended - It is currently unclear
on the title and format of the post 16

Thetford Forum/ AcademyStrengths and
Opportunities

Mark
Stanton–Economic
Development centre development proposals (oft

referred to as Forum). This will require
further clarification from NCC.

Retain comment – It is important for
the document to highlight need for

Do we need to say
complete dualling of A11 is

Constraints and
uncertainties

Mark
Stanton–Economic
Development dualled A11 in order to unlocka constraint to economic

growth?
outside scope of
document economic potential of A11 corridor.

Particularly notable as document will
help shape Council position on such
critical infrastructure issues.

Table 15.1 Schedule of Comments and Responses

Comments from HCA on 2nd working draft

Action by
Capita
Symonds

ActionSectionRespondent

This states that the purpose of the document is to
identify strategic infrastructure needs. It is anticipated

1.1 purpose of
the document

Becky Ashley –
Strategy and

that the Local Investment Plan will identify more thanInformation
Manager just infrastructure but other investment priorities

(including housing) in the context of local strategies and
the local evidence base.
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Action by
Capita
Symonds

ActionSectionRespondent

Some of this is duplicated in 2.6 but suggest a Map at
this stage identifying Breckland as per Figure 1 might
be helpful.

1.2
Geographical
Scope of the
Document

Becky Ashley –
Strategy and
Information
Manager

Agreed –
Document
amended.

Suggest that this should be just Vision and that
Opportunities and Constraints form a separate heading
as currently this section does not contain reference to
opportunities or constraints.

2. Vision,
Opportunities
and
Constraints

Becky Ashley –
Strategy and
Information
Manager

Agreed –
Document
amended.

The statement contains a typing error and should read
“We want everyone who chooses Breckland as a place
to live or work to meet…….”

2.1.1Becky Ashley –
Strategy and
Information
Manager

Agreed – The
latest housing
vision from the

It would be good to be able to see the Housing and
Thetford Vision to appreciate how clear and consistent
all the visions for Breckland are.

2.3 and 2.4Becky Ashley –
Strategy and
Information
Manager Housing

Strategy has
been included
along with
Thetford vision.

Comments
noted. Evidence

The evidence base references currently only relate to
Infrastructure and need to include the Sustainable

2.5
Background to
the Area

Becky Ashley –
Strategy and
Information
Manager

base and
background has

Communities Strategy, Local Development Framework
and Core Strategies, LAA, Strategic Housing Market

been revised asAssessments and Strategic Housing Land Availability
document
develops.

Assessments, Transport Plans, Local Economic
Assessments and IDP. It would also be helpful for
Investment & Delivery to have a summary of recent,
current and anticipated investment from the HCA,
EEDA, County and LA etc identifiable by theme. It is
good to reference key documents but it would be helpful
to have some key factual evidence at this point and a
suggestion would be to move the evidence provided at
2.9 to 2.18. The plan must demonstrate what steps
have been taken to actively meet statutory obligations
for race, gender and disability equality and should
include affordable homes for larger families, specialist
housing to meet the needs of diverse communities,
accessible housing that meets the needs of disabled
people, supporting community cohesion and addressing
socio-economic disadvantage. Given that Breckland
is experiencing increased migration from workers from
EU and non EU countries (when nationally figures are
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Action by
Capita
Symonds

ActionSectionRespondent

reducing) it would be helpful for this to be referenced
both in the evidence base and strategy. Currently the
evidence base provides very little information on
homelessness and the affordability of housing in the
LA. What role does private sector housing play in
Breckland?

Disagree – Full
explanation of

This is very wordy and A SWOT analysis here could
be simplified into a table – timing, deliverability,

2.19 Strengths
and
Opportunities

Becky Ashley –
Strategy and
Information
Manager

strengths and
opportunities is

capacity, vfm. The proposals for Thetford and
Attleborough detailed here could be moved to the

consideredThetford section of the spatial package to create a more
important.clear vision for Thetford. It might be good to expand
Documenton planning policy s106 expectations and impact upon

deliverability. unchanged in
this respect.

Comment
noted.

Generally spatial priorities are clear however Rural
Breckland – long term package I feel could be expanded
and linked more to the thematic rural housing priority.

Long term
package

Becky Ashley –
Strategy and
Information
Manager

I feel that thematic priorities could be expanded and
particularly housing strategy. A good Local Investment

Thematic
Priorities/Vision
for Breckland

Becky Ashley –
Strategy and
Information
Manager

Plan should have a clear narrative “golden thread”,
rooted in analysis and understanding of the evidence
base. More evidence to support thematic priorities
would be helpful such as Breckland empty property and
decent homes figures. If delivery of a specialist needs
housing is a priority then this should be expanded and
it would be helpful to understand other supported
housing priorities and how commissioning will be taken
forward in the future.

Currently there is insufficient reference in the document
to the views of the Local Community. It is important to

Local
Community
Engagement

Becky Ashley –
Strategy and
Information
Manager

demonstrate that communities have been involved in
setting priorities. Consideration should be given to the
role of community led housing and organisations,
including Community Land trusts and Local Housing
Trusts in delivering the Local Investment Plan. Where
estate regeneration is prioritised we would anticipate
significant community engagement and consultation
and this is not mentioned in the document currently.
How will the LA engage with and involve the community
going forward to deliver the priorities set out in the LIP?

Table 15.2
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HCA Comments post LIP Surgery 12.11.10

Response/ActionComment

Overall the document received a very positive response. It was felt
that the LIP was up to date in terms of recent Government Changes
and set out a realistic position.

The key comments which emerged out of HCA LIP Surgery / Peer
Assurance were as follows:

Comments noted. Document has
continued to be refined to avoid
unnecessary repetition.

General:

Document is very lengthy and could be refined to avoid any repetition.

Document makes a number of archaic references which need to be
amended or the relevance explained e.g. Key Centres for
Development, Growth Point Status, Key Centre for Development
and Change, CIF, Single Conversation (as opposed to local
investment planning).

Comments noted. Document has
continued to be refined and updated
removing dated references where
appropriate.

Introductory section updated and
addressed in conclusions/
recommendations.

More explanation is needed on the future of the IDP elements of the
document and how this may work with the LEP.

Recommendations are written as though they are from Capita
Symonds – it would be good to understand the Local Authority
ownership of the document by taking a ‘we recommend’ as opposed
to ‘they recommend’ approach.

Comment noted. Document amended
accordingly.

Comment noted. Section referring to A11
dualling amended and included in
strengths and opportunities section.The impact of the A11 widening needs to play a stronger role in the

document.
Document has been revised for
consistency.The document is referred to in different ways throughout the

document (e.g. LIP, IDP, IDD) it would be help if the document had
a set term of reference. Section has been updated to remove

references to funding streams that are no
longer available, and to further streamline
this section.

Section 7 ‘Process’ – does not fit well in its current location. The
Local Delivery Mechanism section is quite backward looking e.g.
referrals to LAAs. References to Regional Infrastructure Fund not
longer applicable. This chapter could be refined and possibly moved
to the appendix.

Section updated to focus on emerging
Norfolk and Suffolk LEP.

The heading in 7.9 refers to LEPs replacing MAAs – please could
you confirm whether this is the case.

See conclusions/ recommendations.

It would be good to include information on how Breckland see’s HCA
supporting them in their new enabling role e.g. Planning support on
Thetford Urban Extension, Supporting estate renewal (such as Sweyn
Close).

Comments noted.Economic Purpose
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Response/ActionComment

The document sets out a strong sense of economic purpose and the
diagram on page 6 helps set out where this fits in relation to the
council’s broader activity

Comments noted. Section on specialist
needs housing amended.

Housing Demand and Supply

The information on population age profile and immigration is useful.
It would be good to see this developed further to link with what this
means for the type of housing which needs to be supplied.

Specialist needs housing section
amended.

More could be said in relation to housing provision strategies for the
ageing population (including those of general needs) and how
Breckland will meet these needs.

Text amended to state that Council is
actively preparing subsequent DPDs to
meet the current housing trajectory.

It would be helpful to understand whether the trajectories detailed in
Figure 5 page 20 are still those which Breckland are working towards.

Comments noted.Placemaking

The document has a good balance between improving existing places
(through estate regeneration) and developing new places through
growth.

Comments noted. Equality, race and
gender section amended.

Equality and Diversity

It would be good to see more information on the community cohesion
work which has gone in relation to BME / Migrant communities in
Breckland.

Comments noted. Section on Local
Community Engagement has been
amended.

Community Engagement

It is clear that Breckland have been open to engagement with key
stakeholders and that they have influenced the end result.
Consultation as part of the Thetford AAP and SUE could also be
picked up upon in the document and any county wide consultation
which has occurred.

Comment noted.Strategic Priorities

The first IDD focuses on the A11 corridor
as this is the area which will experience
the most significant growth and change,

There is a clear thread in the document from the issues identified,
strategic themes through to key projects.

There is a large focus on Attleborough and Thetford but could be
stronger on the background information for Thetford (e.g. London
overspill designation, Portuguese community, issues of private rented
sector). Limited coverage on the issues of Dereham, Swaffham and
Watton.

and the two spatial packages reflect this.
The housing thematic package reflects
wider needs across the district.

Comment noted.
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Response/ActionComment

A number of key funding sources are identified and the majority of
projects are costed. There is a need to identify where the funding
for each of the projects is hoped to come from.

Gantt Chart brings together the weighted
scores and the individual scores will be
included at Appendix A.

There is good detail on the local weighting tables for project
prioritisation but it is not yet clear how this translate in terms of
prioritising the projects listed. It is noted that each individual project
will be scored with Appendix A.

NAHP projects included in Appendix C.

See updated recommendations section
on future partnerships and work with the
HCA.

It is worth noting that NAHP investment in the future is likely to only
go towards schemes identified within Local Investment Plans – are
individual NAHP projects likely to be identified in Appendix A?

It would be good to include information on how Breckland see’s HCA
supporting them in their new enabling role e.g. Planning support on
Thetford Urban Extension, Supporting estate renewal (such as Sweyn
Close).

Table 15.3
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16 Appendix F – HCA Employment and Skills requirements for partners

Band 5

£50m-£60m+

Band 4

£40m-£520m

Band 13

£30m-£40m

Band 2

£20m-£30m

Band 1

£10m-£20m

Apprenticeships

44332Created

33322Safeguarded

Table 16.1 HCA Employment and Skills requirements for partners
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18 Abbreviations
Abbreviations used within this document:

AWS - Anglian Water Services.

BDC - Breckland District Council

CIL - Community Infrastructure levy

CSR - Comprehensive Spending Review

DFT - Department for Transport

EA = Environment Agency

EELGA - East of England Local Government Association

EERA - East of England Regional Assembly

EDF - Electricy de France

ESCO - Energy Service Company

GI - Green Infrastructure

GIB - Green Infrastructure Bank

HA - Highways Agency

HCA - Homes 4 Communities Agency

ISP - Internet Service Provider

LABV - Local Asset Backed Vehicle

LCIP - Low Carbon Infrastructure Fund

LDF - Local Development Framework

MTF - Moving Thetford Forward

MUSCO - Multi Utility Service Company

NAHP - National Affordable Housing Programme

NCC - Norfolk County Council

OFGEN - Office of Gas and Electricity Markets

OFWAT - Office of Water Services

RGF - Regional Growth Fund

TIF - Tax Incremental Financing
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